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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis 1 offer a specifically lesbian and geographic andysis of p ~ c u l a r  

smiggles for social change in Hamilton, Canada. Through an investigation of the 

deployment of the political regime of heterosexuality in the regulation and containment 

of local anti-violence activism in the 1990s7 1 build on emerging work in feminist, and 

lesbian and gay geographies on the institution of heterosexudity as regulatory. 

Through an exploration of both the struggIes over the development of spaces of 

political resinance, and the importance of gender, sexuality, and "difference" in local 

urban polihcs, 1 suggest that "unnaturalizing" categones such as WomanWan can offer 

insights to the processes of identity formation in place. Through employing a politically 

engaged methodology and construcring this research as part of local stniggles for social 

change, 1 offer local activists critical analyses of political strategies and processes of 

institutionaiization in Hamilton, as well as challenging the ongoing invisibility of lesbians 

in geography and beyond. 
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CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION 

... many women participate uneasily in the academy. 1 didn't find a voice 
of my own when I was a mident, and at university 1 felt a fiaud much of 
the time, never quite as good as the confident bourgeois men (and ofien 
women) 1 studied with. 

Gillian Rose (1 993a: 16) 

1.1 Introduction 

The words of Gillian Rose resonate profoundly for many females in academia. 

Marginalized by interlocking systems of sexism, classism and heterosexisrn, in a discipline 

that has, at times, seemed impermeable to the onslaught of feminist theory and practice, 

1 am not done in rarely having felt part of "the project" (Chouinard and Grant 1995; 

Christopherson 1989; McDowell 1992). However, it is precisely from that place of 

marginalization, from my geographicai and political location as a radcal lesbian involved 

in local, progressive, political struggles that the focus of this thesis came. That is, my 

"out-of-placeness" in academia was countered by rny experiences as a white, non-disabled, 

feminist activist, very much "at home" in the loosely defined and ever-shifting 

communities of lesbian and feminist political resistance. My involvement in local anti- 

violence activism repeatedly raised the question of why systemic change in the area of 

men's violence against fernales', has been so difficult to effect. As an activist academic 

1 saw the opportunity to contribute to the ongoing process of answenng this, and related 

strategic questions, through my pmicular skilis as a researcher. 
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In the processes of challenging the dominant discourses and practices of "the 

women's movement" as a marginalized "other," and of being challenged on my own 

privileges (afforded me as a non-disabled, fonnally-educated, white fernale), 1 recognized 

that my political objectives, and the knowledge 1 produced would be locally situateci, that 

is, histoncally, culturdly and spatially specific. Thus 1 chose to research those stniggles 

for social change that were most clearly part of my own experiences: those of white, 

feminist, anti-violence activists. This is consistent with a move by feminist geographers, 

"away from the construction of generalizations about women as an undifferentiated 

category towards more particdar understandings of the historically specific processes that 

produced the particular range of gender relations in a range of places1* (McDowell 1993b: 

308). Early feminist, and other social change, activists argued that one should %art from 

where you're at". It is undoubtedly from my location as a white, non-disabled, formally- 

educated lesbian, that I decided to focus my analysis on the ways in which the political 

regime of heterosexudity (Wimg 1992), is implicated in the regulation of feminist 

activism and is, in tum, resisted and contested. 1 did this through an investigation of the 

political m g g l e s  of white, feminist anti-violence activists in the city of Hamilton, Canada 

over the period mid- 199 1 to mid- 1993. Through i n t e ~ e w s  with 25 local activists and my 

own participation in local feminist politics, 1 explored the importance of particular spaces 

of political resistance for identity formation and for the development of collective 

capacities for contesting oppression, as well as recent struggles over the nature of those 

spaces. 
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Feminist researchers situated differently would view other sets of oppressive 

relations as most cntical to be mapped. As cultural theorist Judith Butler (1990: 35) 

notes: 

BY try 

the la1 

As feminism has sought to become integrally related to nniggles against 
racial and coloniaiist oppression, it has become increasingly important to 
resist the colonizing epistemologicd mategy that would subordinate 
different configurations of domination under the rubric of a transcultural 
notion of patriarchy. 

ing to always be aware that my analysis emerges from a particular location and that 

2er is only one of many from which theory is made, 1 hope to have resisted that 

epistemologicd strategy and been part of a trend in feminist geography to "contextualise 

and localise feminist theorising within the discipline" (Larner 1995: 177). 1 am not sure 

that I have been entirely successful. My aims, however, in both choosing this particular 

area of study and in researching it the way 1 did were: 

to build on recently emerging work in feminist, and lesbian and gay 
geographies on the institution of heterosexuality as regulutory, through an 
investigation of the deployment of the political regime of heterosexuality 
in the regulation and containment of local feminist activism; 

to expand our knowledge of the importance of gender and sexuaiity in local urban 
politics through an exploration of the development of, and struggles over, spaces 
of political resistance; 

(and related to (2)), to investigate the differences found withzn categories, at a 
time of fragmentation by "difference" of a supposedly previously united "women's 
movement"; that is, to explore the politics of identity formation, and to do this 
from a specifically lesbian place; 

to attempt to provide local activists with a useful, cntical analysis of strategies for 
change, processes of state institutionalitarion of "the movement" and associated 
feminist resistance to that incorporation; and 



( 5 )  through employing a politically engaged methodology, to clearly locate myself, as 
an academic researcher, in the redm of the political and, as a lesbian researcher, 
to challenge the reproduction of the political regime of heterosexuality in academia 
and the associated invisibility of lesbians in that environment. 

These aims are detailed below. 

1.2 Feminist geographies and geographies of sexuality 

Feminist geography has matured significantly from the need to make women 

visible in the 1970s and early 1980s (for example, Bowlby, Foord and Mackenzie 1981; 

Hayford 1974; Tivers 1 W8), to more recent theoretical sophistication, recognition of 

difference and diversity, and anaiyses of the patriarchd bases of male power (Bondi 1990; 

Chnstopherson 1 989; Foord and Gregson 1986; Johnson 1987: Massey 199 1 ; McDowell 

2 993a; Pain 1991; Rose 1993b; Valentine, 1993a). However, despite our recognition of 

"the importance of spatiai structure in the production and reproduction of masculinist 

societies" (Rose 1993a:17), feminist geographers have, until recently, been relatively 

quiet on two of the most critical and interrelated sets of oppressive processes through 

which male power is established and maintained: men's violence against fernaies and the 

political regime of heterosexuality. 

The linle work which has been done on the former has been cntical in bringing 

this issue to the attention of geographers. However, much of it has been couched in terms 

of relationships between women and environments; for example, women's lack of freedom 

of movement in public space and the spatial expression of violence in the social control 
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of women (Grant 1988; Pain 199 1 ; Valentine 1989; Whitzrnan 1988). What I want to add 

to this work is an emphasis on the connections between a compulsory and normative 

system of heterosexuality and men's violence against females. That is, although it has 

been important to illustrate the ways in which public space in advanced industrial cities 

in the West is moa often male and at times, largely inaccessible to females, it is equally 

important to illusirate that moa women are in fact at greater risk when rhey enter into 

a hererosexud relationship, than when they go for a walk in a badly designed plaza. 

The critical investigation of heterosexual hegemony has, however, corne relatively 

late to the discipline of geography. Early lesbian and gay geographies emerged in various 

attempts to map "gay ghenos" (Weightman 198 1; Winchester and White 1988), and in 

detailed work on the impact of lesbians and gays on the socio-spatial (re) stnicninng of 

the city (Knopp 1987, 1990; Lauria and Knopp 1985). In the 1 WOs,  however, there has 

been a proliferation of research and writing which clearly makes the connections between 

power, sexuality, identity and performance; for exarnple, work on the mutual constitution 

of sexualities and spaces, on rituaiized performance of sexual identiti es, on the regdatory 

force of the heterosexud imperative and on the body as a site of oppression and resistance 

(Bell and Valentine 1995a, 1995b; Crearn 1995a; Johnston and Valentine 1995; Longhurst 

1995; McDowell and Court 1994; Murray 1995; Valentine 1993% 1993b, 1993~). 

This work provides critical opportunities for those connections - between men's 

violence against females and a regdatory and normative heterosexuality - to be made. 

Although David Bell and Gill Valentine (1 995a: 12) note that "A big absence from 
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geographies of sexualities is, ironically, the dominant sexuality within contemporary 

societies - heterosexuality", they argue that feminist geography is in fact in need of a 

"divorce" from the emerging work on sexualities. This is based on the common linking 

of sexuality with gender, at conferences for example, which I agree is problematic (since 

feminism, and lesbian and gay theory and politics are not always compatible). However, 

although sexuality and gender may often automatically be tagged on to each odier, 1 want 

to suggest that the connections between the two areas are not necessarily being made. 

That is, 1 disagree on the need for separation when it cornes to Iesbzan geographies 

specifically, since there has yet to be a "marriage". Histoncally, feminist geography has 

paid little attention to the relationship between sexist oppression and the heterosexuai 

imperhve; what Louise Johnson (1 994: 1 10) has called, the "ongoing non-examination 

of compulsory beterosexuality in geography". As feminist geography has expanded to 

investigate the interconnections of race, class and gender in women's subordination, the 

role that heterosexuality plays has not sirnilarly been rnoved fiom periphery to centre. 

There has been little explicit recognition that the categories of gender - men and women - 

are in fact heterosexual ones. As lesbian theorist Cheshire Calhoun (1995: 8) notes, with 

regard to feminist t h e o r i ~ g  in general: 

Outside of literature whose specific topic is lesbianism, iesbians do not 
make an appearance in feminist writing except via an occasionai linguistic 
bow in their direction executed through the words "lesbian", "sexud 
orientation", or "sexualities". Race and class do not sirnilarly rernain 
systematically in the ghostiy closet of refening terms. 



Part of my aim in this thesis, then, is to forge some very concrete links between feminist 

and lesbian geographies. in illustrating, empirically and theoretically, ways in which the 

(interconnected) regulatory systems of sex, gender and sexuality are used to maintain 

gender hierarchy, 1 hope to suggest ways fonvard in understanding processes of 

oppression in place, and possibilities for political resistance. 

In approaching specific geographies o f  oppression and resistance, 1 am not only 

drawing on feminist analyses, but on radical lesbianism, which "does not define itself as 

a feminist analysis" (Durocher 1990: 13), and in which, heterosexuality is analyzed as a 

sociai system (Wittig 1992). As Louise Turcotte (1996: 1 18) describes it: 

Radical lesbianism is then a theory about the appropriation of women that 
differs from feminism because of the difference in its analysis of 
heterosexuality. According to radical lesbianism, heterosexual sexual 
relationships should be questioned more on the "why" and less on the 
"how". This means, in other words, that even if sexual relationships can 
change in their individual forms, their underlying social goal is first and 
foremost a means to maintain women in their state of appropriation, be it 
by bribe, rape, or the ideological hegemony of heterosexuality. 

Thus, 1 hope to illustrate ways in which "unnaturalizing" heterosexuality and the 

heterosexual categories madwomen has theoretical and practical implications beyond 

lesbian geographies. 

1.3 Gender, sexuality and "difference" in local urban politics 

A fwther aim was to expand current knowledge of gender as an organizing base 

in local urban politics. Given die importance of everyday environments as the spatial 
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structures through which oppressive gender relations are produced and reproduced, it is 

important to know more about the ways in which females, individuaily and collectively, 

have attempted to contest and transform those structures. There is a need for this work 

in geography: as feminist geographers Fincher and McQuillen (1989: 604) argued in their 

review of Anglo - North American literature in this area, "little attention has been paid 

to the presence or activities of women," and further that, "our knowledge of urban social 

movements might usefdly be extended by analyses of the gendered nature of those 

movements". Historically, what has often been understood as "political" in local urban 

politics have been those struggles which are waged either through the state or at the 

workplace (Brownill and Halford 1990; Peake 1994). This has had implications for 

women since much of women's experience, for example men's violence against females, 

has, until relatively recently, been kept off the public\political agenda. However, the 

growth of the second wave of "the women's movement" has resulted in what Dobash and 

Dobash (1987: 170) call "an explosion of activity". The most important organizing in this 

area has taken place at the local level resulting in a proliferation of women's shelters, rape 

crisis centres and other organizations. 

Despite over two decades of this organizing, men's violence against females 

remains a huge problem. Statistics Canada recently confirmed what anti-violence activists 

had been arguing for years - that one out of every NO women in this counny have 

experienced some form of male violence in their lifetime (Statistics Canada 1993a.). The 

magnitude of the problem persists despite at least the appearance of substantial changes: 
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for example, in raised public awareness of the issue, in involvement of dl Ievels of 

govemment in the area, and in the treatment of the issues by heaith, education and legal 

systems. Feminists, amongst other social activists, are Iosing ground; for example, "post- 

feminism" is an oft-cited expression. It often seems, then, that everything and nothing has 

changed. In approaching this contradictory situation, 1 was interested in what Linda 

Briskin (1 991 : 25) calls that "ongoing invisibility of the more radical vision of women's 

liberation which would entai1 major social and economic transformation". Why afier more 

than two decades of împressîve mobilization has so little changed? As Adamson et al 

(1988: 166) argued in their analysis of feminist organizing in Canada: 

Indeed, despite the increased skills and knowledge of activists, it often 
seems that we are stili back at square one when it cornes to answering the 
basic question of what constitutes an effective practice for change. 

This thesis tackles that basic question and invesîigates the spaces of political resistance 

in which strategies for change have been developed. I do this fiom my place of 

marginalization as a lesbian, suggesting that from that particular politicd and geographical 

location (beyond the category of sex, beyond the wornenùnan dualism) 1 am able to map 

some of the ways in which the regdatory institution of heterosexuality acts both as a 

barrier to collective action based on gender in these spaces of political resistance, and 

reduces women's capacîties to contest the reproduction of the system of men's violence 

against fernales. Lesbian geographers have illustrated some of the ways in which the tenn 

"dyke" is used to control al1 women's behaviours (for example, Valentine 1993~) ;  in thîs 

thesis 1 attempt to illustrate this further, as well as the ways in which the term "woman" 
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is dso used, to reduce the possibilities for women's political organiting, whether 

heterosexual or lesbian. 

Further, the power of gender as an effective mobilizing base has corne into 

question as western feminism has been forced to recognize i a  subject as a white: rnidde- 

class, non-disabled, heterosexual one. The notion of a women's movement has given way 

to a recognition of the imporiance of "difference". Lesbians, women of colour, immigrant 

women, first nations women, poor women and women with drsabilities have insiaed on 

the recognition that organized feminism has often excluded them and neglected to 

recognize that heterosexism, racism, classisrn and ableism have been as important in 

smicniring their oppression as sexism has been. As Linda McDowell ( 1993b: 309) points 

out, "How to theorize difference while holding on to some notion both of gender as a 

central analytical category in feminist scholarship and as a focus of political organization 

is now a central issue in ferninist work". In this thesis, 1 suggest that gender can be 

retained as a central analytical category through an investigation of the ways it has been 

used as a "regdatory fiction" (Butler 1990) to delimit the contours of acceptable female 

behaviours, desires, amtudes and political organiring. Further, in approaching the question 

of "difference" and "the women's movement", I problematize the group "white feminim", 

arguing that this is not the uncomplicated category that has been suggested in some 

discussions on difference. That i s  in recent public discourse (and often discussions within 

"the movement") "fragmentation" of the women's movement is presented as, in part, the 

responsibility of histoncally marginalized groups (see Barker and Wright 1992; Canadian 
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Press 1992; Freedman 1993). This suggests the existence of a previously unlfied "women's 

movement" and a retatively uncomplicated connection between gender and politics. As 

lesbian theonst Shane Phelan (1 994: 10 1 ) argues, this "hegemonic assumption": 

assigns difference to the underprivileged side of what is actually a relation 
of difference. Instead of noting that both sides of an opposition are 
"different" from one another, the hegemony works to render the relation 
invisible and to describe difierence as something inherent in one side. 

Thus, previously marginalized women are thought of as "different" from the rarely 

problernatized central group: "white feminists". By investigating the differences found 

within this category (in tenns of politics and practices), and local activists' undersîandings 

both of these differences and of the connections between gender and politics, my aim is 

to contribute to recent moves away from essentidist notions of difference and identity. 

Further, in providing concrete exarnples of the pitfalls of naditional identity politics 1 also 

aim to suggest possibili ties for moving to wards more effective coaii bonal oganizing for 

social change. 

In attempting to understand both the persistence of men's violence against females 

in the face of decades of feminist political mobilizing, and the changes taking place in 

local geographies of oppression and resistance, a M e r  a h  was to provide local activists 

with a useful, critical analysis of strategies for change in this area Initial discussions with 

locai activists, in addition to my own experiences of activism, pointed to the expandmg 

relationship between the aate and organized anti-violence activism as cntical in any 
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analysis of processes of political resistance and incorporation. This is discussed in the 

following section. 

1.4 Politics of resistance and state repulation: public paaiarchy or contested terrain? 

As 1 noted above, organized feminist activism has been responsible for much 

social change over the last IWO decades. Through negotiation and confiict, gender 

inequaiity has been challenged in a multitude of arenas. In the area of men's violence 

againa fernales, manifestations of this can be seen in the development of rape crisis 

centres and women's shelters, in the increase in public awareness of the issue, and in the 

"recognition" of its prevalence ftom ail levels of govemment. The state has increasingiy 

been involved in this issue through arenas such as the legal synem, policing, education 

and health systems (Barnsley 1988, 1995; Dobash and Dobash 1992; Findlay 1988; 

Randdl 1988; Waiker 1990). However, as also noted above, despite changes in these 

institutions, many feminist theorists and activists argue bat male power continues to be 

wielded in and through them. 

The "state" is a term that is commonly used by feminist (and other social change) 

activists, although its meaning is variable. Jane Ursel (1994) argues that there are 

basically two schools of thought when it cornes to the ami-violence movement and the 

state: one dia- sees the -te as inemevably part of male power, and the other that sees 

it as contested terrain. Through a detailed investigarion of feminist activists' 

understandings and experiences of nate relations my aim is to empioy a more nuanceci, 
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less dichotomous approach to the problematic of the state and political stmggles. Activists 

have lobbied the state intensely for changes in laws and policing, and importantly, for the 

funding necessary to provide services. There is an abundance of evidence to suggen that 

one result of this successful lobbying has been that organized feminist activism has 

become institutionalized through state regulation. However, there is a need for clearly 

situated, partial and local investigations of specific instances of these incorporating 

processes. What have these expanded relationships meant for activists' subjection and 

resistance to state regulation? How exactly have spaces of resistance become spaces of 

incorporation? in what ways can resistance to these processes be irnproved in feminist 

organizing? Why have some politicai strategies been more effective in changing state 

relations than others? In attempting to answer these questions my aim is to provide 

activists with further insights as to whether incorporation of feminist stmggles by the state 

is aiways inevitable or, in fact, contestable. 

My final aim concems the process of doing research from the margins. This is 

discussed beIow. 

1.5 Being an ally: disruptive practices and the importance of visibility 

In employing a politically engaged methodology 1 attempted to locate myself 

firmly within particular communities of resistance, as part of political stmggles for social 

change. 1 also recognised that as an academic with privilege, in working from the margins 

we are never fully apart from the centre (Rose 1993a). Despite being "off the map", I 



could visit the places within the dominant practices of geographical knowledge 

construction to ensure that this research take up its space in the academy. It was my 

responsibility, however, not to run from the risks associated with being disruptive and 

challenging to hegernonic practices of academic research. That is, as a white lesbian 1 

couid choose to pas ,  to slip from the margin to the centre if needed. It is that privilege 

which insisted that 1 must be out in academia, identified, visible and thus able to be in 

coalition with those who cannot or will not pass against multiple and interlocking systems 

of oppression. Despite a relative explosion in recent years of work on sexualities in 

geography and beyond, there is an absence of lesbian boches, on the ground, so to speak. 

There are still many reasons for not "coming out" in this discipline. Lesbian geographer 

Gill Valentine (1 993b.: 246) notes that "within the academic commwrity the lack of 'out' 

gay [sic] geography students, researchers and staff suggests that many departments are a s  

intolerant of chfference as other employers". This situation is exacerbated by lesbians and 

lesbian studies being lost in queer space, when "queer", on the way to indicating a very 

broad set of post-modem political and philosophical positions, has lost so much of its 

earlier political punch, as well as clouding the parhcular challenges that lesbian praxis 

continues to pose to gender and other hierarchies. 

Further, in doing research from the margins, in a politically engaged way, 1 gained 

a particular insight into the critical importance of Iocation in the development of 

counterhegemonic collective identities and practices. Tliat is, it was in being Iocated 

firmly in particular communities of struggle, of political alliance, that 1 was mdicolized; 
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my politicai identity changed dunng the research process. This is discussed in detail in 

the following chapter, and the importance of location for identity formation and 

possibili ties for structural change is discussed throughout the thesis. 

This thesis is organized in the following way. The process of condudng the 

research is discussed in Chapter Two. In this chapter 1 make a case for a politically 

engaged methodology, outlining some of the advantages and disadvantages to this kind 

of research approach. I also provide details about the local activists who participated in 

this study, and what themes were explored in the interviews and why. Chapter Three 

outlines my conceptual framework, including key arguments about gender and sexuaiity 

and political smiggles over men's violence against females. The geographical conte* of 

the research is outlined in Chapter Four. Here 1 discuss the importance of geographical 

and politicd location in the development of identities and smiggles for social change as 

well as presenting a bnef outline of the development of organized anglo-Canadian 

feminism and anti-violence activism in particular. The local geographies of oppression and 

resistance, that is, the development and muggles over anti-violence activism in Hamilton, 

Ontario, are discussed in detail in this chapter. The empirical data is presented and 

discussed in Chapters Five, Six and Seven, in analyses of: local processes of identity 

formation and political struggles in and against the heterosexual regime; local 

conceptualizations of, and practical approaches to, men's violence against females and the 

state; and processes of regdation and incorporation in place, respectively. My conclusions 

and their implications for present and future research are presented in the finai chapter. 



Chapter One endnotes 

1. 1 use the term men's violence against fernales rather than the more cornmon male violence against 
women for two main reasons: 1 )  to make expiicit that in my conceptualization of it, men's 
violence is not a function of their maieness - but somethuig that is manufactured; and 7) that al1 
fernales, whether "women" or not, are seen as legitirnate targets for this violence. This is esplained 
in greater detail in Chapter Three. 



CHAPTER TWO. AN ENGAGEMENT WITH THE POLITICAL : ACTIVIST 
WSEARCH 

It's fnghtening to set off on new journeys without any maps. Perhaps the 
hardest bit is deciding what to hang ont0 and what to shed. 

Sheila Rowbotharn (1 979: 33) 

2.1 Introduction 

1 cannot address the purpose of doing this research without placing it in the 

conte- of knowledge as power. Ferninists, amongst others, have highlighted that a 

particular aspect of power is the ability to define what constitutes reality, the limits within 

which that reality may be explained and înterpreted, and the types of  knowledge which 

will be considered valid (Cook and Fonow 1990; hooks 1988; Kirby and McKenna 1989; 

Stanley and Wise 1983, 1993). Since females are still very much in the rninority in the 

discipline of geography above the undergraduate level (Rose 1993 b.), there are obvious 

implications for the kinds of knowledge generated, since knowledge itself is a social 

creation. This argument has been well established elsewhere (Alcoff 1989; Cook and 

Fonow 1990; Harding 1987; Hartsock 1987; McCormack 1990; Oakley 1981; Rosser 

1987; Smith 1987; Vickers 1989); suffice to note that in approaching this research I was 

cognizant of the fact that there are ramifications of my particular daims to know. As 

Kirby and McKenna (1989: 23) argue: 



Power is used to perpetuate and extend existing inequalities. Those in 
positions of power are able to decide what news is fit to p i n t  or air, and 
what parameters are available for interpreting such news. ïhey decide what 
books get published, what research is funded and what knowledge is 
legitimated. 

Given that I was doing research which, to a certain extent, 1 could have a lot of control 

overl, 1 understood that it should be research that, in the process and in the results, could 

be part of the political struggle for social change. The research which a researcher chooses 

to carry out, the way that shelhe goes about her\his investigation, the methods shehe 

employs, and what is done with the results depends centrally upon the researcber's beliefs 

about the purpose of knowledge. For myself, the purpose of knowledge construction is 

to add to the possibilihes of transforming oppressive structures of society. The aims of 

ferninist research are an important starting point for it is from these aims that we make 

decisions about subject matter, methods, concepts, interpretations, inclusions and 

excl usions. 

2.2 The purpose of feminist research 

It has always been recognised that feminist research has to be much more than an 

academic exercise, aithough exactly what this entails is contestable. As stated above, my 

own interpretation is that the main aim of feminist research is to be part of the processes 

of challenging the interlocking systems of women's oppression. However, this does raise 

the question of which women and which systems? As McDoweIl (1993b: 310) recently 

outlined in a review of feminist geography: 



The current aim within feminist geography is a move towards what 
Harding and Haraway have identified as 'partiai' or 'situated knowledges' 
that recognize that the positionings of white British women in the 
academy, to take but one example, are not the same as other women, 
women from different ethnic or class backgrounds, and that this makes a 
difference to knowledge consmiction. 

In researching the stmggles of a particular group of white, feminist, anti-violence activists 

1 recognize that rny knowledge will be partial and incomplete, situated in a particular 

place and at a particular time. Within these recognized limitations, a further questîon is 

that of whether or  not academic research that aims to provide insights into some women's 

capacities to contest the reproduction of oppressive gender relations reguires both 

intellectual and political stniggle. 1 would argue that engaging in both reduces the 

possibilities of academic feminism becoming further removed from activist feminism, 

ensuring that our theones are useful for action and that action is useful for our theories. 

It is in trying to bnng together ferninism as science and feminism as polihcs that 

questions are most strongly raised for feminist acadernic scholarship. As Bishop et al 

(1 99 1 : 299) point out: 

While it is often fruitfid for feminist academics and cornmunit. activists 
to work together, it is also often an uneasy alliance. We cannot overcome 
the strains by pretending they don't exist- Activists and academics work in 
settings which, in quite concrete ways, produce stresses and conflicts. 

With the potential for a schism between academic and activist feminism always present 

( Bishop et al, 1991; Christiansen-Ruffman 199 1 ; hooks 1988), îhere is a need to rernain 

aware that the setting of academia, despite progress, is stilI an elite institution of limited 

access to less powerful groups, that the majonty of feminists who are "doing science" in 
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the West, are white, non-disabled, rnidde-class and heterosexual, and that there remains 

a hierarchy of knowledge. Scholarly debates between acadernic feminists are undoubtediy 

necessw and valuable, but the alarmingly common use of jargon, and of coded and 

inaccessible language is only one example of how some feminist academics appear to be 

closing the door on those females from whose experiences we need to develop and 

improve Our theones. Pile and 'Ihrift (1995: 371) note, for example, that, "Tdk of 

relations of power cm sometimes obscure the grinding, relentless nature of oppression and 

the way it forces accounts and choices which may not always be attractive to bourgeois 

academics". 1 have attempted to resist the temptation to obscure the realities of activists' 

lives, for example, the loss of employment and employment opporninities, and\or the 

danger of public vili fication, in seemingly abstract discussions of regdation and 

resistance, fictions of gender and sexuaiity, complicated and unstable identities, and 

spaces of resistance and incorporation. 

The context in which we work however, is one which operates to de-radicalize. 

As academics, we are tangled up in the webs of employment, career advancernent and 

legitirnacy, and it is difficult to np  out certain threads, for example, challenging 

discriminatory departxnentd practices, without unravelling the whole bundle. Funher, our 

research does not take place in a vacuum and results do not aiways remain within the 

walls of a de-contextualized ivory tower. These results have the potential to be used to 

shape public policy, to shape public opinion, and to challenge or support current 

hegemonic ideology (Dobash and Dobash 1992; Walker 1990). Given this (that my 



results could be used in mynad ways), 1 understood the need to act responsibly2 in doing 

this research, and to consider the possible ramifications of both the practices and the 

resul ts. 

A funher complication was that I was choosing to do research in an area which 

has a varied history in its relation to research. For example, discussing the situation in the 

United States, Susan Schechter (1 988: 3 1 1 ) argued that: 

Differences over research practices and ideology are only two troubling 
areas that researchers and battered women's activists must explore together. 
Ethics is a third. Reporis from around the counw leave many grass roots 
activists reluctant to cooperate with researchers. According to interview 
with movement activists, promises of confidentidity and guarantees of 
safety have been broken by researchers conducting interviews with abused 
women ... Commitments to share or review findings have not materialized. 

Recognising that research can be both an ally and adversary of social change, 1 was aware 

that although the relationship between activists and academics in this area has certainly 

varied across time and place (Barnsley 1995; Russell 1988; Waiker 1 WO), what has often 

been at stake is: a) whose knowledge will be valued and therefore who will get to define 

the issues; and b) what will be the response to this issue and who will provide that 

response? A simple, concrete example illustrates this point well. If the issue of men's 

violence against females is understood as  one of power and control in which men use 

various tactics at individual, institutional and cultural levels to establish and maintain their 

power, then responses will be very different than if the issue is understood to be one of 

the individual characteristics of individual females causing individual men's violence 

against them. The former obviously requires major structural change, the latter individuai 
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therapy for millions of individual women. Whose knowledge is deemed most valid has 

serious implications for social change. This has been exemplified in this field of research 

by the work of Murray Straus and his coIleagues (Gelles 1972; Gelles and Straus 1979; 

Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz 1980). Their use of a certain measure of violence, the 

Conflict Tactics Scaie (which amongst other things did not distinguish between offensive 

and defensive violence) in research on violence in the home resdted in the findings that 

severe "husband abuse" was in fact a more extensive problem in Amenca than severe 

"wife abuse". In her foreword to the influentid anthology Feminist Permetives On Wife 

Abuse, Diana Russell (author of Rape in Marriage) notes ( 1988: 8): 

Since this finding wntraàicts al1 previous research, clinical expenence, and 
gender sensitive theories of violence, one would expect these researchers 
to question the validity of their scale ... However, despite years of debate 
and criticisrn, Straus and Gelles once again applied their Conflict Tactics 
Scde in a new survey and reponed the same conclusions. 

Since 1 have no front-line experience3, the potential privileging of my academic 

knowledge in certain environments is righâully viewed as highly problematic by many 

front-line workers. Despite postmodem critiques of universalizing scientific knowledge 

claims, knowledge construction remains clearly hierarchically situated. Those knowledges 

constructed in academia are still often considered more valid than those constructed 

elsewhere4. To be aiways aware of this point, and to recognize Our place in the hierarchy 

is cntical, gwen that as pointed out above, the majority of feminists connnicting 

knowledge in Anglo-North American academia are white, middle class, non-disabled and 
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Within these conte- 1 had the oppomuiity to do work fiom the margins, to move 

beyond the boundaries of accepted masculinia knowledge and practices; that is, within 

the larger confines of academia, 1 had a relatively large degree of controi over content and 

process. This was not research directly funded or guided by the aate, as is so much 

research on men's violence againn fernales (for example, The Canadian Panel On 

Violence Againn ~ o m e n ' ) .  Dobash and Dobash (1992: 2 5 5 )  point out: 

While nor detemining findings per se aate funding ofien determines the 
focus of the research or particular aspects of the problem to be studed 
(sometimes even the research method) and these, in tum, have an impact 
on the findings. 

Thus, the opportunity here was to engage in research that was in p a n  directed by activists. 

They could tell me what kind of research, if any, could usefully inform political nnig&s. 

I was directed to do this by a passionate belief that feminist research is firn and foremost 

for fernales and it is our reaiiry that m u t  be made visible, in order to enable us to change 

society. This invoives imagmative and innovative ways of doing that research. As 

MacKinnon (1989: 36), points out, "one must understand that society could be other than 

i t is in order to explain it, far iess to change it" 

In the sense that this research aimed to be pan of these political struggles (for 

example, by offenng activists a critical anaiysis of local strategies for change), I did not 

punue "objectivity" as it has been traditionally (and androcentrically) defmed. One could 

fairly argue that my research is politicai. However, two decades of feminist and other 

critiques of science has effectively illustrated that every piece of research is political in 
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some way or another; each researcher incorporates herlhis beliefs and her\his value 

judgements into every part of the research process (Cook and Fonow 1990: Kirby and 

McKenna 1989; Stanley and Wise 1993) The critical difference is that between those 

researchers who recognize this and those who do not. Research that is presented as 

objective, that is presented as apolitical (that is, maintaining the status quo) does not offer 

the researcher's "conceptual baggage" (Kirby and McKenna 1989) to the reader. In 

assessing the research we are then left to guess what the political beliefs and objectives 

are. In doing this research as self-consciously political 1 am able to put on the table my 

situated polirics, those constructed out of my location in the margins as a non-disabled, 

white, radical 1 esbian. How this culturally , histoncally , and spatially contingent conceptual 

baggage sets the context for the doing and interpretation of the research is then available 

for the reader to use in assessing my research. As Sandra Harding (1989: 29) argues, this, 

"[recovers] for scrutiny in the results of the research the entire research process. That is, 

the class, race, culture and gender assumptions, beliefs and behaviours of the researcher 

hedhimself m u s  be placed within the h e  of the picture that sheke paints". 

To retum to the question of research practices, in choosing methods the important 

question was not so much whether there are any that are disîinctively feminist, that is, 

distinct from mediods used by other progressive social researchen (but see Harding 1987; 

MacKinnon 1982; Mies 1983; and Reinharz 1983), but the ways in which we employ 

them. The process of doing research in a feminist context has to be as important if not 

more so than the end resdts. Here 1 have to return to the aims of the research since they 
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informed my choice of methods. For example, in d e c i h g  the merits of unstruchired 

versus struchired interviews, participatory research as a mode of gathenng information, 

and the dangers of being an "insider", 1 realized that in wanting to be part of the project 

of bridging the gap between feminism in the academy and feminism in the community 

1 had little choice but to be politicaily engaged, and this would shape the methodology. 

This point is expanded below. 

2.3 Being politicaily engaged: the case for activist research 

Some of the ethical and political objectives 1 wanted to satisfy necessitated cenain 

research practices. For example, 1 wanted the research participants to have as much 

control over the process as possible. I was also directed by my understanding of the fact 

that in this particular area, academic research has often been an adversary of feminia 

activim and, at a very generalized level, acadernics are not particuiarly known in activist 

politicai circles for their radical agendas for social change (Bishop et al 1991; 

Christiansen-Ruffman 199 1). Funher, activists have often argued that too rnany resources 

have been ploughed into research at the expense of direct services, that the issue of men's 

violence against females has been researched to death, and that the time for action was 

long ago (for example, In ternational Women's Day Presentation by Justice for Women 

Coalition, 1992; Hamilton Spectator 1992a). 

To summarize, these are what I came to think of as my "research directives": first, 

1 wanted to use feminist methodology which, as previously outlined, is based on doing 
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research with and for femdes, rather than on them. Second, 1 would be clear about what 

I brought to the process as a non-disabled, white, radical lesbian with formal, post- 

secondq education. How these interconnected parts of my identity shape my 

understanding of the world and therefore how 1 approached the research at every step, 

would be offered up for analysis in the process and the product. Third, the research had 

to be explicitly political and have an emancipatory element to it. The founh directive 

arose out of the concem expressed by various feminist theorists about the increasing 

distance between academic feminism and feminist activism. 1 wanted to be sure therefore 

that the research was part of the attempt to reconnect academic feminism to feminist 

political practice in the broader community. Finaily, the product of the research had to be 

accessible, and in some ways useful, to those femalps from whose expenence it had been 

created. 

Underlying the emerging methodology was the belief that in order to do the 

research justice, and in order to truly meet al1 of the directives 1 had to be politicaily 

engaged in the process; that is, pan of the struggles that 1 was researching. Hence, the 

methodology which evolved aimed to be consistent with Kirby and McKema's (1989: 63) 

argument that, "the methods appropriate for researching from the margins are grounded 

in a politicai awareness of the need for change". By developing the research questions 

from women's experience, through my own experiences as an activist and through 

discussing research needs with other activists, the intent was that the subsequent use of 

the information gathered would be aimed as much at the activist as the academic end of 
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the continuum of struggle. The research had to be conducted with the understanding that 

any knowledge created remain accessible and useful to those women from whose 

experiences it has grown. 1, as the researcher, would try to remain accountable, that is, 

taking direction from participants. Consistent with the above, 1 chose in-depth, semi- 

directed discussions as a way of gathering and exchanging knowledge. This was combined 

with an active involvement in local struggles against the reproduction of the political 

regime of heterosexuality. ï h e  particulars of these methods are discussed in 2.5 below. 

In employing this methodology 1 was aware of possible limitations and advantages. 

For example, .4m Oakley's (1981) experience of doing research on motherhood is a 

classic, oft-cited example of the problems that can aise in following traditional advice 

on doing interviews. The ethical question here is one of withholding information: 

... strategies recommended in the textbooks for meeting interviewee's 
questions ... advise that such questions as "Which hole does the baby corne 
out of?" "Does an epidural ever paralyse women?" and "Why is it 
dangerous to leave a small baby aione in the house?" should be met with 
such responses ffom the i n t e ~ e w e r  as  "1 guess 1 haven't thought about it 
to give a good answer right now," or "a head-shaking gesture which 
suggests that's a hard one" ... Also recommended is laughing off the request 
with the remark that "my job at the moment is to get opinions, not to have 
them" (1981: 48). 

In deciding that the i n t e ~ e w s  would be as interactive as possible, including the sharing 

of knowledge and ideas, 1 was aware that 1 would possibly be involved in influencing the 

thinking of some of the activists, and of course, be influenced by them. I regarded this 

as a positive feature of this process rather than negative. As Cook and Fonow (1990: 75) 

argue, "in the process of learning to perceive social, political and economic 
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contradictions ...p eople are motivated to take action against the oppressive elements of 

reality". Although Oakley's ethicd question was one of withholdmg evidence, there can 

be the equally difficult ethical question of giving it, as pari of incorporating political 

action into research. Dilirio (1982: 14, in Cook and Fonow, 1990: 78) provides a poignant 

example: 

. . . they were working class women whose economic independence under 
present structural realities was a virtud impossibility, and whose 
consciousness of survivai strategies saw little hope extemal to that of 
marriage. Unless 1 could offer a means of aitering the material reaiities of 
their existence in the here and now, 1 wondered what was to be gained by 
seeking to raise their consciousness conceming the injustices of 
heterosexism and their personal relationships. 

This is perhaps a stniggle which many feminist researchers will grapple with, however, 

my case was rather different. The women involved in my research were "experts"; that 

is, they were as knowledgeable, if not more so than I on the issues of men's violence 

against females and feminia activism. If anything, it was more likely that it wouid be me, 

not the women involved, whose politicai knowledge and identity would be altered. 

Furdier, if through the process 1 did manage to provide any new insights, different, or 

imaginative angles to activists' current analyses, this would clearly be part of the 

emancipatory project of activist research. The acnial research process is discussed below. 

2.4 Doing the research: processes in place 

1 began the research process when 1 moved to Hamilton, Ontario, in late 1989 by 

becoming involved in local lesbian and feminist communities. My interest in men's 
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violence against women and stmggles against it had a longer history, including, previous 

research in Toronto on restictions of women's freedom of rnovement in public spaces, 

and involvement in local women's organizations (Grant 1988, 1989, 199 1 ). Through the 

process of becoming involved in Hamilton activisrn, 1 was able to discuss possibilities for 

research with many activists and ask questions about what would be most useful to them. 

1 combined these suggestions with my own interests and experiences and the fucus of this 

thesis evolved6. It was through this involvement that 1 was able to ask various activists 

if they would be wiiling to participate as interviewees, and they in turn suggested other 

activists they thought shouid be interviewed. 

My selection process had little naditional scientific rhyme or reason, although it 

did have radical rhyme and reason. As discussed briefly in Chapter One, there were 

severd reasons for choosing a seemingly relatively homogeneous group. Although this 

had not initially been my intention, as I began to talk to activists it was clear that issues 

of homogeneity and inaccessibility of "the rnovement" were front and centre in practicai 

and andytical processes of re-assessment. From my location as pan of this supposedly 

uncomplicated grouping of "white feminists" 1 could investigate the differences within 

categories and add to the understandings of the pitfails of identity politics in the smiggles 

for change in this area My selection cnteria therefore became white,' anti-violence 

activists who were, or had been involved in Hamilton stniggles, and who would identie 

themselves as feminists. In atîempting to find women to participate it was easier to 

approach women who knew or knew of me, and who, to sorne extent "trusted" that my 
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research process and my use of the results would somehow be "ethical" (that is, neither 

exploitative nor containing any hidden objectives). 

Through my involvement in 1990 and 1991 in local feminist and lesbian 

communities 1 approached women who appeared from discussions and\or actions, to be 

more "radical" than "liberal". My use of these terms is practicd rather than theoretical, 

in that 1 am not using them in the same way that they have been used histoncally to 

indicate a particular theoretical -and of feminism (for example, see Jaggar and 

Rothenberg 1984). My use is also culnirally, spatially and histoncally specific as well as 

being relative; that is, being a radical social activist in a country other than Canada may 

involve violence and sabotage, in another era, it may have included hunger strikes and 

bombings. In Hamilton, in the early 1990s, choosing anti-violence activists who were 

more radical than liberal meant choosing those women who were, for example, more 

likely to believe that men's violence against females was a tool of oppression rather than 

an individual dysfunction, and one that required systemic change rather than anger 

management classes, and were more likely to be involved in direct action than petition 

writing. The group was also shaped by activists' suggestions of other activists and by 

wornen's willingness and ability to participate. Out of the 25 participants, there were only 

seven with whom 1 had had no previous political interaction in the cornmunity and\or the 

university, pnor to the interviews. 

The participants varied considerably, for example in age, ciass history, sexuality, 

and length of time in "the movement". Seventeen were from the working classes, in that 
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they had grown up in working-class households but their education and employment now 

placed them outside of a formal definition of working-classs. However, many of these 

activists discussed their retention of working-class values and amtudes and the ways in 

which this had affected their experiences of a largely rniddle-class an&-Canadian 

women's movement (discussed in Chapter Five). A further two had grown up in what they 

considered to be working-class farnilies in terms of employment and income, but in very 

middle-class neighbourhoods, which had resulted in the confusion of growing up with 

middle-class values without middle-class resources. The remaining six grew up in middle- 

to upper-middle class homes. Only two of the women were bom outside Canada, and had 

moved here fiom Europe. Twenty two of the 25 had attended University [eighteen], or 

college [four], making this group a more-formally-educated-than-average one. 

The majority of the activists [fifteen] identified as lesbian and at the time of the 

interviews, twelve of those were partnered, three with dependent children. Of the seven 

activists who identified as heterosexuai, three were partnered, one wi th dependent 

children. Of the remaining activists, one identified as bisexual, one did not define her 

sexuality in terrns of a lesbian\strai~.t\bisexual categorization, and one would not discuss 

her sexuality. The vast majonty of the group were non-disabledg [twenty-two]. 

Al1 of the participants were, or had been, associated with one or more of the 

following local organizations: the Sexual Assault Centre [Hamilton and Region], Interval 

House of Hamilton-Wentworth, Justice For Women Coalition, Family SeMces of 

Hamilton-Wentworth, the Elizabeth Fry Society, the Women's Centre of Hamilton- 
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Wentworth, and McMaster University's Centre for the Prevention of Violence Against 

Women and Sexual Harassment Office. At the time of the interviews, twenty of the 

activists were, or had very recently beeniO, engaged in paid employment in wornen's 

andior social service organizations which offered anti-violence services. The remainder 

were, or had recently been, engaged in volunteer work in this are& for example, as a 

board member. Of the former group, al1 20 were, or had been, involved in other paid 

employment and\or volunteer work in a broad field of progressive social activism; for 

example, in labour, CO-op housing, and lesbian and gay nghts organinng, as members of 

local advocacy\political action groups such as Justice For Women, on organizing 

cornminees for local events such as Take Back n e  ~ i g h t "  and in provincial 

organizations such as the Ontario Association of Intervai and Transition Houses. Of the 

five activists who were volunteers at the time of the interview, only one had no? 

previously been involved in women's and\or other social change organizing. 

The activists ranged in age from mid-20s to late-50s. Their length of involvernent 

in "the women's movement" ranged from one year to more than 20 years. Almost one 

third [seven] of the participants had more than fifieen yean experience, many of those in 

anti-violence work specifically and only five of the activists had been involved for three 

years or less. The average length of involvement was just under ten years, with the 

median being seven years. The interviews took place during the rnonths of March, April, 

May and June 1993. The majority [twelve] took place in rny home, six took place in the 
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homes of activists, five at their place of employment and the rernaining were conducted 

in a combination of these places". 

1 approached the i n t e ~ e w  process with a mix of excitement and trepidation. From 

my position as a lesbian academic 1 sympathised with some of the prospective 

participantst concerns that academia and the research that emerged from it, was part of 

the wider system implicated in the categorizing and controlling of woments lives. FuRher, 

as a result of my lack of involvement in front-line anti-violence work, 1 was constantfy 

moving between my sense of self as imposter, unsure of my right to be conducting this 

research, and my sense of self as useful in that 1 had the time, the resources, and the 

"righr" politics. Shortly before beginning to approach women in the community about my 

research, 1 attended a workshop at international Woments Day celebrations at McMaster 

University, where a prominent, local, anti-violence activist condemned academics for only 

ever wanting to talk to, or think about, abused women, when they "wanted a few more 

letters after their names". This did nothing to allay my fear. 

Nonetheless, by early 1993, 25 women had agreed to be inierviewed and overall 

they constituted an expenenced, informed group of ferninia activists. AI1 of the women 

signed a consent fom,  the content of which ailowed some control over the process and 

products of their involvement, such as withdrawing from the process at any time, and 

viewing any quofations that would be used. Everyone allowed their i n t e ~ e w s  to be taped 

and the interviews lasted between one and a half and six hours, with the average length 

being three hours. Given that the i n t e ~ e w s  were carried out during a penod when many 
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local women's organizations were in turmoil and there was much public and private 

conflict widiin "the women's community", many of the women approached the inten-iews 

cautiously. Concems that were voiced included my political and\or personal alliances as 

an activin in the community, confidentiality of the interviews. and usefulness of the time 

spent. Ir was fascinating, if painful. to observe my own perceived and actud political 

location shifi during the research period from a researcher to whom 25 activins on many 

difYerent "sides" of the issues would talk to, to a political actor, clearly "inside" the 

stmggles. The advantages and limitations of my approach are discussed more N l y  in 

Section 2.5 below. 

Despite the nimultuous rimes, the inteniews, on the whole, were engaging, 

interactive and productive. I used a guideline (see Appendix -4). which 1 had developed 

fiom discussions with participants, and my own observations. The women were quite fiee 

to negotiate the content of the interview, but from the flow of the rnajority of the 

i n t e ~ e w s ,  the themes and their order appeared to make sense. There were five main 

sections: personal\political hisîory ; anti-violence movement\political organising; the state; 

white feminism; ways fo~~ard\strategîes for change. M e r  a discussion of their personal 

and politicd histories and sense of their own politicd identity formation, the participants 

were asked a variety of questions conceming their analytical and strategic approaches to 

men's violence againn fernales, the "anti-violence movement", and their own and other 

women's and social seMces organizations. This was followed by a set of questions on 

their understanding of, approach to, and experiences of, the state. Questions of organizing 
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on the basis of gender were then explore& including a discussion of the changes in spaces 

of politicai resistance, such as shelters and rape cnsis centres, with an emphasis on 

difference, regdation and resistance. The i n t e ~ e w  was concluded with a discussion of 

the accomplishments of anti-violence activism, the greatest obstacles facing "the 

movement" and possibilities for change. 

To ensure that the promised confidentiality was maintaineci, I alone transcnbed ail 

of the tapes, and coded and analyzed over 700 pages of eanscripts" In addition 1 

remained atively invoived in various forms of activism throughout the research period 

and beyond. Needless to say, as mentioned briefiy above, there were both limitations and 

ad~antages to enpagng in activist research. These are discussed below. 

2.5 Doing the research: limitations and advantages 

In approaching the research ths way 1 had anticipated a number of dificulties. 

Interestingly enough, the greatest difficulty that 1 had anticipated, that is, activists being 

totally unwilling to be involved in another piece of research in the academy, did not 

transpire. Other problems did occur, but not ones that ferninist methodology textbooks had 

prepared me for. There was of course an initial amount of antagonism and reluctance on 

the part of some activists, for the reasons discussed above: the fact that men's violence 

against fernales had been researched to death, suspicion about the motives of academic 

research, and doubt that the use of  precious time would be wordiwtiile. This was parhally 

overcome by my involvement in activism, primarily through a radical direct action group 
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(Justice For Wornen), but also more generally through day-to-day life both on and off 

campus. What 1 believe 1 was able to do as an activist and through engaging in a 

political struggle side by side with women in the community was, in essence, to "prove" 

myself as an academic who was "putting her money where her mouth was". This process 

was, and continues to be, very time-consuming, a factor to which 1 will retum, but 

ultimately it played a large part in the women agreeing to participate. My focus, not on 

men's violence against females per se, but on feminist activism and its regulation, moved 

the research project out of the classification of "more research on abused women". Other 

important factors in gemng women involved included spending that initial period of 

activism educating myself more about the issues and asking activists what kind of 

research would be most useful for them. Thus, the potentiai participants were already 

playing a large part in derermining the direction of the research, and so in many ways had 

some ownenhip from the outset. This ensured, in my mind, that this research would be 

of some use to "the movement". 1 recognised that 1 had the oppomuiity to provide some 

possible insight into processes of resistance and regulation; women involved in front-line 

seMces often do not have the luxury of time for detailed reflection and analyses andior 

pumng them to paper. 

Further, by making the interviews as interactive and open-ended as  possible 1 

attempted to break down those often artificial but importantly hierarchical boundaries 

between the researcher and the researched. 1 did have certain themes to cover but the 

direction of the i n t e ~ e w s  could be negotiated. Women were free to refuse to answer 
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questions, to ask why 1 was asking certain questions, and to ask questions of me, al1 of 

which they did. 1 gave as much control as possible over the research process and products 

to the women involved through the following: cornmimng to check back with them if 1 

intended to quote hem, either anonyrnously or narned; by giving the option of withdrawal 

at any point in the process with the subsequent demucrion of tapes\transcripts; and by 

committing myself to producing an accessible community-oriented document which would 

be given to al1 participants and would also be available to anyone in the community 

(Grant forthcoming ). 

As 1 have outlined in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 above, these steps were necessary to 

satisfy my own ethics. Although 1 believe passionately in the need to bridge the gap 

between academic feminism and feminist activism, my expenences with this process have 

taught me that politically engaged research cornes with certain costs. Although the lived 

relations of life as a graduate student, andior as an activist, are not often discussed in 

academic work, there is a need to fully contextualize the process. Simple, everyday 

requirements of life have an impact on the practices of research and the aim of discussing 

them here is to share information on some very red limitations of doing research this 

way. The demands of activism and of academia are not particularly compatible at the 

graduate level and presumably do not get any easier beyond. This is a problem that many 

feminists grapple with and 1 do not want to suggest that there is somehow a clear 

dichotomy between the two spheres. As Wine and Ristock (1 991 : 18) point out: 



Most Canadian academic feminists have been active in the feminist 
movement outside of acadernia (Eichler, 1990), as well as engagmg in 
activism to establish and maintain women's sîudies in the academy; while 
many community activists look to academic feminism to provide theory for 
and documentation of their work, and frequently seek credentids through 
women's studies programs. 

Endeavouring to do politically engaged research means balancing often conflicting 

demands: community meetings, lobbying, postering, demonmating, course work, 

comprehensive exarninations, writing papers, attending conferences, challenging the 

institution, networking and generally being part of the department and the community. 1 

did not always manage to strike a particularly sensible balance between the two and view 

this as one of two major dilemmas associated with this rnethodology. 

The second dilemma which arose concerned the position of the activist researcher 

in the community. 1 was not only open about what I brought to the research process in 

terms of privilege and oppression, that is, as a white, non-disabled, radical lesbian and 

academic, but as hme passed 1 was more open about my particular politics as an activist 

which placed me in conflict with other activists, many of whom were participants in the 

research. For example, on any given day 1 could be the activist-researcher i n t e ~ e w i n g  

activist A, and on the next day find myself on different sides of an issue from her at an 

important meeting. Or one week 1 could spend a day interviewing activist B and the next 

week spend the evening with her and other friends at the local lesbian dance. Or perhaps 

activist C decides she is no longer willing to participate in the research since she read my 

article in the city newspaper on the deradicalization of local white feminisrn. These are 
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fictionai scenarios, but close enough to rny real experiences to illustrate the point that as 

a feminist activîst researcher, 1 am not apart from "the cornmunity", 1 am of it. And there 

are particular problems associated with this. As mentioned above, as I became more active 

and more vocal in the communities 1 am involved in, 1 found myself at odds at different 

tirnes with different women who had ini tially agreed to participate. It is interesting to note 

that if 1 were to approach the same 25 women now, 1 suspect that at least one third of 

them would not be willing to participate in research that was conducted by me. 

It could of course be argued that I should have expected this, that this is exactly 

the kind of problem associated with being too much of an "insider". However, the critical 

point here is that in order to fulfil the research directives discussed above, 1 had no 

choice but to be an insider, that is, to be engaged. If 1 am an activist 1 cannot keep my 

politics a secret, 1 cannot stay neutral, for the sake of the research and for the sake of 

ensuring continued participation. Neither can 1 stay at home and not be an active part of 

the community. In the process of doing politically engaged research I was rudzcalized and 

as I changed so too did the ways in which 1 approached the research. So in doing activist 

or politically engaged research, it seerns inevitabie that the participants, the researcher and 

the research itself will al1 be affected, sometimes very negatively and sometimes very 

positively, in the process. If the process of research is considered as important as the 

result then the former may dso be offered up for analysis to readers. That 1 affected the 

women who participated and that diey a e c t e d  me is not necessariiy a negative point, as 

long as  it is not hidden. Al1 researchers do this; the point of course is to value this aspect 
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of the research and reflect on its implications. Further, as  1 discuss in Chapter Eight, my 

own experiences of being radicalized in the research process gave me particular insight 

into the processes of identity formation, and the creation of politicized subjects. Having 

outlined some of the challenges associated with this type of methodology, I would not 

necessady argue for it to be done differently. My direct involvement in the struggles I 

was researching was invaluable in tems of leaming. So in that way, despite associated 

difficulties, I still believe that attempting to bring activism and academia together in 

research will result in more insightful, rneaningful, and hopefdly usefûl research, in terms 

of the struggle for social change, which, as 1 indicated at the beginning of this chapter, 

is the aim of this particular research. The conceptual framework within which I 

approached the research is outlined in the following chapter. 

Chapter Two endnotes 

1. Compared to research, for example, that is carrïed out for, and directed by, another party. 

2. The rneaning and understanding of the terni "act responsiblyn will of course Vary from person to 
person, situation to situation. Here, 1 understood it to mean that given that my results could be 
used in various ways and\or that research participants took certain risks in discussing the problems 
in anti-violence organizing, 1 would not be cavalier in my doing and subsequent use of the 
researc h. 

3 .  By fiont-line work 1 mean workmg directly with service users in a sexual assault centre or a 
womenrs shelter. 

4. See for example, Gillian Walker's (1 990) discussion of the 1982 hearings on "wife-battering" by 
the Standing Cornmittee on Social Policy Development of the Ontario Legislature. 

5 .  The Panel on Violence Against Women was a nine-member, govenunent appointed panel whose 
role was to investigate violence against women, nationally, and create a comprehensive action plan 
for ending violence against women. The panel encountered much criticism and resistance from 
women's groups, including NAC, Congress of Black Women of Canada, the DisAbled Women's 



Network of Canada and the Canadian Association of Sexual Assault Centres (Hamilton Spectator 
1992a.). Locally, Hamilton's Justice For Women Coalition were amonpst those who challenged 
the panel to redirect its $10 million funding into much-needed action. 

6 .  The timing of the research was fortuitous in that my interests in the regulation of anti-violence 
activism emerged during a time in which local activists were re-assessine "the movement" and 
various strategies for change. In h s  way, there was little c o d i c t  between my interests and the 
suggestions of activists. 

7. 1 am using "white" after Ruth Frankenberg (1 993: 1) who argues, "Whiteness ... has a set of Iinked 
dimensions. First, whiteness is a location of structural advantage, of race privilege. Second, it is 
a "standpoint," a place from whch white people look at ourselves, at others, and at socieg. Third, 
"whiteness" refers to a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnameda. For those 
activists who identified as Jewish, their experience of whiteness obviously differed from non- 
Jewish activists. As one activist explained: "1 do not defme myself as a woman of colour, 
absolutely not, but 1 also don't define myself as white. However, when it cornes to looking at 
privilege in that area ... 1 dont defme myself as white 1 defme myself as Jew, which is a different 
category. It's not a colour but it's not white" (activist 17). 

8. That is, in terms of their relationship to the means of production, or their income and employment 
levels, for example. 

9. 1 am using this term rather than the more commonly-used "able-bodied", after many disabled 
feminist writers who argue that non-disabled more accurately describes women who are neither 
physically. nor mentally disabled. 

10. The interviews took place during an extremely tumultuous time in Hamilton and several of the 
participants were either fired or resigned shortly before or after their interview (although there was 
no connection between these two events); this period is discussed in detail in Chapter Four. 

1 1.  A Take Back The Night March is organized in huodreds of towns and cities across North America 
annuitlly. Women and children mach, usuaiiy without the Company of men, in a symbolic 
reclaiming of the streats, protestmg against violence against women. 

12. Activists detennined the location of the interview; for example, some did not want to be 
inteniewed at their workplace and sorne found it convenient to be interviewed at home. 

13. C ~ ~ d e n t i a l i t y  is also the reason for the activists beinp identified only by numkr. 1 realize this 
is not the rnost satisfactory f o m  of identification; however, the "community" is small enough that 
descriptions such as "shelter worker, lesbian, mid-40s" would threaten the promised confidentiality . 
Activists were numbered quite simply, that is, in order of being interviewed. 



CHAPTER THREE. NICE WHITE GIRLS DONT: UNDERSTANDING THE 
HETEROSEXUAL RlFGlME 

The deconstruction of identity is not the deconstruction of politics; rather, 
it establishes as political the very t e m s  through which identity is 
articulated. 

Judith Butler (1990: 148) 

3.1 Introduction 

The main premise of the argument presented below is that trying to make sense 

of women's oppression and its resiliency in the face of feminist activism without taking 

the political regime of heterosexuality into account, is like "trying to explain why a 

marble stops rolling without taking friction into account" (Frye 1983: xi). Thus, in 

critically analyzing certain geographies of oppression and resistance, my point of 

depamire fiom many other feminist geographers\feminist theorias is in problematizing 

heterosexuality, andytically and politically ' . 

Both the recent engagements with post-modernism (for example Bondi 1990a; 

Butler 1990; Kobayashi and Peake 1994; Nicholson 1990), and critical challenges by 

those women who consider themselves situated outside the white, rniddle-class, 

heterosexual, and non-disabled subject, that has been, untit recently, Western feminism's 

constituency, create exciting opportunities in feminist geography (and many other places) 

for this depamire (Bell et al. 1994; Bell and Valentine 1995a.; Chouinard and Grant 1995; 

Duncan fordicorning; Peake 1993; and Valentine 1993a.). 1 view these opportunities as 
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creating space for a radical destabilizing of much that has been taken for granted about 

"sex", "gender" and "sexuality" (such as an uncomplicated connection between gender and 

desire). As I argue below, my situatedness as a lesbian, that is, as a runaway from my 

class (Wittig 1992), outside of the binary ordering opposition of man\woman, allows me 

to rnap rny world quite differently. 

In problematizing some of the central categories of sexist social relations (such as 

sex, gender, sexuality, woman, man, femininity, and masculinity), 1 am drawn to 

Kobayashi and Peake's (1 994: 226) proposed political strategy of "unnanual discourse", 

which "provides for a dismantling of naturaiized categories and the imposition of disorder 

upon the orderly and normative worlds of sexism and racism, in which differences are 

constructed, organized and naturalized". This strategy is especially appealing for a 

specifically lesbian analysis since, as 1 illustrate below, heterosexuality has been so 

thoroughly naturalized that a social world in the absence of this particular ordering 

principle is hard to even imagine (for what are Women and what are Men if they are not 

heterosexual categon es?'). 

1 begin by engaging with some cunent feminia dilemmas over the analytical and 

politicai efficacy of central feminist categories such as "wornan" and "gender", and go on, 

in the second section, to argue for a retention of these categones as reformulated by a 

radical lesbianism. Women and Men are presented a s  categories that only make sense 

within the heiemsexual regime,' the reproduction of which, it is argued m u t  be 
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intempted if the material and ideological subordination of females by males is to be 

seriously contested. 

Using the arguments presented in the first two sections, 1 explore various processes 

of sexist oppression and feminist resistance, with reference to the literanire in geography 

and beyond. 1 do this with a particular emphasis on men's violence against females, the 

state and organized feminist anti-violence activism. 

3.2 Contested categories: what's lefl to do? 

Chailenges by lesbians, women of colour, disabled women, and poor women have 

forced much of Western feminist thought and action to recognize their subject as a rnostly 

white, heterosexual, middle-class, and non-disabled one. Combined with the challenges 

of various streams of post-structuraiism and post-modernism (whether feminist or not) 

feminism is faced with far reaching dilemmas. As the category "woman" has been 

destabilized, and, "what we have seen as the unifjring objects of our research dissolve 

before our eyes" (Gibson-Graiam 1994: 206), feminism has been forced to deal with the 

possibility that gender may not have the analytical or mobilizing power once thought. It 

is as a lesbian that these challenges are particularly welcome, for several reasons. As Jane 

Flax argues (1990: 41), they "seek to distance us from and make us sceptical about the 

beliefs concerning midi, knowledge, power, the self, and language that are often taken for 

granted within and serve as Iegitimation for contemporary Western culture". This 

scepticism was obviously less problematic when, as feminist acadernics, we were 
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challenging androcentric rnetanarratives, rather than our own; nonetheiess, the 

destabilizing of some of our taken-for-granted central categories hardly sounds the death- 

knell for feminin political analyses. In unnarurdizing the category Woman, it does not 

necessarily follow that there is no longer such a body; rathet, that what that body is 

shouid no longer be assumed. Historically, the use of the category of gender as basic in 

d l  womenls expenences has minirnized the differences amongst us and the category 

Woman has tended to be developed from the experiences of only a small group of 

fernales. Thus many of us who differ From the white, heterosexual, midde-class, non- 

disabled mode1 have found ourselves ill-served by such a conception. However, rather 

than throw these categories out as oppressive and silencing fictions, they can be used to 

investigate some of the ways in which these fictions have been centrai to sexist (and 

racist, and classia, and ableist) oppression. That is, it is precisely from that place of 

difference, from that place of being beyond what women shouid be, that we can uncover 

the regdations which work to delirnit Womanly roles, attîtudes, behaviours, and 

appearances. 

For exarnple, as a lesbian geographer previousiy faced with the category "women" 

in feminist geography I would simply preface it with "heterosexual" and wonder how long 

it would take for the heterosexist assumptions of mon of the literature to be 

acknowledged and rectified. I now find that rather than trying to erpand the category to 

include my experiences (for example, by illustrating that not al1 women of child-bearing 

age need to consider contraception) it is more illuminating to recognize that when feminist 
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geographers have taiked about "women" they really did mean Women. That is, in the 

phrase "heterosexual women l' , l1 heterosexual" is redundant because Woman = 

Heterosexual (and further that Woman has usuaily signified white and non-disabled). 

Thus, unnaturalizing discourse allows us to map the contours of oppression in new, not 

already imagined ways (Kobayashi and Peake 1994), by encouragïng us to investigate the 

purpose of categories, of dualisrns, and of constructions of difference. For it is in the 

investigation of what this fiction of Woman signifies and what it excludes that 1 can 

recognize that from where 1 am, the conceptual separation of sex, gender, and sexuality 

in mainstream feminism may in fact be clouding some of the centra! processes of sexist 

oppression rather than illuminatzng them. The separation of these concepts suggests sex 

as a "natural" categorization, and gender as a social construct. What this muddes is the 

fact that the category of sex (femde/mde) is not simply a "naturall' difference upon which 

cultural differences are built, but is immediately, at once, also those cultural differences. 

In a society where heteronormative stipulations mean that females and males are 

hierarchically and oppositely positioned, what is the difference between the categories sex 

and gender? Gender formation is based on a "'naturalized" sex difference: one has to be 

"eidier\or" both biologically and sexually (that is, if you are female, you wil1 be a girl, 

and a woman, and dl of the aspects of categorization that entails). Those of us who refuse 

to be "either\orl' are understood (in dominant discourses) to be engaging in, for example, 

"unnaturd acts", "unwomanly behaviour", and "an immature sexuaiity". As Judith Butler 

(1 990: 1 7), argues: 



The cultural matix through whch gender identity has become intelligible 
requires that certain kinds of "identities" cannot "exist" - that is, those in 
which gender does not follow from sex and those in which the practices 
of desire do not "follow" from either sex or gender. "Follow" in this 
context is a political relation of entailment instituted by the cultural laws 
that establish and regulate the shape and meaning of sexuality, Indeed, 
precisely because certain kinds of "gender identities" fail to confonn to 
those noms of cultural inteliigibility , they appear only as developmental 
failures or logical irnpossibilities h m  within ba t  domain. Their 
persistence and proliferation, however, provide critical oppomit ies  to 
expose the lirnits and regulatoiy aims of that domain of intetligibility and, 
hence, to open up within the very terms of that matnx or intelligibility 
rivai and subversive matrices of gender dis-order. 

This scepticism, this questioning of much that has been taken for granted opens up new 

possibilities for assessing persistent processes of oppression and strategies of resistance. 

As Julia Cream (1995b.: 158) notes, "The sexes/genders/desires (and races) that make 

sense to us are not natural or inevitable". 

Further, while these challenges are welcome in that they force us to recognize 

conhngency, parhdity, diversity and plurdity, they do not necessariiy mean there is no 

"big picture". What it does mean is that this picture can no longer be accepted as 

everywoman's picture, and feminist geographers are well placed to investigate the 

variation of the picture. Recognizing that how I experience gender (and\or conten it) as 

a white, non-disabled, forrnally-educated lesbian is different from how other fernales 

experience (and\or contest it), does not necessarily mean that the patterns created in both 

pictures by the processes of gender formation (in a society in which one gender is 

condtuted as dominant and the other one as subordinate), c m  no longer be mopped. As 

Marilyn Frye (1992: 66) contends, "Patterns sketched in broad strokes make sense of our 
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experiences, but not in a single unified or uniform sense. They make our different 

experiences intelligible in different ways. Naming patterns is like charting the prevailing 

winds over a continent; there is no implication that every individual and item on the 

landscape is identically affectedu. 

There have aiso been concems that these multiple challenges to the categov 

"woman" leave feminist political mobilizing without a constituency (Di Stefano 1990). 

However, the possibilities of mobilizing are expanded if these challenges force us to 

investigate whose goals are being articulated by "the movement". That is, one could 

perhaps argue that the most basic, agreeable-upon goal of "feminism" is to end women's 

oppression and yet what that means cannot be taken for granted. For white feminism, it 

has not histoncally meant the elimination of racisrn, a cntical pari of womenls oppression. 

For many radical lesbians the political stniggle against oppressions must include the 

eradication of the categories and classes Women and Men. Thus, as long as white 

feminists view racism as something outside of our mandate, or as long as heterosexud 

feminists hold onto the naturalness and inevitability of widespread female heterosexuaiity 

then different analyses and therefore different goals do exia. However, these differences 

shouid not be feared but engaged with. For it 1s in the spaces of difference that we might 

find stronger bases for effective political mobilizing than gender has been. 1 am arguing 

then that allowing for multiple feminisms does not necessarily lead down the slippery 

slope into the relativist quagmire. Multiple feminisms and "the big picturel* c m  exist in 

a creative, albeit difficult, relationship. As Susan Bordo (1990: 15 1) argues: 



If generalization is only pemitted in the absence of multiple inflections or 
interpretive possibilities, then cultural generalizations of any sort - about 
race, about class, about historical eras - are d e d  out. W a t  remains is a 
universe composed entirely of counterexarnples, in which the way men and 
women see the world is purely as porticular individuals, shaped by the 
unique configurations that fom that particularity. 

From the place o f  a particularly lesbian analysis I am suspicious of the argument that 

generalizations are in pnnciple essentialist precisely because this disaliows us, prevents 

us, from mapping those processes which create the heterosexual categones of Women and 

Men. These processes are discussed in greater detail below. 

3.3 Manufactunng the sex classes 

Monique Wittig (1 992: 27) argues that: 

aithough it has been accepted in recent years that there is no such thing as 
nature, that everything is culture, there remains within that cuiture a core 
of nature which resists examination, a relationship excluded from the social 
in the analysis - a relationship whose characteristic is ineluctability in 
culture, as well as in nature, and which is the heterosexual relationship. 

Although the level of acceptance of this notion, that everything is culture, is debatable, 

her point is a cntical one. Why has this "core of nature" resisted examination? Here 1 wiil 

argue that it has resisted examination because it is the political regime through which 

fernales are subordinated to males, and that for this regime to be reproduced, and for it 

to be reproduced with the least resistance, the relationship must appear natural, inevitable, 

the way it was and the way it always will be'. That is, in white, Western society, the 

political regime of heterosexudity is the system whereby humans are categorized as either 
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female or male and these two categones, and bodies, must be sexually attracted to each 

other, clearly different fiom each other, and must display certain behaviours and desires. 

Thus, women are rarrght from a very early age, through institutions such as the 

family, the media, and health, education, and legal systems, how to be a womon. We learn 

that as femdes, we should be good girls, then good women, then good wives and good 

mothers. We l e m  that we should not get angry, we should be self-sacrificing, and 

pleasing to men. We are socialized into horizontal hostility where we are taught not to 

view each other as allies, but as cornpetition. Heterosexuality divides females from 

femdes Iiterdly and figuratively, bonding us individually with members of the oppressive 

group. Femaies in white western culture are taught al1 these lessons very young and l e m  

quickly about the critical importance of the approval of men and that securing a man may 

be a more important goai than excelling at sports, obtaining a thorough education, or 

securing empioyments. These messages congeal to become part and parcel of what a 

Woman is. These desires that we are taught to have, then become what defines a Woman. 

Judith Butler (1990: 140) argues that "gender is ... a construction that regularly conceais 

its genesis; the tacit collective agreement to perform, produce, and sustain discrete and 

polar genders as cultural fictions is obscured by the credibility of those productions - and 

the punishments that attend not agreeing to believe in thern; the construction "compels" 

our belief in its necessity and its naturalness". This includes c o r p ~ r e d i t ~ . ~  

We are also taught that by "doing gender nght" we may in fact mitigate our 

oppression by squeezing into the boundaries of this regdatory fiction - that as long as we 
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are al1 of these things then we may avoid the displeasure of men, individually or 

collecbvely, and it is when we transgress those boundaries that we are punished. This is 

illustrated in cornmonplace institutional messages such as "lock your doors", "stay off the 

streets", "dress modestly", "don't expect to work in men's jobs", and "be sure to 

comrnunicate clearly on dates". That b i s  system is in fact a sysfem, or regime, is masked 

through its naturalization and through the characterization of transgressions, such as 

lesbian existence, as unnaturai and abnormal. What women are taught to be, then, simply 

becornes what women are. A coherent and stable retationship between sex, gender, 

sexuaiity, and desire is manufactured. As lesbian theorist Marilyn Frye ( 1 983 : 34) argues: 

"For efficient subordination, what's wanted is that structure not appear to be a cultural 

artifact kept in place by hurnan decision or custom, but that it appear narural - that it 

appear to be a quite direct consequence of the facts about the beast that are beyond the 

scope of human manipulation or revision". 

What 1 am arguing then is that as females, we are manufacrured into Women, and 

that this process is critical for the working of sexist oppression. For in order that males 

dorninate fernales on a massive scale, they must have more or less constant access to 

females, and this right must seem naturai. Part of "doing gender right" is being 

heterosexuai, which for Women, entails much more than a sexual identity. The 

heterosexud regime is the system by which the appropriation of women takes place. The 

oppositionai categories man\wornan carry with îhern a set of discourses, practices and 



relations which operate to organize human relationships as heterosexual. As Kobayashi 

and Peake (1994: 227) write: 

Dualistic thinking orsanizes the world according to oppositionai categories- 
manhature; culturehature; madwoman; statekivil society; theory/practice; 
blacidwhite - that order Our existence. Such categories are more than a 
means of imposing intellectual order; they also exert and maintain political 
power and they almost always involve the pnvileging of one over the other 
(Collins, 1990, p.225). 

f h e  sex\gender distinction, then, sex as biologicai, gender as its related social 

construction, has not only allowed humans to believe that we c m  change society without 

eradicating the notion of essential difference (ibid.: 233-234), but has dlowed much of 

mainstream Canadian feminism to imagine that we can end Women's subordination 

without the eradication of the political regime of heterosexuality . However, many lesbian 

theorists have challenged this notion (Bunch 1975; Butler 1990; Frye 1983, 1992; 

Hoagland 1988; Turcotte 1996; Wimg 1992). The processes whereby the heterosexual 

regime is reproduced are discussed in the following section. 

3.4 Mapping the heterosexual regime 

I want to suggest that one cm map the contours of the heterosexuai regime, those 

ideologtcal and material processes whereby it is produced, reproduced and contested, moa 

clearly through an investigation of spaces and struggles of resistance in and against it. 

This mapping is made al1 the more dificult by heterosexuality being, for the most part, 

unmarked. That is, there is littie recognition (beyond critical lesbian interventions in this 
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area) that we are surrounded by heterosexuality as normative and regulatory; on television 

and radio, in films, in church, and in the assumptions of the heaith, legal, and social 

seMces systems. In investigating ways in which women challenge the boundaries of 

acceptable Womanly behaviours, desires, attitudes, activities, and employment, the power 

relations, practices and ideas which work to order society as heterosexud (and therefore 

in a gender hierarchy) are uncovered. For example, lesbians who corne out risk various 

foms of disciplining and punishment, including Ioss of fiiends, family, credibility, 

employment, and housing and\or threats, harassrnent, ridicule, and violence. Feminists, 

who challenge the "place(s)" of Women, are identified as "unferninine", "loud", "brash", 

"manhaters", "dykes", "unwomanly", "angry", "unladylike", "unsatisfied" and "frigid" - 

al1 beyond what Women should be. These tems illustrate the existence of rules and 

regulations on "doing gender right". In making and rernaking ourselves through sîrategies 

of resistance, we resist the manufacturing processes of the heterosexual regime. As 

Monique Wittig (1992: 13) points out, the "refusal to become (or to remain) heterosexual 

always meant to refuse to become a man or a women, consciously or not. For a lesbian 

this goes further than the refusal of the role "woman." It is the refusai of the economic, 

ideological, and politicai power of a man". 

We can understand this regime then as a form of ruling, and as part of that broader 

set of relations of ruling which maintain interlocking geographies of oppression such as 

racisrn, classism, and ableism. Discussing struggles in and against a pariicular form of 

d i n g  (the law), Vera Chouinard (1994: 43 1) argues that 



legai phenornena are the outcome of multifaceted processes, in which the 
living of material relations in and against law is translated, through past 
and present experiences of being a subject of law, into particular individual 
and collecnve legal subjectivities 'in motion'. These in tum are, through 
interpretation and discourse, translated into pmcular individual and 
collective practices: everything from ignoring law as far as possible, to 
incorporation into the existing power structure of the legal system and 
legal stniggles, to radical action aimed at opening up the system and 
struggles to those disadvantaged groups at 'the margins' of law. 

1 want to suggest that Chouinard's insistence on the embeddedness of power relations 

(legal or othenvise) is citical when thinking of the ways in which females are regulated 

(and conten this regulation) through the heterosexual regime. That is, in the 

conceptualization I am proposing, heterosexual ruling does not take place through 

discursive or conceptual processes alone. Although the power of ideological procedures 

of the heterosexual regime to enlist females in our own ordering cannot be overstated, 

other tactics are also required. This conceptualization, allows us to understand, for 

example, men's violence against females as one of the many material processes used to 

maintain a sexigender hierarchy. This insists on the recognition that in "democratictt 

societies such as Canada, it is not only ideological procedures which maintain woments 

place. For example, Gillian Walker, in her study of the conceptual politics of parîicular 

feminist anti-violence struggles in Canada focusses on the ideological features of social 

organization, arguing that: 

Society as we know it is not random but organized, ordered, and govemed, 
with varying degrees of efficiency perhaps, but nonetheiess muctured. The 
form of mling goes beyond formal govemments and the notably coercive 
apparatus of law and order. Under such a regime, as opposed to overtly 
totalitarian ones we are not ruied on a day-to-day bais  by terror but by 



ideological procedures - ways of thinking, understanding, and acting - that 
enlists us in our own ordering (1990: 8). 

This kind of separation of the ideological and the material masks the extent to which 

gender hierarchy/heterosexual nile is maintained by force. For example (and to use 

Walker's example) 1 would argue that Women are in fact ruled on a day-to-day basis by 

terror which may be more or less mitigated by individual and\or collective "senses of 

selves" (Chouinard 1994). ?he decisions of lesbians, for example, to identifi as such in 

different spaces is based partly on individual and shared past and present lived 

experiences and knowledges of marerio1 processes of discipline and punishment: including 

losing custody of children, electroshock "therapy", enforced poverty as young fernales, 

police bnitality, job loss, "bashing", and limited access to housing. 1,435 women in 

Canada were killed by male partners (husbands, common-law, boyfkiends) between 1974 

and 1992 (Canadian Press 1996). This kind of knowledge is added to women's direct 

experiences of violence in their decisions on whether or not or how to challenge their 

"place" in the heterosexual family. The material and ideological always interact in the 

social construction of reality (Frye 1983). As Wiîtig (1992: 25) writes: 

When we use the overgeneralizing terni "ideology" to designate d l  the 
discourses of the dominating group, we relegate these discourses to the 
domain of Irreal Ideas; we forget the material (physical) violence that they 
directly do to the oppressed peopie, a violence produced by the abstract 
and "scientific" discourses as well as by the discourses of the m a s  media. 

In thinking about the ways in which individual and collective identities are created in the 

spaces of resistance to the reproduction of heterosexual d e ,  it is important to emphasize 



that there is not a simple comection between being and identity. That is, in accepting 

Wimp's conceptualization of lesbians as runaways fiom the class of women, I am not 

attempting, in Judith Butler's terms, to replace one regdatory fiction (Woman) with 

another (Lesbian). Being lesbian does not automaticaily suggest a counter-hegemonic 

political identity. Identities are created and regulated, struggled over and contested. 1 agree 

with Shane Phelan (1993: 773) when she argues that "perhaps there is no single core to 

lesbian identity and thus ... our identities rely on politics rather than ontology - 

indeed ... ontology is itself an effect of politics". This conceptualization reflects a move 

within feminist poiitics and theory away from essentialist notions of identity formation. 

Historically, organizing dong lines of identity - for example sexuality, class, race - has 

been important in providing spaces within feminism (and other social movements) for 

groups, especially marginaiized ones, to narne and interrogate difference. As feminist 

geographer Liz Bondi (1993: 95) notes: 

This [identity politics] was crucial in order to challenge the dominant 
perception of women's experience. The flaw was to remain too close to 
liberal humanism by assuming that knowledge flowed directly from 
experience and that experience ensured the authenticity of knowledge. This 
implies that, rather than being constnicted, experience has the quality of 
an irreducible essence, which reside in such characteristics as fernale-ness, 
middle-class-ness, white-ness and so on. It also invokes a kind of persona1 
immunity in that to authenticate knowledge in terms of personal experience 
is to make one's ideas and one's being indistinguishable. Consequently, 
anyone who criticizes knowledge generated in this way is liable to be 
accused of attacking the person from whom it originated. 

Essentialist notions of identity formation thus papered over differences within categories; 

within the group " women of colour", or "working-class women", or "lesbisns". Here I am 



arguing that it is the conscious refusa1 to "do gender right", the refusal to be a Woman, 

to do the things Women should do, behave the ways Women should behave, which 

constitutes a cardinal transgression in the heterosexual regime. Thus, my use of 

"transgression" indicates much more than symbolic changes and should not be understood 

as simply changing styles. Femdes who transgress (who may or may not be lesbians), 

materially and symbolicdly, become UnWomen. In doing t h ,  they expose the 

manufactured nature of the category Wornen; lesbians are not intelligible within the 

heterosexuai regime and must be denied. As Constance Durocher ( 1990: 26) explains: 

By refusing to have sexual relationships with men, lesbians escape from 
an important aspect of appropriation in the private sphere: they avoid the 
physical and mental control that men exen on women in their private lives. 
If lesbians, h o  are part of the class women, escape from certain major 
forms of appropriation in their personal lives, then that means that it is 
indeed possible to do so. Our existence can in a sense prove that the 
appropriation of women results from a sociai relationship and not a 
biological fact, that the category "women" is a social construct and not a 
natural group. 

We c m  conceptualize traditional sites of feminist and\or lesbian activism as spaces 

of political resistance in and against the heterosexuai regime. The muggles over what 

types of activism will go on in these particula. spaces and over how these spaces are 

regulated (externaily and intemdly) can be understood geographically. That is, the form 

and outcome of these struggles motter for identity formation in place, and for local 

capacities for political mobilization. As William Carroll (1992: IO)  notes, in his discussion 

of counter-hegemonic social movements: 



By mobilizing resources and acting outside established politicai structures 
of state, parties, and interest groups, movements create independent 
organizational bases for advancuig aitematives. %y contesting the 
discourses of capital, patriarchy, industrialism, racism and coloniaiism, and 
heterosexism, movements destabilize the identities of cornpliant worker, 
s u b s e ~ e n t  wife, or closeted queer and create new ways of thinking about 
ourselves and the worId around us. 

Activins' individual and collective experiences of resistance and subjection to 

heterosexud d e ,  and their understandings of these experiences, affect the possibilities 

for different types of spaces to be ones of resistance or incorporation. It affects their 

capacities in place, for challenging the material and ideologicd processes of the political 

regime of heterosexuality. 

This conceptualisation of the politicai regime of heterosexuality as a set of ruiing 

relations, practices and ideas, and of struggles over feminist activism as m g g l e s  over the 

form and function of particuiar spaces of political resistance adds to current ways of 

viewing men's violence against females and organized feminist resistance. This 

conceptualization recognizes that men's violence against fernales is a critical part of the 

processes that manufacture Women, and feminist activism can be thought of as resistance 

to this process; the degree and type of resistance being Bected by a multitude of lived 

relations in particular places and times. Just what can be mapped from this particular 

vantage point is explored in the following sections. 



3.5 Enforcing heterosexual d e :  men's violence against fernales 

Here I am arpuing for a conception of men's violence againn females as one set 

of processes involved in the manufacturing of Women. Hence, 1 am not so much 

interested in the nature of men's violence, which has been dealt with extensively 

eisewhere (e.g. Bart and Moran 1993; Brownmiller 2 975: Clark and Lewis 1977; Dobash 

and Dobash 1970, 1992; Gordon and Reiger 1989: Gubennan and WoIfe 1985; Hall 1985; 

Hanmer and Maynard 1989; MacKinnon 1989; MacLeod 1989; Schechter 1982; Smart 

1989; Walker 1990; in geography, see Grant 1988: Pain 1991 ; Valentine 1989), but with 

how competing discourses on men's violence against females rnight be understood as 

concrete smiggles over the reproduction of gender hierarchy. That is, dominant discourses 

on men's violence against females (such as those rnanifested in relations of law, 'mental 

health', the 'helping professions' and social services, and discussed in the following 

chapters), compete with each other and with varied feminist discounes for lepitimacy. 

What that set of variable discounes which can be broadly labelled feminist are competing 

with, are a set of discourses, that dthough claimzng to have moved very far from such 

eariy woman-hating, victim-blaming classics as Arnir's ( 1 97 1 ) Patterns in Forcibie Rape, 

in which he introduced the theory of "victim-precipitated rape", actuallj remain very 

much informed by the "precipitation" myth. This notion, that females are the cause of 

men's violence, is central to the reproduction of sexia oppression. It can be seen in such 

commonly held societal notions as: if only she had not done that, or had not been there, 

or at that time, or wearing that dress, or if only she had not provoked him, or ran around 
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on him, or left him, or taken away his children, or .... Similady, in legai relations, for 

example, the positive-outcome-rape-scenario (MacKimon 1989), is what defence lawyers 

are trying to prove when sexual assault trials are based on notions of consent and force. 

Both MacKinnon (1989) and Carol Smart (1989) have illustrated that the treatrnent of 

rape in law is completely consistent with the treatment of female sexuality as problematic 

in a phdlocentic culture7. 

These discourses (and the disjunctures between them and women's lived 

expenences) are extrernely instructive in that they provide valuable clues as to the 

parameters of the social reality which is being consmicted, contested and reconstructed. 

Various feminist approaches to men's violence against fernales, in atternpting to deal with 

these disjunctures have challenged dominant discourses. For example, Jan Barnsley argues 

that a feminist analysis: 

begins with women's experience and asserts that it is men who beat 
women, that they do so because they are allowed to, because the 
farnilyharriage is considered by society to be a pnvate institution in 
which one must rarely, if ever, intervene; and because violence is accepted, 
with few exceptions, as  an appropriate means of control to uphold men's 
authority over women. It also asserts that misogyny and women's economic 
dependence on men are mutually reinforcing (1988: 19). 

However, this insight that recognizes violence as a "means of control to uphold men's 

authority over women", has both: a) often failed to be taken to its logical conclusion (that 

is, since heterosexuality is fully implicated in the system of men's violence againa 

fernales, then heterosexuality must be challenged), and, b) l oa  ground, in much of 

mainstream feminist praxis. Feminist conceptuaiizations of men's violence against fernales 
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has varied over time. For example in Canada, Lorrene Clark and Deborah Lewis (1977: 

28) provided a very early connection between men's violence and the reproduction of 

sexist oppression. They argued that : 

In order to preserve and enhance male supremacy, rape must be both 
possible and probable; it must remind women who has power over them 
and keep them solidly in their place. ïhus, it is hardly surprising that 
practices surrounding rape are what they are; to preserve the sexual stazus 
quo, it is not accidental, but necessary, that they remain so. 

However, despite a continuing sophistication of ferninist approaches to men's violence 

over the 1 s t  two decades (discussed in Chapter Six), this radical notion - that men's 

violence is necessory to the reproduction of sexist oppression - has been submerged 

through two main trends: 1) the marginalization and silencing of explicitly lesbian 

analyses and presence in feminist anti-violence activism; and 2) the collision of the 

discourses of feminisrns and the "ruling apparatus" (Walker, 1990) in complicated 

processes of incorporation. 

The former has resulted in mainmeam feminist analyses losing the clarity afforded 

by certain locations of resistance in and against the heterosexud regime. This Ioss is 

starkly illustrated in such work as the Dobashes' othenvise irnpressive study of the 

"battered women's movements" of the United States and Britain. In their treatment of the 

issue of "sexuai preference", diey argue that: 

Within the movement, it has also been important to acknowledge the right 
of lesbian women to live the private life they choose and to combat 
homophobia within the movement and thus decrease die possibility that the 
dominant group of heterosexual women will not exclude or  purge lesbians 
in order to satisS, extemal or, sometimes, interna1 demands that the 



legitimacy of the movement be signified by the reai or perceived 
conforrnity of ail activists to an idealized family lifestyle. f?%ile one's 
personal. sexual preference may huve little direct conneetion tu the issue. 
the provision of shelters. funding. legrslation, mnning a national 
organizafion or public speaking, it remains an issue because of public 
pressure to deny the existence of lesbians and gay men and to deny their 
achievernents and contributions to community life (1992: 55) (my 
emphasis). 

This distorted conceptualization of sexuaiity (as something private and unconnected to the 

issue) illustrates the disjunctures that c m  occur, in part, as a result of the conceptual 

separation of "sex", "gender", and "sexuaiity ". in other words, mainstream feminism can 

recognize that in order to end men's violence against females then its "cause", that is, 

sexism, or gender inequaiity, must be what is challenged; however, this anaiysis is not 

taken to its logical conclusion which is that in order to eliminate sexism, or gender 

inequaiity, the political regime of heterosexuaiity, which orders hurnans into opposites and 

unequals, must be ended. I am arguing that mainstream feminism's conceptualizations of 

"sexism" or "gender inequality" are bounded by what is mappable from locations clearly 

within the heterosexual regime. Activists are variably located in and against the 

heterosexual regme - al1 the way from radical separatists to women who do not recognize 

that heterosexuality is anything other than an individual sexual choice - and there are 

differences in what is mappable from different locations. 1 want to re-emphasize that this 

goes beyond a "standpoint theory" approach in that it problematizes the relationship 

between experience and politics. h suppressing the ideas, experiences and practices of 

those females who have self-consciously transgressed the boundaries of the heterosexuai 
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regime, who have most clearly challenged the "doing" of gender, mainstream feminism 

has lost a critical part of the p d e .  

The latter trend of political struggles between feminist and state discourses on this 

issue is cnticai in a mynad of ways, not least of which are that different conceptual 

politics and practices have a) informed mainstream feminism's increasingly complicated 

interactions with "the state"; and, b) affected the possibilities for the formation of radical 

identities, and the capacities for collective action in particular spaces. These points are 

explored in the next two sections. 

3.6 Corning to terms with the problematic of the state 

Gillian Walker (1990) noted that for feminism in Canada "the state" had been one 

of the most important issues of the 1980s and would continue to be in this decade. How 

to understand "the state" and incorporate this understanding into feminist politicai praxis 

is an ongoing problem for orgmized feminist anti-violence activism. That is, many 

feminist writers on the complex interactions of feminist anti-violence struggles and 

various state relations agree that evidence points to a silencing of some of the more 

radical messages that feminist analyses brought to competing discourses on men's violence 

against fernales, as  relations between "the state" and "the anti-violence movement" have 

expanded (for exarnple, Dobash and Dobash 1992; Schechter 1982; Tirnmins 1995; 

Waiker 1 990). 
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Feminism, is of course, not alone in struggling with how best to understand and 

interact with "the state". AI1 counter-hegemonic struggles have to grapple, to varying 

degrees, with questions of strategy vis a vrs the state. For example, whether to challenge 

political relations from within the system, or outside it, whether to seek state funding, and 

risk regulation, or avoid it and risk volunteer burnout. In the early 1980s, Catherine 

MacKinnon was arguing that in the face of feminist confusion vis a vis the state, feminists 

should build theory from our own expenences and that "the question for feminism, for 

the first time on its own terms, is: what is rhis state from women's point of view?" (1 983: 

644-645). Twenty years later I still find this question most fniitful (although MacKinnon's 

approach to the state has been criticized as monolithic) in that it ailows us to 

conceptualize the state from wornen's experiences, that are of power relations which 

regulate Our lives in often contradictory ways. As Wendy Brown (1992: 12) writes: 

"Despite the almost unavoidable tendency to speak of the çtate as an "it", the dornain we 

cal1 the state is not a thing, system or subject but a significantly unbounded terrain of 

powers and techniques, an ensemble of discourses, rules, and practices, cohabiting in 

limited, tension-ridden, often contradictory relation with one another". This exemplifies 

more recent conceptualizations of the state, which have moved away from monolithic, 

grand theones of the state towards more nuanced, situated approaches which suggest the 

state can be thought of as relations of ruling and contested terrain (e.g. Chouinard 1994; 

Ng et al 1990; Walker 1990). These conceptualizations suggest the importance of 

avoiding approaches to the nate which view it as aiways and everywhere acting 
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instrumentally in the interests of men (or capital, and so on) and which are unable to 

explain contradictory actions and expenences of the state (for example, funding sexual 

assault centres whilst at the same time failing to ensure "justice" for victims of men's 

violence). 

Understanding the state as a set of relations allows us to think of the ways in 

which state practices, ideas, and regulations help to order society as heterosexual, and to 

think of ways in which these relations might be challenged. What kinds of subjects are 

produced by funding bodies' stipulations against certain types of feminist political 

practices in spaces of politicai resistance? What does the removal of these practices mean 

for identity formation and capacities for stniggle in those spaces? In what ways do state 

relations which insist on the heterosexual farnily mode1 reduce the possibilities for the 

formation of female identities outside of the limits of heterosexual regulation? 

1 want to suggest that a "contested terraint1 conceptualisation is useful for 

understanding the role that state relations play in the reproduction of the heterosexual 

regirne. It allows us to consider the ramifications (for feminist resistance) of male power 

being increasingly wielded in and through the state, rather than through individual men 

(Walby 1990). Wendy Brown (1 992: 1 I - 12) goes on to pose a question which, although 

refemng to the United States, is critical to approaching the state: 

Do these expanding reiationships produce only "active political subjects", 
or do they also produce regulated, subordinated, and disciplined nate 
subj ects.. . .Considering these questions in a more ecumenicai register, in 
what ways might women's deepening involvement with the state entail 
exchanging dependence on individual men for regulation by contemporq 



institutionalized processes of male domination? And how might the 
abstractness, the ostensible neutrality, and the lack of a body and face in 
the latter, help to disguise diese processes, inhibiting or diluting women's 
consciousness of their situation q- women, thereby circurnscnbing 
prospects of substantive feminist political change? 

What has been missing in some feminist anti-violence approaches to "the state" has been 

a thorough examination and recognition of the complex ways in which the lived relations 

of "the state" - as  part of the heterosexud regime - affect differently located fernales' 

individual and collective capacities to contea the reproduction of these relations. 1 want 

to suggest that these processes can be better understood through an investigation of 

specific stmggles in particular locations. 

3.7 Nice white girls don't: feminist activism as UnWomanly practices 

The approach outlined above can help us to conceptualize feminist activism as 

UnWomanly practices and anti-violence activism as a parziculur type of UnWomanly 

practice. That is, within the conceptual framework 1 have sketched, this type of activism 

cm be understood as most directly and openiy challenging the rights of Men vis-a-vis 

Women in a sexist society. Feminist anti-violence activism, as a set of practices and ideas, 

exposes the fact îhat men can use violence against their own Women (wives, daughters, 

nieces, lovers, domestic worken, prostitutes) with less risk of sanctions than when they 

use it against other Men's women (mitigated, of course by other systems of oppression) 

and\or other men. Thus, this type of feminist activism attempts, to greater or lesser 

degrees, to contest the reproduction of the heterosexual regirne. It is fnutful to look at 



those ferninia anti-violence practices which are mon explicitly punished and disciplined, 

in order to map those strategies which may most eflectively constitute substantive 

challenges to the reproduction of sexist oppression. This is because the d e s  and 

regdations of the heterosexual regime operate, aibeit in contradictory, complex and 

contestable ways, to punish and discipline certain types of practices and ideas that rnost 

clearly transgress the boundaries of what is intelligible in a society ordered on the 

madwoman dualism. This conceptualization c m  help to make sense, for example, of the 

ways in which certain spaces of organized feminist activism have become "de-ra&calizedt' 

(see Dobash and Dobash, 1992; Schechter, 1982; Walker, 1990), for example it c m  help 

us understand those processes which have transformed many rape crisis centres and 

shelters from their previous place as the sites of radcal organized challenges to men's 

violence to state-controlled centres of service provision. 

This different way of imagining can allow for a mapping of feminist activism as 

UnWomanly Acts; illustrated, for exarnple by the so-called "lesbian question" and "man 

question1'. That is, activities that effectively challenge the naîuralness of the heterosexual 

regime (whether real or imagineci, for exarnple rape crisis centres "tuming women into 

lesbians" or being "man-hating") are condemned by funding bodies and "the public". In 

order to maintain legitimacy, feminist organizations such as shelters and rape cnsis 

centres must therefore illustrate what they are not: a) they must not be lesbian; and b) 

they mua  not be disloyai to men ("anti-men", "anti-police"). 



The lesbian threat is a classic way of controlling the limits of Women's capacities 

to contest the reproduction of sexia oppression. As Marilyn Frye (1 992: 124- 125) writes: 

The conneaion between lesbianism and feminism has made many women 
nervous. Many believe that if they associate themselves with feminism 
they will be associated with lesbianism, and for some that is a frightening, 
even a disgusting thought. There is fear of being suspected of approving 
of lesbians or lesbianism, fear of being identified with lesbians, f e u  of 
being suspeaed of being a lesbian, fear of being a lesbian. And there's 
anger at lesbians for being present, active and asserrive as feminists, and 
for insisting on a connection between Iesbianism and feminism. 

and that: 

The message of these exchanges [women being cdled lesbians because of 
any number of behavïours] is clearly that a woman who is a feminist or 
does anydiing or betrays any amtude or desire which expresses her 
autonomy or deviance from conventional femininity is a iesbian. 

Challenging the stipulation that Women mua not be disloyal to Men, constitutes a 

cardinal transgression and is clearly illustrated, for example, by the annuai furore ( locallys 

and elsewhere) over the exclusion of men from the Take Back the Night March and in 

less public daily struggles over the nghts of Men to access seMces of sexual assault 

centres, the nghts of Men to serve on Boards and staff of these centres and shelters, and 

the provision of counselling programmes for abusive men. 

In conclusion then, 1 have argued that much of mainstream ferninism is blocked 

from even imagining the possibilities of certain political praxis because of the naturaiizing 

of femaie heterosexuality and with it, many relations of sexia oppression. 1 am suggesing 

that some of the most apparent disjunctures between a) lived relations of, b) mainmeam 

feminist discounes on, and c) mainstream feminist challenges to, men's violence against 



females can be better understood in light of the arguments presented above. This 

explicitly lesbzan and geographzc approach - unnaturalizing the heterosexual regme, and 

examining the importance of spaces of resistance, and individuai and collective locations 

in and against it - adds an important piece to the puzzle of understandmg and effecting 

synemic social change. This conceptualization adds to oîher major analyses of organized, 

feminist, anti-violence activism (such as Dobash and Dobash 1992; Timmins 1995; and 

Walker 1990) in its insistence on the importance of analyzing the role of the heterosexual 

regime in shaping local politicai struggles and experiences. The local geographies of 

oppression and resistance to which 1 applied this particular analysis, are discussed in 

detail in the following chapter. 

Chapter ïhree endnotes 

1. As I have argued elsewhere (Chouinard and Grant 1995), the majonh of the work on sexuality 
in both feminist and lesbian and gay geographies, has focussed on the socio-spatial aspects of 
lesbian andjor gay sexuality rathet than on heterosexuality as a central organizing principle of 
womenas oppression (but see Bell and Valentine 1995a; McDoweIl 1995; Peake 1993; and 
Vaientine 1993~). 

? -. in usuig the terms females and males, Women and Men and using lower case for the former, upper 
case for the latter, 1 am tq-ing to distinpish between that which is born, and that which is made. 
I recogmze that this is not totally satisfactoq since biology 1s dynamic rather than static and since 
the terms female and male are often understood to s ip i& more than a different set of 
chromosomes. Still, the capitalization is intended to rexrtind the reader 1 am discussing 
sociaYpolitical categories rather than "natural" groupïngs. 

3.  i am using this t em rather than heterosexzsm and\or heterosexualz~, and am using it after radical 
lesbians such as Monique Wittig and Louise Turcotte. It is used interchangeably with the political 
regime of heterosexuality throughout the text. Similarly, Judith Butler draws on wittig's notion of 
the hererosexual contract and on Adrienne Rich's notion of compulsory heterosexuuliy in 
deveIoping her notion of the hererosexuul mamk, which she uses to: 



designate that gnd of cultural intelligibility through whch bodies, genders, and 
desires are naturalized [and] ... to characterize a hegemonic discursit7e\epistemic 
mode1 of gender intelligibility that assumes that for bodies to cohere and make 
sense there must be a stable sex expressed througb a stable gender (masculine 
expresses male. ferninine espresses female) that is oppositionally and 
herarchically defrned through the compulsory practice of heterosexuality ( 1990: 
15 1, fn.6). 

4 .  Of course this strate= of naturalization has also been used historically to support other -stems 
of oppression. such as racism and ciassism. However, these systems, whilst at tirnes still defended 
on nanualized arguments, have been clearly recopnized as political\economic -stems of 
exploitation. Heterosexuali~, for the most part, has not even been recopnited as a system. never 
mind one of politicaWeconomic exploitation. 

5.  For a fascinating drscussion of the way teen magazines for young girls participate in ths process 
see Anastasia Higginbotham ( 1996). 

6 .  For esample, Monique Winig (1992: 9-10) argues that "In the case of women. ideolog goes far 
since our bodies as well as our minds are the product of this manipulation [that women are a 
"natwal" group]. We have been cornpelled in our bodies and in our minds to correspond, feature 
by feature with the zdea of nature that has been established for us. Distorted to such an extent that 
our deformed body is what the? cal1 "natural", what is supposed to exist as such before oppression. 
Distorted to such an extent b a t  in the end oppression seems to be a consequence of this "nature" 
within ourselves (a nature which is only an idea)". 

7. For esample, MacKinnon (1 989: 172) points out that law reflects and remforces an understanding 
of female s e x u a l i ~  as defrned in Men's terms by placing penetration at the veay centre of the legal 
understanding of rape: "The law to protect women's sexuaiih from forcible violation and 
expropriation defines that protection in male genital terms". Smart (1989: 28) notes that "Sexuality 
is comprehended as the pleasure of the Phallus, and by this extension the pleasure of penetration 
and intercourse - for men. Althou@ this does not disallow the possibility of homosexuality, it 
undeniably renders lesbianism incomprehensible and pathological. Female pleasure is assumed 
either to coincide with the male definition or to be beyond understanding*. 

8. See, for example, Todd (1992) and Dac): (1992f.). 



CHAPTER FOUR. GEOGRAPHIES OF OPPRESSION AND RESISTANCE 
LOCATING THE STRUGGLES. 

Recognizinp our location, having to name the ground we're coming fiom, 
the conditions we have taken for ganted - there is a confusion b e ~ r e e n  
our claims to the white and Western eye and the woman-seeing eye, fear 
of losing the centrality of the one, even as we claim the other. 

4.1 Introduction 

1 have suggested that location matters, for the development of political identities 

and for the possibilities for political struggles. Location is only one of a set of spatial 

metaphors which have increasingly corne into use in feminist, pomnodem and 

postcolonial writings, especidly in those on questions of difference, subjectivities, 

identities and community. Geographers have been quick to notice this new sensitivity to 

place, situatedness, posi tionality, and space (Keith and Pile 1 993 ; McDowell 1992; Pratt 

and Hanson 1994; Smith and Katz 1993). However, many have also suggested that, 

"spatial metaphors are problematic in so far as they presume that space is not" (Smith and 

Katz 1993: 75). In this chapter then, 1 expand on my particular usage of these metaphors 

and on the insights that I suggest they offer to a fuller understanding of the political 

regime of heterosexudity and the locational political strugples that take place in and 

against it. I then locate the local geographies of oppression and resistance within several 

broader contexts, including the development of the organized anglo-Canadian women's 
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movement and anti-violence mobilizing in particular. Finally, the local geographic context 

for the development of particular processes of oppression and resistance is discussed, 

through an account of the development of organized anti-violence activism in Hamilton. 

4.2 Identity and the politics of location 

Whilst being excited by the "spatiai tum" in contemporary social and cultural 

theory, many geographers have aiso been cautious. Margin, location, position, inside, 

outside, mapping, and travel are some of the useful metaphors employed in exploring and 

capturing the workings of complex sets of power relations such as colonization, 

oppression, resistance and transgression. However, Keith and Pile (1 993 : 1 -2) suggest that, 

"Such terms are used to imply a complexity which is never directly explored or 

confronted ...". In response, 1 will attempt to be clear and precise in my use of spatial 

metaphors, especidly of location. My use of location suggests cultural, political, and 

physical positioning vis-a-vis other actors, cultures, and institutions. For example, many 

of the activists in this research were clearly located against the heterosexual regime in that 

their physical, cultural and political relationship to men, to mainsîream culture and 

institutions is signlficantly different from that of white, heterosexual women in Canadian 

society in general. This is not to suggen locations or identities that are given or stable. 

It is to invoke a politics of location which Adrienne Rich (1984) argued entails a 

recognition of where we are in the world, in relation to others, and of our location within 

certain webs of oppressive material and ideological relations. As a self-consciously 
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politicized lesbian in a heterosexist society, for exarnple, 1 recognize myself as never 

either completely inside or completely outside the heterosexual regime. 1 am, to an extent, 

aiways out of place, located, through a combination of choice and force, in the rnargins: 

in my production and consumption of culture; in my romantic, economic, political and 

sexual attachments; and in the temporary nature of my trmel in mainstream institutions 

such as the university. That is, although 1 have learned skifls which enable me to move 

in the centre, in for exarnple, educational, health and judicial systems, 1 can only do this 

comfonabZy by not revealing my "difference", by not fuliy articularing my sexud and 

political identities. When 1 choose or am forced to be more clear about that difference, 

my access to these spaces is much more complicated. My identity is constnicted and 

reconstructed in and through these particular locations. Discussing the politics of identity 

and the use of spatial metaphors, Liz Bondi (1993: 98-99) argues: 

It seems to me that the emphasis on where - on position, location - is 
allowing questions of identity to be thought of in different ways. For 
example, these metaphors appear to be encouraging a concem with the 
relationships between different kinds of identities and therefore with the 
development of a politics grounded in afinities and coalitions, rather than 
some pristine, coherent consciousness. The move is likely to aliow a 
politics of identity to negotiate more effectively between the opposing pulls 
of essentialism and anti-essentidism. 

As 1 illustrate in the following chapters, when activists talk of "coming from the same 

place" it is this notion of locational politics that they are invoking. That is, they are 

refemng to their common locations in alliances against particular sets of power relations. 

In this way, the bases of "cornrnunity" may be a shared sense of political identity rather 
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than a s h e d  physical location or biology. By focussing on the different locations of 

political subjects and what this might mem for their subjection to heterosexual d e  and 

the possibilities for collective struggles against it (and other systems of oppression), we 

can rnove away from an essentiaiist identity politics and d l  of its associated dangers 

towards a more self-conscious coalitional politics. 

The local geographies of oppression and resistance investigated in this research are 

located within wider webs of social relations and trends: a general swing towards the risht 

in Canada; the organized anglo-Canadian women's movement; the increasingly high 

profile of violence against women in the last decade; and a recent backlash against 

feminist activists, especially in the area of anti-violence organizing. Although happening 

at seemingly different spatial scales, it will become evident that political struggles in 

Hamilton, such as those that took place outside of a particular courthouse in the city 

(constructed by acîivists as a space of (in)justice), were informed by, and in turn informed 

larger debates and struggles. As Sue Ruddick (1996: 140) notes about public spaces, "they 

can become at once local and national space for the construction, mediation, and 

regdation of social identities". In the following section 1 offer a brief discussion of the 

development of "second wave" feminism in English Canada, with an emphasis on anti- 

violence organizing, in order to provide a national conte- within which to interpret the 

development of local political shiggles and their regdation. 



4.3 The general context: feminism and anti-violence organizing in Canada 

The "second wave" of the women's movement ernerged in Engiish Canadai in the 

midn of the radical activism that characterized the late 1960s and early 1970s in many 

western countries, including civil rights, snident, anti-Vietnam war and peace movements. 

The daunting task of documenting and anaiyzing the complicated development of the 

second wave in Engiish Canada has been undertaken in edited collections such as 

Adamson, Bnskin and McPhaills (1988) Ferninia Oreanizine For Change: The 

Contemporaq Wornen's Movement In Canada, Backhouse and Flaherty's ( 1992) 

Challenging Times: The Women's Movement in Canada and the United States, Carty's 

(1993) And StilI We Rise: Feminist Politicai Mobilizine In Contem~orary Canada, and 

Wine and Ristock's (1991) Women and Social Change: Feminist Activism in Canada. My 

aim here is to provide a brief and necessarily simplified overview, and in doing so to 

highlight the liberal roots of the movement and its associated orientation towards the state; 

factors which feminist theorists have implicated in the particular situation of anti-violence 

activism in the 1990s (Barnsley 1995; Timmins 1995; Walker 1990). 

The organized anglo-Canadian women's movernent has been shaped by myriad 

forces arising out of a particular socio-spatial, ideological and political context. Iill 

Vickers (1991: 79-80) argues that, "the political culture of the indigenous English 

Canadian movement, with century-old roots, can be described as "radical liberalism"". 

This political culture onented the movement towards the state through a belief that change 

could be affected from within, through mainstream political institutions. The 1967 Royai 



Commission on the Status of Women, exemplified such an approach, as Wine and Ristock 

(1991 : 5) describe it: 

The RCSW [Royal Commission on the Status of Women] was created by 
the federal govemment in 1967, in response to the pressures of the 
Cornmittee for Equality of Women in Canada, a group comprised largely 
of white, middle-class women. The recommendations of this report, 
completed in 1970, have served as a blueprint for the public face of 
feminism in Canada The value of the report and the direction it has 
provided in the movement is debated amongst feminists. Those whose 
goals include a more radical transformation of society have been frumated 
by RCSW's alignment with liberal tradition, radier than more directly 
challengmg societal power structures (Adarnson et al. 1988). 

The RCSW, with its rippling effects of placing women's concerns firmly in the organized 

stnictures of federal and provincial govemment bodies and agencies, was pivotal in 

contibuting to the contradictory nature of the movement. That is, the movement was at 

once embedded in a tmnsformative politic, and yet closely tied to the state especially 

through funding at d l  levels of govemment. Linda Briskin (1991) argues that feminist 

practice in Canada has indeed been characterized by a mixture of disengagernent and 

mainstreaming, where the former involves critiquing the systern and working towards 

alternative visions, and the latter involves working within the system and attempting to 

appeal to a broad base of women. Compared to countries such as the United States of 

Amenca, and the United Kingdom, where the state is less Iikely to be seen as an 

appropriate arena for effecting radical social change (for different reasons), activists in 

Canada have historically been much less wary of their ties to the state (Barnsley 1988; 

Findlay 1988; Walker 1990). 
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This especiaily charactenses that pan of the organized rnovement which has 

historically, and until relatively recently, been the public and liberal face of anglo- 

Canadian feminism: white, heterosexual, non-disabled, English-speaking, and middle-class. 

The concems of groups such as lesbians, Native women, poor and working-class women, 

women of colour, immigrant women, and womm with disabilities have been marginalized 

in institutionalized feminism. However, over the last ten years or so the movement has 

been increasingly challenged to recognize the contours of îts subject, and to make itself 

more relevant to a broader base of women (see especially Carty 1993). As both local and 

national organizations (such as the National Action Cornmittee on the Status of Women 

- the largest group of women's organizations in the country) have been challenged to pay 

more than "lip service" to issues of racisrn, heterosexism, classisrn, ableism, and 

accessibility, there has been conflict, resistance and often very public srniggles over the 

membership and direction of organized feminism This has certainly been true of that area 

of feminism to which 1 now turn: organized anti-violence activism. 

As part of the outpouring of feminist rage in the late 1960s and the 1 WOs, women 

across Canada created safe houses, wornen's centres, shelters and rape cnsis centres. In 

consciousness-raising groups, Speak Outs and forums, the isolation of men's violence 

against females was disrupted. Once the silence was broken, women understandably took 

their concems to the state since it was often through agencies of the state (such as the 

police, the health and the judicial systems) that violence against females was trivialized. 

The anti-violence movement bas aiways struggled with the dilemma of the critical need 



to provide seMces for women whilst at the same tirne meeting the equally critical need 

of rnaintaining a political movement. As early as 1982, Susan Schechter was writing about 

the "battered women's movement" in the United States: "according to many women, the 

goal of sustaining a vision of women's liberation and building a political movement was 

lost in the stmggle to start, fun& manage, legitimate, and maintain programs for battered 

women." (p.243). By this time in Ontario (early 1980s) there were over 30 interval and 

transition houses and approxirnately half that number of rape crisis centres. Both types 

of organizations had their provincial voices in the Ontario Association of Interval and 

Transition Houses (1977) and the Ontario Coalition of Rape Crisis Centres (1977). 

Funding came, and continues to corne, from the Ministry of Community and Social 

Services, and the Ministry of the Solicitor General respectively, plus a variety of other 

sources, including fundraising and charitable organizations such as the United Way. 

Gillian Waiker (1990: 5) notes: 

While there appear to be many similarities in the development of this 
'issue' in the United States, in Canada, and in a number of European 
counties, the relations of the movement to the state appears to differ 
according to the particular conjunction of the broader women's movement, 
the existing forma1 political party configurations, and the organizationd 
forms of the particular state. 

In Canada the particular conjunction saw, for example, the release in 1980 of the first 

Canadian book specifically on "wife-baitering": Wife Battering in Canada: The Vicious 

Circle (MacLeod 1980). This was the result of work carried out by the Canadian Advisory 

Comcil On The Status of Women and was foliowed by a national consultation on the 



issue. Gillian Walker argues that, "the advisory council played a role in translating the 

local concerns of women activists to the national level where wornen's movement experts 

spoke for baîtered women in public forums designed to influence the administrative and 

policy-making process of the state" ( 1990: 56). Funher lobbying at the national level also 

saw changes in the country's legal aeatment of rape (proposed in 1978, it took until 1987 

for the legislation to receive final assent by parliament). Megan Ellis (1988: 96) writes: 

The early anti-rape activists, armed wîth little other than the fruits of their 
own discussions and preiiminary research, issued a wide-rangng challenge 
to the dominant discourse on rape, hghlighting the myths and truths they 
obscured. They embarked upon educational work, organized comrnunity 
rape prevention programmes, and set up rape crisis centres to provide 
support to women who had been raped. Listening to rape victirns' stories 
and accompanying women through the police, medical and Iegal 
procedures, rape crisis workers gained valuable insights into the workings 
of the relevant institutions, providing further impetus to demands for 
change. 

The changes that activists effected were, in theory at least, ones which moved rape into 

the criminal arena of assault: forcing the recognition of the possibility of rape in mamage, 

by moving beyond penetrarion as the defining aa, and creating protection for survivors 

with respect to sexual hinory and "reputation". Both Ellis and Catherine MacKinnon 

argue that the results of this change were debatable; that is, in the process rape was 

stripped of its political context, as sornething that for the most, men do to women in a 

society based on unequai gender relations. Mackimon (1992: 189) notes that, "the law's 

victim went from a woman to a person and the perpetrator was no longer necessarily a 

man. The iaw went fiom rape as intercourse without her consent and againa her will by 
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a man with a woman not hs wife. to sexual assault as forced sex urithout consent". The 

ongoing public debare over the redities of Tape and its ûeamient in the justice synem was 

inflarned in 1992 with the striking down by the Supreme Court of Canada of the so-cailed 

Rape Shiefd law which theoretically provided some protection to victirns of rape from 

investigations into their sexual histop. The ensuing debate over a replacement law (the 

so-called Xo-Means-No law) brought the ideologmJ sauggde over male sexual \loience 

into stark relief. At that point, in the early 1990s. it often seemed that anti-violence 

acnvtsts were back at square one in combatting the extensive mythology surrounding rape. 

In facf despite over ~o decades of organized ana-violence activism in Canada, 

men's violence against fernales continues to be a huge problem. The issue is no longer 

hidden fiom view and is v e v  much on the public agenda. as demonstrated by, for 

example, the national Violence -4@1st Women Survey (Statistics Canada 1993a) and 

the cross-couna). consultaion and research of the Canadian Panel On Violence Agains? 

Women. However, the statistics continue to speak for themselves: 

8 38 per cent of dl women murdered in Caaadh and 40 per cent of d l  women 
murdered in Ontario in 1992 were kilted by a cunent or emanged male partner 
(Ontario Women's Directorate 1993); 

* one-hdf of al1 Canadian women have experienced at least one incident of violence 
since the age of sixteen (Staristics Canada 1993a2); 

* one-quaner of al1 women have experienced violence at the hands of a current or 
past marital partner (includes cornmon-law) (ibid); 

* six-in-ten Canadian women who walk alone in their own are- afler dark feel 
"veryw or "somewhatw womed doing so (ibid). 



Given the well-documented under-reporting of such crimes, it is fair to say that men 

continue to haras, intimidate, rape, brutaiize and murder women on a harrowing scaie. 

Many feminist writers and activists argue that organized ami-violence activism has 

Ion its earlier radical political message (that men's violence is used for a purpose and 

structural change is necessary to end it), and that traditional sites of resistance, such as 

shelters and rape crisis centres have been incorporated and institutionalized (for example, 

see Findlay 1988: Gold 1991 ; Timmins 1995; and Walker, Z 990). However. there is also 

the recognition that, for example, state funding was a "necessary evil". Wine and Ristock 

(1 99 1 : 1 O- I 1 ) effectively sum up the dilemmas that have faced the rnovement vis-a-vis 

the state. arguing that: 

many of the achievements of Canadian feminist activism would not exist 
had such fundine not been available; and meeting women's needs is now 
(however inadequately) enaenched in govemmental bureaucraties.. .On the 
other hana movement ideals have been compromised: feminists working 
in state-hded organizations have found themselves involved in meeting 
the tenns of govemment contracts (which often do not correspond to the 
aims of their activism) spending much of their time seekmg funding, taking 
valuable time and energy fkom work necessary to the movement, and 
policing themselves and other feminists in terms consistent with 
bureaucratie directives in order to insure continued funding. 

These processes have seen many of these sites of resinance go fkom grass-roots, informal, 

par-counselling orga.iza.îions to govemment funded "social senice agencies" employing 

professionals. Discussing the changes in the shelter movement in Northwestern Ontario, 

for example, Leni Untinen (1 995: 175) notes, "Workers have difficulty relating to this 

early period d e n  shelten had little or no money for salaries, and activism translates 
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directiy into volunteer, front-line work. It wasn't unusud to reach into your own cupboard 

and bnng back as much food as you could f i o r d  to give". It also was not unusual to find 

lesbians front and centre in the early days; however, few of the writings on the 

institutionalization of anti-violence activism investigate the role that the "lesbian threat" 

and normative gender scripts have played in the regdation of the more radical aspects of 

the movement (aspects such as the articulation of systemic analyses and confrontational 

strategies for social change). Lesbians don't appear in Gillian Walker's othenvise 

impressive anaiysis of the "conceptual politics of struggle" between the anti-violence 

movement and the state (Walker 1990), they appear infrequently (outside of the discussion 

of lesbian abuse) in Listenine to the Thunder: advocates tdk about the battered wornen's 

movement, the recent collection of 20 articles put together by the Vancouver Women's 

Research Centre (Timmins 1995), and, as illustrated in Chapter Three, the Dobashes' 

analysis of the movements in Britain and the United States conceptualises lesbian 

sexuality as something private (Dobash and Dobash 1992). 

The more recent developments in anti-violence activism, including this textual 

marginalization of lesbians, have to be viewed in the context of a conservative backlash 

against any progressive social movements. In the case of anti-violence activism, there has 

been a contradictory situation in which violence against women has had a high public 

profile during the late 1980s and into the 1990s, but anti-ferninia sentiments have become 

a common and acceptable component of contemporary public discourse and practices in 

Canada. December 6th, 1989 was a defining moment in this developing discourse, in that 
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across Canada and Quebec, most women will remember what they were doing and where 

they were when they heard that an armed man, shouting that he hated feminists, targeted 

and slaughtered fourteen women at L'école Polytechnique in Monireal. As one local 

activist noted, "Every woman I know remembers the minute they heard about Montreal 

and the reaction they had ... It just serves to keep us in line" (activist 14). And Ruth Roach 

Pierson summed up what many feminists argued in the subsequent national debate over 

the meaning of the violence, when she argued that the gunman's: 

... targeting of fourteen young women cannot be separated fiom widespread 
and socially validated hatred and fear of women in generai, that his 
targeting of fernale engineering midents cannot be separated from 
widespread and culturally vaiidated resentment of "uppity", "pushy" 
women who enter fields once monopolized by men, and...his anti-feminism 
cannot be separated from widespread media attacks on "strident", 
demanding ferninists. Neither cari his anti-feminism be separated from the 
conservative federal government's cutbacks of funding to women's shelters, 
women's centres and feminist publications (1 990: 10). 

In an article on "Fighting Back On Campust' (part of a four part Toronto Star special 

called The War Against Women), Debra Black (1991) discussed several high profile 

events on Canadian campuses which illustrated this anti-feminist trend. For example: 

barely one montb before the massacre in Montreal, the date-rape awareness program at 

Queen's University in Kingston was mocked by male students who placed signs in the 

windows of their d o m  stating "No Means Dyke", "No Means Tie Her Up", and "No 

Means Kick Her In The Teeth" In the fall of 1991, also at Queen's, the eight femaie 

editon of a newspaper received an anonymous death threat reading, "Here's your 

politically correct deaîh notices. We're gonna rape u dykes ... in fact, we will kill any and 
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al1 feminists slowly". The graffi~ti "Dyke Propaganda" defaced the 1991 date-rape 

awareness campaign posters at the University of Toronto (Black 1991). The conflation of 

dyke and feminist is obvious in al1 incidents. Debbie Wise Harris (1990), in her analysis 

of severai of these types of acts, illustrates various ways in which the media helped to 

turn the focus away from the male perpetrators ont0 the women who, it was claimed, 

could not take a joke. Acts are reconstmcted in this public discourse as harmless pranks 

which "strident feminists" then blow ou t  of proportion. These hurnourless women, who, 

it is argued, obviously do not know that "the batîle of the sexes" is over, are then seen 

to be provoking men's anger and\or violence. She argues that, "in a dangerous twist, or 

inversion, the contemporary discourse is situated in a kind of "post-feminism" where out- 

moded concems of feminists nghtly lead to homlity against themt' (p.40). This cm 

certainly be seen locally, for example in the events surrounding the 1992 Take Back The 

Night March when a Hamilton radio personality dedicated one of his call-in shows to the 

topic of the exclusion of men from the march, suggesting that feminists, by telling men 

they could not participate, were inciting them to corne down to the march and be violent. 

Callers to the show were allowed to voice anti-ferninist comrnents such as "the lesbians 

should be lined up and shot". 

This anti-feminism, particularly directed at anti-violence feminism, can also be 

seen in several obier trends. For example: the mainstream media's selection of certain 

"anti-feminist feminisW3 for extensive air time such as Camille Paglia, Christina Hoff 

Somers, and Katie Roiphe, who suggest, amongst other things, that a hystencal and 
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overblown concem about an epidemic of date rape has basicaily made women and men 

enemies and destroyed "romance"; the burgeoning ideology that fathers can no longer go 

. near their children and men cm no longer take women on a date, for fear that both will 

falsely accuse hem of sexual assault; and the strength of the false memory syndrome 

movement which suggests that perhaps this whole notion of an epidemic of sexual abuse 

has al1 been fabricated, in fact planted in the minds of gullible people by unscrupuious 

therapists (Prieur 1 995). 

It is within the context of these trends that local geographies of oppression and 

resistance were investigated. That is, the struggles of anti-violence activists in Hamilton 

in the early 1990s were occurring within several irnporiant, overlapping contexts: the high 

profile of men's violence against fernales; the suggestions by activists and analysts that 

traditional feminist spaces of resistance (such as rape crisis centres and shelters) were 

being institutionalized; and a trend of "post-feminismhti-feminism", where feminists, 

especially "radical" ones, were being conmcted as legitimate targets for hostility. The 

local geographical and historical contexts of these particular stniggles are discussed in 

detail in the following section. 

4.4 The local context: Hamilton, Ontario 

The city of Hamilton is located on the western edge of Lake Ontario, at the hem 

of southem Ontario's industrial region (Figure 4.1). 



Figure 4.1 : The geography of Hamilton-Wentworth 
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With a population of over 300,000, it is the largest of the six municipalities which 

comprise the Region of Hamilton-Wentworth (which has a population of over 450,000) 

(Statistics Canada 1992a). Its rise to prominence in the late nineteenth century and 

subsequent emergence as the centre of the Canadian steel industry gave Hamilton its other 

name: Steel City (Dear et al 1987). The arriva1 in 1853 of the Great Western Railway 

helped Hamilton emerge as a major industrial city in Canada. By the tum of the century, 

it was being touted as the "Birmingham of Canada" (Eyles and Peace 1990), as the local 

steel industry took advantage of several locational factors including: "easy water and rail 

transport; cheap hydro-electricity; local government land, capital grants and tax incentives; 

and superior access to the country's largest steel-consurning industries in Ontario's 

"Golden Horseshoe"" (Livingstone 1993: 25). By the end of World War II, the city was 

producing 50 per cent of the country's steel, reaching a peak in the 1970s of more than 

70 per cent (ibid). 

As has been the case with other industnal centres in North Arnerica, Hamilton's 

manufactunng indus~ry has experienced the depressing effects of global economic 

restructuring. Between 1982 and 1990 total employment in rnanufacturing in Harnilton- 

Wentworth dropped from 5 5,2 1 5 to 48,150. This represents a &op from one in three to 

less than one in four workers employed in this sector (Hamilton-Wentworth Region 1991). 

And although the male stronghold on steel jobs had been challenged in the late 70s and 

early 80s by the Women Back Into Stelco Campaign4 with, what Luxton and Corman 

(1993: 103) called success "in a limited sense", the downturn in the local steel industTyfs 
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ernployment. Reflecting national trends, Hamilton has experienced increasing employrnent 

in the seMce sector (with the largest increase in office and retail jobs) and declining 

employment in manufacturing (Hamilton-Wentworth Region 199 1 ). Unemployment in the 

city in the early 1990s was nuuiing at 10.9 per cent, the highest in the Region and above 

the provincial rate of 8.5 per cent and the national rate of 10.2 per cent. The average 

income for females in full-time employment in 1991 was $25,092 representing 69 per cent 

of that for males in full-time employment (Statistics Canada 1993b., 1994). 

Despite the reduction in the importance of the steel industry in the city's economy, 

it continues to play an influentid role in the image of the city within Canada, and in the 

city's image of itself. Local geographers Eyles and Peace (1990: 74) argue that there, 

"seems to be two related but divergent images of Hamilton - smokestack city and cultured 

city", and suggest that Hamilton's image is relational, that is, in relation to Toronto, its 

far bigger neighbour around the lake: 

Hamiltonians now view their city's relationship with Toronto in two 
opposing ways. The first espouses the view that the best thing about 
Hamilton is that it is so close to Toronto. This view focuses on the 
negahve aspects of Hamilton, choosing to regard Toronto as an exciting 
modem city and a refuge from ail that is bad about Hamilton. In contrast 
there are those who would prefer to view Hamilton as being the better 
place to live ... Proponents of this view feel that 'big is not necessarily 
better' and that there is nothing inherently wrong with being a 'lunch 
bucket t o m '  (1990: 84). 

These relational and divergent images were certainly confirmed in my own personal 

geography in several ways. First, when 1 told fnends in 1989 that I planned to move from 
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"the big city", around the lake to Steeltown, most were appalled and presumed that 1 

wodd be retuming to Toronto on a weekly bais  to consume the culture which wodd not 

be available in the "lunchbucket city". Luckily, having grown up in a working class town 

on the West Coast of Scotland, where everyone knew someone who worked in "the 

factory", Hamilton did not hold the terror for me that it obviously did for some of my 

more "cosmopolitan" friends. Second, when listening to undergraduate geography students 

in tutonals discuss the merits and drawbacks of living in Hamilton, 1 found that it was 

almost dways in relation to Toronto. Nonetheless 1 agree with Eyles and Peace (1990: 

82) that, "try as it might, compare as it d l ,  Hamilton is still Steeltown (with al1 its 

associated images)". The working class male subject is very much dive in the masculinkt 

social, political and economic relations of a city known best for its hard hats, lunch 

buckets and a footbalt tearn that likes to "eat them raw". And as 1 illustrate in the 

following chapters, the continuing dominance of these relations in the public discourses 

of the city (especially in the traditionally conservative local media and local govemment) 

afYected both the development of feminist identities and practices, and their regulation and 

containment - aspects of which are introduced in the following section 

4.5 Feminist anti-violence organizing in Hamilton 

The "second wave" of the anglo-Canadian women's movement took hold in 

Hamilton in early consciousness-raising groups such as the Stowe-Guilen Feminists, 

named for the first woman in Canada to be granted a medicd degree: Dr. Augusta Stowe- 
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~ul len. '  This group's success with a 1972 Women's Festival Concen held at the local 

YWCA (in which more than 200 women participated) encouraged them to seek funding 

to establish a Women's Centre in Hamilton. On the 14th of May 1973, with fmds fiom 

Opportunities for Youth and the Secretary of State, the Women's Centre of Hamilton- 

Wentwonh opened in a house on a central city residential meet. The Centre was a place 

from which rnany other groups and activities were organized including a steering 

committee to establish a rape cnsis centre. Naim Galvin, a volunteer at the Wornen's 

Centre and part of that committee, described that early period: 

We had started to get calls from survivors there [at the Women's Centre]. 
It is interesting to reflect on how things have progressed. Think about 
having someone cail in on a line that was just the Women's Centre, a 
what-do-you-want kind of line, and have someone cal1 in and start to talk 
about rape and not knowing anything. We were having to educate 
ouselves around that ... out of this came an incredible fire to do something.' 

The committee was successful in obtaining funds to "do something" and in 1975 the Rape 

Crisis Centre opened its doors, becorning the third of its kind in Canada and adding to 

the small number of organizations in the city offering various services to women (which 

at the time included the Elizabeth Fry Society (1970) and the Native Women's Centre 

(1975)). The Women's Centre itself was in and out of existence and funding throughout 

the 1970s, as were several other groups and cornmittees, including: the Women's Network, 

an organization for individual women to share skills, research, and ideas which met 

irregularly fiom 1977 to 1979; Peaephone Press, which produced a one-off calendar in 
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1974; and a Women's Centre at McMaster University. This informal, in-flux nature of 

local activism in the 1970s reflected the trend across the country. 

The next decade opened with an ambitious projea aimed at developing a central 

training package to be used in training volunteers from various women's organisations. 

Representatives from the Elizabeth Fry Society, McMaster Women's Centre, the Native 

Women's Centre, the Rape Cnsis Centre (Hamilton) and the Women's Centre of 

Hamilton-Wentworth worked with the Volunteer Bureau of the Social Planning and 

Research Council of Hamilton and District. The final document produced included a 

profile of the five women's agencies involved and shon educational pieces such as "an 

introduction to feminism." "socialization of wornen," "wornen and work," "rape-violence 

againa women," "women and crime," "native women," "immigrant women", and "what 

is ferninist counselling". Although the manual was not in fact parncularly successful, in 

that suppon for, and use of it was limiteci, it illumates an early atternpt at "cornmunity 

CO-ordination" which became a hallmark of the 1980s and has been reinvented as 

"partnership" in the 1990s (Barnsley 1995). In 1985, Renée Albrecht opened the Women's 

Bookstop, a women's bookstore which quickly became a focal point for women, lesbians 

and feminists in the cornmunity. 

Although there had been a proposal for a transition house in Hamilton as early as 

1 974 (the proposal for Cady Stanton House was rej ected by the Depanment of Health and 

Welfare due to lack of federal funding), it was not until 1986 that Intervai House of 

Hamilton-Wentworth fuially opened its doors. Interval House quickly eamed the 
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reputation of being the "feminist" shelter in town and in 1987 its public educator Eileen 

Morrow was one of several activists who got together to discuss the need for 

organizations to CO-ordinate seMces for abused womens. This smal! group of women 

discussed ways in which the response to abused women by the police and other services 

in the community might be improved and held a one-day symposium to which they 

invited members of every organization they could think of, including local shelten, 

women's organizations, social services, the police, the crown attorney's office, the boards 

of education and boards of hedth. They invited several speakers to present on the topic 

of community CO-ordinating, and out of the discussions the Council on Dornestic Violence 

was bom. The intention of community cosrdinating cornmittees is to enswe that social 

service and community organisations network in order to exchange information, avoid 

duplication of seMces and to identi@ gaps in services. Membership on the Council in 

Hamilton included representatives from women's organization, al1 the shelters, Family 

Senices, Catholic Family Services, the Crown's office, the police department, the three 

school boards, the public health department, the Sexuai Assault Centre and community 

legd clinicsg. The C o u d  on Domem'c Violence met monthly from 1987 until early 199 1 

and, witb funding from the province, they organized the annual Wife Assault Awareness 

Month in November. However, there was increasing intemal conflict within the Council 

over its role, its usefulness, questions of diversity and representation, and even over the 

definition of woman abuse. In early 1991, with 42 agencies represented on the Council, 

members took a vote and disbanded (Davy 199 la). 
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By the early 1990s there was a plethora of organisations from which suMvors 

couid seek various senices. The type and philosophy of seMces obviously varied greatly 

from organization to organization. This variation is illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, 

which provide a selected List of services available at this time, and the descriptions of 

these seMces provided in No-one deserves to be abused: A resource euide for abused 

women in Hamilton-Wentworth, produced in 1990 by the Council on Domestic Violence 

and Community Information Services of Hamilton-Wentworth, and widely distributed in 

the community. 

Representatives from rnany of these agencies forrned a cornmittee in early 199 1 

to protest the acquitta1 (on the first anniversary of the Montreal Massacre) of Guy Ellul 

by a Hamilton jury, of a charge of first-degree murder in the death of his emanged wife 

Debra. The acquinal, based on self-defence, was handed down despite the fact that Ellul 

had stabbed Debra 21 times and left her to be found dead the following moming by her 

mother, Ruth Williams. Women's groups in the city were outraged and representatives 

formed a group to meet with then provincial Attorney General Howard Hampton and 

demand an appeal of the decision, as well as to discuss concems over the justice systern 

in general. As one of the early members, Vilma Rossi, described it: 

We got together initially as a group of social service agencies who werz 
quite homfied at the acquitta1 ... we began meeting with Howard Hampton 
and some of the members of that coalition felt that we were becoming too 
radical, or diat they coddn't speak on behalf of their agencies so they had 
to withdraw ... some of hem did corne back as individual members." 



Figure 4.2: Selected services for abused women in Hamilton-Weotworth, 1990 (counselling) 

Catholic Family Services of Hamilton- Wenrworth 
Services include individual, marriage, family , and group counseliing, credit\de bt counse lling, group 
counselling for women who have been abused and for abusive men. Al1 services are non-denorninational. 

Elizabeth Fry Society 
Court intervention and Communie Suppon Program 
*provides individual counselling regardmg b a t t e ~ g ,  protection orders (restraining orders and peace bonds), 
separation, custody matters, support and interpersonal relationships 
*explains court procedure and terminology 
*assists in çompletion of Victim Impact Statement 
*provides court accompaniment for victims of domestic assault upon request 
*provides refenal to transition homes, other social service agencies, Family Violence Treatment Program, 
Legal A d  and Upgrading Programs. 
This service is available free of charge and is provided to women or men who are victims of domestic 
violence. 

Family Violence P r o p m  (operated by the Familv Services of Hamilton-WentworIh Inc.) 
Offers group services to perpetrators and hictirns of spouse abuse and to the children/adolescents who 
witness the abuse. Self referrals and court referrals are eligible for consideration. Fully Funded by the 
province, this program charges no fee. 

Hope Haven Homes Family Rehabiliration Centre 
Counselling through the Farnily Binders Program available for al1 family members living under the impact 
of stress and violence provoked by the abuse of alcohol and drugs in the home environment. Component: 
group sessions for men and women including teenagers, individual, couple, child and f a m i l  counselling, 
court advocacy, follow-up, and 24 hour Crisis Line. 

Inasmuch House (operated b-v Mission Services of Hamilton) 
Case management program. Each wornan is assigned her own counsellor who follows her case as long as 
desired or necessas. 

Interval House of Hamilton-JFenrworrh 
individual crisis counselling 24 hours a day for residents and non-residents. Group counselling for residents 
and ex-residents. Ail counsellors are professionals specializing in domesttc violence against women. In 
person or by phone. 

Sexual.4ssault Centre 
Crisis and support counselling on sexual assault, rape andor incestuous sexual assault. 

Women 3 Centre of Hamilton- Wentworth 
Provides peer counselling on a one-time or longer terni basis, both on the telephone and one-to-one- There 
is no charge for thts service. There are aIso support groups including self-esteem, assertiveness training, 
and separation and divorce support groups. 



Figure 4.3: Selected services for abused wornen in Hamilton-Wentworth, 1990 (shelters) 

interval House of Hamilton- R'enrworrh 
Safe, 24-hour emergency shelter and crisis telephone counselling seven days a week. Only for wornen 
physically, emotionally or sexually abused by their husband/partner. Children welcome. Professional 
counsellor and chïld care workers specialize in domestic violence against women. Individual and group 
counselling, dormation and referral. Accessible for disabled. Average stay six weeks. Self or professional 
can refer. Both house residents and non-residents served. Free emergency taxi service and collect crisis 
calls. 

Inasmuch House 
Safe accommodation for women with or without children who are victrms of domestic violence or other 
abuse and are temporarily homeless. individual professional counselline; support services and groups, as 
well as referrals to Iegal, medical and counselling services withm the community when necessary. Chddren's 
progamrning available as well. Open 24 hours, seven days a week. Duration of stay dependent on each 
individual case. 

Hope Haven Homes 
Ernergency shelter and &op-in centre with programs and services for the abused famil'; of the problem 
d.inker/drugs and other. Accommodation up to six weeks. Children accepted. Situation Awareness Program 
- personal rehabilitation program for men and women including teenagers. 

Elizaberh Fry Group Home 
This residence offers a structured environment for abused and homeiess women, with or without chddren. 
Counselling and assistance in makmg contact with other social agencies. Open 24 hours daily. 

Xative Women 's Centre (Hamilton- Wentworth Chapter of Native Wom en Inc.) 
The Native Women's Centre can provide accommodation if needed to women and their chldren in trouble 
due to stress, strain, alcohol or drugs, or a crisis in the home. Counselling available according to individual 
need. Accommodation and counselling available 24 hours daily. Drop-in centre is open lpm - 4 pm. 

Out of that group the Justice For Wornen Coalition was bom, a radical direct action and 

advocacy group with an individually-based membership of women's advocates and 

survivors. They stated their purpose as: 

We are working to stop violence against women. This includes male 
violence against women, lesbian battering, rape etc. Violence happens 
whenever a person, group, institution or culture uses its power to control 
anodier person, group, institution or culture with lesser power." 
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However, the Coalition's expectations of justice in the Ellul case were dashed when one 

year following the acquittai, the Ontario govemment announced that they would not, in 

fact, appeal as promised. Although govemment lawyers had filed their intention to appeal 

on the grounds that the jury was not properly insmicted by the judge on the law of self- 

defence, they had done this within the first month of the decision (as required), and had 

since decided against the appeal on the growids that they could find no errors in law 

(Brown 1992a; Tyler 1992). Justice For Women organized a protest and support rally 

outside the courthouse in which they believed justice had not been served, and on January 

24, 1992 they launched the Justice For Debra Campaign (Justice For Women 1992). Over 

the next year and a half, a red rose was lain on the statue outside the courthouse every 

day by a member of Justice For Women. A card anached to each rose stated, "We 

demand justice for Debra Ellul. Debra Ellul was murdered on February 5, 1989. Guy Ellul 

was acquitted of dl charges December 6, 1990. Debra Ellul was stabbed by Guy Ellul 21 

times. Sponsored by the justice For Women Coalition". During the same period, Ruth 

Williams, Debra's mother, conducted a daily vigil outside the courthouse. Despite broad- 

based local, provincial and national support and publicity, which included numerous local 

and provincial rallies, letter-writing and petitions, Ruth Williams did not receive justice 

(Casella 1992; Davy 1 W2a; Deverell 1992; Prokaska 1993a and 1993b). 

Amongst the many issues that had originally been discussed with Howard 

Hampton was that of counselling groups for abusive men. The cornmittee asked the 

attorney generd to freeze provincial funding for the controversial groups until their 
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effectiveness had been reviewed. They argued that groups for abusive men were 

dangerous in that women were remaining in relationships widi the belief that abusive men 

would change. The provincial government refused but various activists in Hamilton kept 

the issue in the public eye with local, provincial and national media coverage. Counselling 

groups for abusive men had been held at Family SeMces of Hamilton-Wentworth in the 

fmily violence program since 1986 but were suspended in November 1989 whilst a 

review of the groups' effectiveness was carried out. As pressure mounted to reinstate the 

counselling (from the Ministry of Community and Social Services who were providing 

funding for the groups) Phi1 Dupuis and Nick Mule, counsellors in the prograrn, were 

suspended without pay for refusing to restart the groups. They argued that the men's 

groups were not working and that "so many men were there not to change, but to look 

like they were attempting to make changes" (Dupuis, in Davy 1991b). On May 22nd. 

Justice For Women held a press conference in suppon of the suspended counseliors 

arguing that provincial funding for the men's groups should be withdrawn from Family 

Services and redirected into programs for abused women and children (Davy 199 1 c). The 

counsellors were subsequently fired for their actions and in lune, Justice For Women 

Coalition met with then Women's Issues minister Anne Swarbnck and representatives of 

the Ministry of Community and Social Services to lobby for the cancellation of al1 

counselling groups for abusive men across the province (Davy 1 99 1 d). The Minister gave 

the Coalition no promises for a suspension of funding but indicated that the issue would 

be raised with other interested parties, such as die Ontario Association of Family Services 
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Agencies. Justice For Women continued to make the issue a high profile one, holding a 

public meeting (for women only) on June 26 1991. In an article in late 1991, reporter 

Denise Davy ( 199 1 e) of the Hamilton Spectator (hereafter The Spectator) noted that "The 

question of whether counselling can change the behaviour of abusive men is one that has 

polarized the counselling community". The launching of the national "White Ribbon 

Campaign" in late 1991 added M e r  to the burgeoning discourse on the role that men 

have to play in ending male violence against women'' (Small 1991 ). 

On December 3rd and 4th, with funding from the provincial govemment (the 

Ontario Women's Directorate) Justice For Women organised a four-part forum, "Women 

Rights - Men's Responsibilities", which brought together shelter and other social seMce 

workers, abused women and other interested persons from across the province to discuss 

the issue of men's counselling groups. The forum however was overshadowed by events 

sparked by an investigative report by The Soectator on the Hamilton-Wentworth Police 

Department's treatment of an officer who had broken his wife's nose in an assault (Holt 

199 1 a). Constable Larry Fodor had received a suspended sentence, probation and 

counselling for alcoholism and aggression, afier pleading guilty to a charge of common 

assault against his second wife. The report outlined the policeman's checkered history and 

the ensuing controversy over his treatment was fuelled by Hamilton-Wentworth Police 

Chief Robert Middaugh's reported comments: 

Hamilton-Wentworth Regonai Police Chief Robert Mrddaugh says he has 
no misgivings about Fodor handling domestic disputes. "1 have no qualms 
about putting him back on the street," Middaugh saici, noting that two 



officers are sent to every domestic cal1 and that a s u p e ~ s o r  monitors ail 
such incidents. Using an analogy, the chief said "Who better to send to 
talk to an alcoholic than another alcoholic?" (Holt 1 Wla: Al) .  

Justice For Women, with representation and support fiom local groups including the 

Hamilton Status of Women Subcommittee, the Sexual Assault Centre, McMaster 

University's Women's Studies Department and Women's Heaith Office, and several 

shelters, organized a press conference where they called for a review of the Hamilton- 

Wentworth police department by the Mmistry of the Solicitor Generai. They argued that 

the "police departments and the courts colluded to protect an officer fiom bearing the full 

penalty of his crime" (Marlin 199 1 : AI). The coverage of the press conference the 

following day in The Spectator was accompanied by a photo of a workman removing 

spray-painted graffiti from the United Empire Loyalists statue in front of the county 

cowthouse downtown. The slogans "Justice For Women Now!" and "Police Protect Their 

Own!" were being removed. 

Yet again, local events were articulated at a provincial level when opposition 

MPPs chdlenged Solicitor General Allan Pilkey in the legislature to respond to the Fodor 

case. Although initially arguing that it was not his responsibility (Casella 199 1 a, 199 1 b), 

Allan Pilkey agreed that his ministry would conduct a joint review with the Hamilton- 

Wentworth Police Department of both the criminal and Police Act charges involved. As 

the case was being discussed in the provincial legislature, and the Justice For Women 

Coalition were holding their press conference in the United Gas building in downtown 

Hamilton, members of the Police Department and a witness to the spray-painting, sat 
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outside Union Gas watching women o i n g  in and out of the press conference. ïhe 

following day, at the "Wornen's Rtghts - Men's Responsibilities" conference, Vilma Rossi, 

the executive director of the Sexual Assault Centre and a rnember of Justice For Women 

was arrested, charged with public mischief under % 1000, and released. The day after that, 

the police arrested, charged with public mischief under 51000, and released Knstin Smith, 

a counsellor in the Family Violence Program of Family Services of Hamilton-Wenîworth, 

and a rnember of Justice For Women. Although Rossi and Smith found support in the 

community (for example, see Holt 1991b) for their actions, it was by no means 

unanimous. There were women in the cornmunity who suggested that they had put the 

anti-violence movement back years''. Nonetheless, in a flyer distributed at the first of 

severai rallies organized by Justice For Women to support the two women, it was stated 

that : 

Women of the Hamilton-Wentworth community are asking why police take 
such swifi action to punish acts of resistance and protest by women while 
tuming a blind eye to Officer Fodor's violation of his female partner's 
human rights to safety, security and justice." 

Similarly, Vilma Rossi asked: 

How is it that police will act so quickly to charge someone with such a 
minor crime yet we are hearing from abused women that they can't get the 
police to corne to their houses? (Hamilton Spectator 1991). 

The alleged disparity between the police treatment of the women involved and abusive 

men was evident when it came to the court proceedings. That is, despite paying for the 

cost of the clean-up, having no previous criminal conviction and over 20 years cornbined 



involvement in community stmggles, Vilma Rossi and Knstin Smith were found guilty 

as charged and ordered to spend 30 days in jail or each pay a fine of $500 (Lefaive 

1992a). Eileen Morrow, of Justice For Women, noted that "the most comrnon punishment 

for wife assauit in this community is either a conditional discharge or a fine of %30Ot1, 

pointing out that the protesters had received harsher punishrnents than abusive men 

normally do (ibid: Bl) .  

ui late Decernber it was reported in The Spectator, however, that the Police Chief 

had contacted Justice For Women to discuss their concerns and demands with respect to 

the Fodor case. These included: 

Constable Larry Fodor's immediate suspension, leadmg to dismissal 
A detailed outiine of the department's procedure for disciplining police officers 
charged and convicted of crimes against women 
Public disclosure of the names of those officers 
A review of the depamnent by the Ministry of the Solicitor Generai, monitored 
by abused women 
An apology and retraction by Chief Middaugh of statements he made in defence 
of Constable Fodor's retum to active Street duty 
A mechanism to monitor how officers handle assaults against women. Abused 
women would be paid for consultation 
A review by the Hamilton-Wentworth Police Senices Board of the depamnents' 
hiring policies 
A review of the department's employee assistance program to ensure proper 
intervention is undertaken geared to stopping violence against women. 
An investigation by the ministries of the Solicitor General and the Attorney 
General into what the group describes as  the "institutional coverup of Larry 
Fodor's abuse and his protection by the police and judges" (Holt 1991 c). 

In February of 1992, the joint review was presented to the Police SeMces Board. 

Combined recommendaîions from the Board and the report included: 



* semng up a program of consistent discipline wiîhin the police department 
* making sure accused people, including police o%cers, appear for finger printing 

when required by law to do so 
* ensuring the media is told pro-actively of any police member charged with a 

criminal offence 
* a formal apology to Constable Fodor's fonner wife for the way in wfiich her case 

was handled 
* setting up an advisory cornmittee to change the departments' policy and procedures 

manual regardmg domestic violence (Holt 1992a). 

The police department also came under heavy criticism during a 46 day inquest into the 

deatb of Jonathan Yeo, conducted from April to August 1992. It was suspected that Yeo, 

who had killed himseif in the parking lot of a Hamilton shopping mal1 during a chase by 

police officers, had abducted and killed McMasîer University student Nina DeVilliers and 

a New Brunswick woman, Karen Marquis, whiie out on bail on charges of sexual assault 

(De Bono 1992). The inquest raised issues of the how the police, legal, psychiatrie, and 

social services in the area deal with cnminal offenders and victims of violence. 

In June of 1992 n i e  S~ectator sponsored a public forum on violence against 

women. A panel of five consisting of Justice For Women's Eileen Morrow, Police Chief 

Robert Middaugh, assistant Crown Attorney Alexandra Paparella, Donna Plonski of 

McMaster University's Office of the Disabled, and Spectator Editor Rob Austin, made 

shon presentations and then took questions from the crowd of over 250 people. The 

majonty of die questions were directed at the iegal and police systems which came under 

heavy fire (Bongers 1992). In The Seectator's follow-up to the forum, a special report on 

dealing with the violence, it was noted that a family crisis unit was being developed by 

the Hamilton-Wentworth Police, composed of three investigators and using new policy 
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language to ensure that evev  domestic cal1 would be responded to by at least one officer 

who wodd be required to file a report explaining why he or she did not lay a charge, if 

a charge was not laid. Staff Sergeant Bob Buck, who would be heading the unit, indicated 

that it would monitor domestic violence cases h m  the outset, following them through 

the legal system (Bongers and Mahoney 1992). 

However, Justice For Women conhnued to publiciy criticize the police and lepal 

systems. For example, in August 1992, they called for assistant crown attorney Toni 

Skarica to be removed from domestic violence cases after it had been reponed in 

S~ectator that he had decided to clear a court backlog of bail hearings (Brown 1992b; 

Davy 1992b). Skarica, who had failed to win a conviction in the Ellul case, was 

concemed that there was a backlog due to a blanket policy of "no release" for anyone 

involved in a domestic violence case (that is, the police were holding more people than 

usual for bail hearings, instead of granting unconditional release immediately following 

an arrea). He was quoted as saying "1 decided to hell with politics and to hell with 

protecting my ass. 1 decided to apply the Criminal Code" (Brown 1992b: Al) .  Skarica 

was temporarily removed fiom domestic violence cases but quickly reinnated after an 

intemal review (Lefaive 1992b). Local women's groups were also front and centre during 

the summer of 1992 with reporter Denise Davy's special series o n  Women for Change 

which profiled various local women's groups, such as The Staîus of Women Sub- 

Cornmittee, the Hamilton Chapter of the Congress of Black Wornen, and the Justice For 

Women Coalition (Davy 1992c, 19924 and 1992e). 
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On September 2, 1992 however, The Soectator ran an editorial critical of the 

Justice For Women Coalition. Entitied "A wider vision", the editorial took aim at "speciai 

interest groups" with an "axe to grind"'? 

In Hamilton, recently, the Justice for Women Coalition complained bitterly 
about statements made by assistant Crown Attorney Toni Skarica about 
bail hearings. As a result, Mr. Skarica was temporarily removed from 
prosecuting domestic assadt cases, pending an investigation which cleared 
him of the outrasmus suggestion that he was somehow anti-woman. The 
fact that a lobby group was able to cause such hardship to Mr. Skarica 
shows an undue influence. The fact that his superiors bowed to this is 
equally worrisorne (ibid: A8). 

Late in 1992, the fortunes of the women's movement began to change. After a period 

where both feminia activism (especially anti-violence activism) and men's violence 

against females were very high ~ r o f i l e , ' ~  the local community entered a tumultuous 

period. In November of 1992 Halton Women's Place (Burlington) ran an ad for a relief 

and child-care worker which ended with a commonly used employment equity statement: 

"In keeping with our employment equity goals, applications panicularly encouraged frorn 

lesbians, racial minorities, abonginal and francophone women" (Tait 1992: B6). As a 

result of the inclusion of the categoq of "lesbian" in this list, members of Halton Rotary 

Clubs threatened to withdraw a pledge for $500,000 (for a new 20-bed shelter) and joined 

several Halton regional councillors in demanding that Halton Women's Place explain what 

the word "lesbian" was doing in the ad. Burlington Councillor Doug Greenaway raised 

concems over the use of public funds and a perceived "hidden agenda" at Halton 

Women's Place. Theresa Greer, Executive Director, quickly apologized (Sumi 1992), 
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calling the ad a "well-intentioned but regrettable mistake" and promising that future ads 

would simply read "we are an equal opportunity employer" (Tait 1992: B6). Hdton 

Women's Place and the $500,000 pledge suMved the controversy (Longbottom 1992). 

However, when an alrnost identical controversy empted over Hamilton's Sexual 

Assault Centre's use of sirnilar wording in an ad less than two months later, the reaction 

of the womenls organization was very different. Councillor Dominic Agostino, chair of 

Hamilton-Wentworth's social seMces cornmittee, suggested publicly that the Centre's 

Regional funding may be in danger, since the issue of "sexual orientation" "belongs in the 

bedroom, not when you go for a job interview" (Peters 1993a). Executive Director Vilma 

Rossi stated that there wouid be no apology, arguing that, "You don? back down from a 

position you feel is right because your funding is threatened", and further, that Councillor 

Agostino and his colleagues, "should be absolutely asharned of thernselves" (ibid: Bi). 

The following day however, councillor John Prentice (Dundas) waded into the argument 

with the comments: "What would lesbians know about sexual assault? Who would be 

assaulting hem?" (Peters 1993b). Arguments over the validity and the intentions of the 

ad continued throughout the month (e-g. Peters 1993c and 1993d), and in February the 

first of several cornplaints regarding the seMces received at the Sexual Assault Centre 

surfaced in the local media (Hughes 1993a). An ex-service user complained about the 

services she received at the Centre, in both a letter to The S~ectator and in an interview 

with Hamilton-based CHCH Television. She was quoted as saying: 



In spite of well-meaning effort ... there are elements that 1 found concem 
about. They strongly discourage trust and respect in the police and there 
is no desire to help a woman continue dealing with men, not even her 
partner (ibid: BI).  

Councillor Dorninic Agostino who had complained bitterly about the "lesbian ad" once 

again entered the melee stating that he had heard from several other women regarding the 

Centre's services and that: 

Panicularly disturbing is the ad-police line that appears to be floating. 1 
would think that a publicly funded organization should not be discouraging 
people to use the police for help (Hughes 1993b). 

The debate continued throughout Febniary (e.g. see Marion 1993a and 1993b), and on 

February 1 lth it was announced that the Centre had "asked" its fimders, the Ministry of 

the Solicitor-General, the United Way of Hamilton-Burlington, and the Region of 

Hamilton-Wentworth, for an operational review (Davy 1993a). Meanwhile, controversy 

had erupted surrounding events at Interval House, the feminist shelter. Early in January, 

two of its founders, Eileen Morrow, the public educator, and Gwen Davidson, the 

executive director were fired "without cause". This followed a $50,000 organizational 

review, funded by the Ministry of Community and Social Services and carried out by 

Catalyst Research and Communications, an independent research organization from 

Ottawa, and initiated by the Board of Directors in response to grievances filed in the 

shelter regarding front-line working conditions. At a press conference organized to discuss 

her firing, Eileen Morrow, a member of Justice For Women, speculated that her high 

profile politicai activism had led to her sudden firing without explanation. She argued: 



1 have been made the scapegoat, the sacrifice, to elements in the 
cornrnunity ... who are more interested in their own self-sening agendas 
than they are in ending violence against women and children (Davy 1993b: 
EH). 

Board members denied that political activisrn was irnplicated in the finng (Davy 1993b 

and 1993c; Prokaska 1993~).  The community program manager of the Ministry of 

Community and Social Services suggested that the results of the review would in fact 

have contributed to the Board's decision (Davy 1993~). Contrary to his actions in the 

"lesbian ad" debate, Councillor Dominic Agostino argued that "the region has no role to 

play in personnel rnatters and we should not have a role in those maîters" (Prokaska 

1993~).  Within the two months following the firings, a front-line counsellor, the court 

worker, and a part-time relief worker had resigned from Interval House to protest the 

firing of its public educator, and in dlegedly unrelated moves, five of the six-member 

Board had resignedl' (Davy 1993d; Prokaska 1993d). 

The controversy over the Sexual Assault Centre continued into March as four 

members of the Board resigned (Peters 1993e). Concems were raised over the fact that 

the CO-ordmator of the joint funders review (the alIocations director of the United Way) 

was a volunteer at the centre nine years before (Peters 19930. An ex-contract worker 

accused the Centre of "brainwashing" (Peters 1993g). And members of the local media 

accused each other of biased andior unfair reporting (Brown 1993a). Concerns were dso  

being expressed over the Centre's lack of accessibility to diverse cultures although 

Executive Director, Vilma Rossi, noted that "it is a problem of every social service 



agency in t o m .  We have acknowledged that is a problem and we're taking neps to 

address it" (Peters 1993h: B 1 ). Before March was over, Choices For Abused Women, a 

support and advocacy group run by and for survivon, had dissolved amidst intemal 

conflict, adding to the turmoil in the local community (Peters 19931). 

Meanwhile, the Justice For Women Coalition remained active in its support for 

Ruth Williams and the Sexual Assault Centre, and with projects such as a postering 

campaign to celebrate International Women's Day Week. On March 8, they began a week- 

long campaign, targeting different areas of the city with fluorescent posters carrying 

messages such as: "NOBODY GIVES YOU POWER. TAKE IT!", "IF YOU OBEY ALL 

THE RLJLES NOTHlNG CHANGES. BREAK ONE!", and "YOUR SILENCE WILL 

NOT PROTECT YOU. ACT NOW!". This included a series of "They Say, We say" 

posters related to local and extra-locd events. For example: 

THEY SAY: "What would lesbians know about sexual assault? Who 
would be assaulting hem?" John Prentice, Hamilton-Wentworth Regional 
Councillor. 
WE SAY: rape is a violent attack on women's bodies, minds and souk  
men rape lesbians because they hate lesbians. 

and 

THEY SAY: "1 have to admit to you that 1 have never been sexually 
harassed. If 1 were f wouid certainly want to make it known that 1 had 
been so favoured". John Crosbie, Federal Tory Cabinet Minister. 
WE SAY: sexuai harassrnent assaults women's bodies, minds and spirits. 

and 

THEY SAY: feminists are anti-men. 
WE SAY: feminists are pro-women. 



However, after a quiet rnonth, S~ectator reporter Ken Peters (1993j) ran a full-page story 

on Justice For Women, titled "The Great Divide". It opened with: 

They've been branded militant men-haters and bullies. Hamilton's Justice 
For Women Coalition is no stranger to controversy but this time its 
memben are under attack from the people who have been its staunchest 
allies - other feminists (ibid: BI). 

The story paints the Coaiition as a mysterious organization and one which may have 

been the common denominator in al1 of the controversies discussed above. Noting the 

informal, grass-roots nature of the organization, Peters descnbed it this way: 

It's difficult to establish exactly what role members of the Justice For 
Women Coalition play in local organizations because little is known about 
the group. There are no offices, directors or central telephone nurnbers. 
Citing concems about personal safety, the group also refuses to identiw its 
members or even Say how many women belong, although itfs believed 
there are about 20 core participants (ibid: Bl).  

How these events, and the experiences of women involved in local political 

stmggles over men's violence against fernales, might be interpreted, in light of the 

arguments presented in Chapter Three, is discussed in the following chapters. 

Chapter Four endnotes 

1. The Québécois women's movement has developed differently from that of anglo-canadian 
feminism. The lack of recogmtion given to the movement in anglo-Canadian witing has been 
criticised. See for example, Michelene De Seve's f 1992) piece in Challenging Times. 

7 -. Between February and June of 1993, Statistics Canada conducted a national survey on male 
violence against women, i n t e ~ e w i n g  @y telephone) approximately 12,300 women 18 years and 
over. 

3. For a fascinating discussion of t h s  particu1a.r phenornenon see Susan Faludi (1995). 



7. 

8. 

9. 

IO .  

11. 

12. 

In 1980 five women filed a discrimination cornplaint against Stelco with the provincial Human 
Rights Commission. The "Women Back Into Stelco Cornmittee" also Iaunched an extensive 
publicity carnpaip, noting that between the date of the last female hinng (1961) and 1978, that 
30,000 of the 300,000 job applications received were from women. Whilst Stelco hred 33,000 
men during that period, not one female was b e d .  The five women won their case and were hired 
(Luxton and Corman 1993 : I03). 

The Lakeport Brewing Company, located in the citv, recently launched a new beer - Steel City 
Brew - with the slogan - For the People. By the People. 

Unless othenvise specified, the following information is gathered From the following documents 
and witb discussions with long-term local activists: The Hisrow Of The Fomen's Centre in.d.1: 
Hamilton rt'omen 's Services - Volunteer Training Munual ( 1 98 1 ) published by the Volunteer 
Bureau; intemiews with Naim Galvin (1 8\3\93), Tem-Lee Seeley (7\4\93), Vilrna Rossi (t5U\93) 
and Eileen Morrow ( 10W93). 

Interview with Nairn Galvia, 18th March, i 993. 

Personal communication with Eileen Morrow, September 1996. 

Persona1 communication with Vilrna Rossi and Knstin Smith, September 1996 

Interview with Vilma Rossi, March 25, 1993. 

Justice For Wornen Coalition, information sheet, n.d. 

The white ribbon campaign is aimed at focussing men's attention on the role they play in 
perpetuating male violence against women. Men, including prominent politicians, actors, and 
athletes, were encouraged to Wear white ribbons and\or armbands from December 1 st to December 
6th to indicate their concern and awareness of male violence against women (e.8 see Small 199 1 ). 

Persona1 communication, Vilma Rossi. September 1996. 

"Women Protest Injustice". Justice For Women flyer @ci.). 

The editorial complained: "Lobbyists are eve~where .  Wak through the corridors of power - 
whether it be at Parliament buildings, Queen's Park or ci- hall - and it is impossible not to run 
into someone who is grinding an axe for some group" (Hamilton Spectator 1992b: AS). 

For example, the abduction and murder of area teenagers Lesley MahafQ in June 1991 and 
Kristen French in April 1992, and the subsequent investigation ensured that violence against y oung 
women became and has stayed an i n t e p l  part of local (and national) public discourse. 

The final report published by Caialyst Research and Communications (1993) was only part of the 
review process which involved: consultation with past and present board and staff members, 
residents and ex-residents, other agencies in the community and ten members of the public (as a 
result of an ad placed in the newspaper); workshops within the organization; and an interna1 



Theme Report (November 25, 1992). Unfortunately the fmdings of the review are discussed at 
greatest length and in most detail in the Theme Report rather than the Final Report. Although there 
are discussions in the former about the role of political activisrn in the construction of Interval 
House's image, and the problems associated with the close connections between Interval House, 
Justice For Women, and Choices for Abused Women, it is a confidentiai document whch was 
only distributed internally. Although I obtained a copy, its confidential status obviously makes it 
unusable in this instance. The Final Report, whch was available publicly. was published some 
tirne after the firings and contained much more general discussions and recommendations uith 
regards to the organizational structure and workings of Interval House. Thus there is no "hardn 
evidence that political activisrn was a factor in the review (in that it wasn't stated clearIy in the 
publicly available document) but an abundance of other types of evidence that it was (e .g  
comments by board members in Ken Peters' article on Justice For Women (Peters 1993j), 
discussions with staff and board members, and interviews with activists). In the Final Report, 
Cataly st Research and Consulting explained: 

Our original conuact set out that we were to intenieu- people, gather 
information, hold workshops and wite a final report giving 
recommendations ... Withïn a v e n  short tirne, we realized that a f i a 1  report to 
intemal House would not be useful because the organization was at a stage 
where it would have been difficult to implernent any recommendations. The 
focus of our work then becarne winp to stabilize and m&e explicit an 
organizational foundation, including a mission and value base. That process led 
to many changes in the organization during the course of our work. The most 
noted transition was the changes in the people: the release of two senior staff, 
the departure of other staff and the turnover in the board. The changes were not 
a reflection of the abilities of the people who left but a reflection of the need for 
a cornmon organizational mandate (Catalyst Research and Communications 
1993: 1). 



CHAPTER FIVE. IDENTITY AND THE POLITICS OF LOCATION. 

Every aspect of one's Iife, no matter how trivial or local to meself, is in 
some way (in many ways, simultaneously and not necessarily consistently) 
located in the currents and landscapes of politics and tends to reinforce or 
to alter some aspects of one's aiignment and affiliation within that fluid 
structure. 

Marilyn Frye (1992: 15-16) 

5.1 Introduction 

Political identities are developed, regulated and negotiated in and through space. 

A multitude of factors affect these processes in place, including expenences of local 

relations of power, regulation, contestation, and our interpretations and analyses of these. 

1 have also suggested that our varying locations in and against the heterosexual regime 

influence, materially and ideologicaily, identity formation. Further, Our interactions with 

others in particular spaces of resistance matter for the development of collective 

counterhegemonic identities. In this chapter then, 1 introduce the local activists, focussing 

on the factors involved in the development of their political identities and the importance 

of various types of spaces of political resistance in this process. Through this discussion 

1 also hope to illustrate difficulties associated with organizing on the basis of gender, 

outiining various ways in which local activists have transgressed gender, chailenging and 

disrupting the lirnits of politics and actions appropnate to "nice white girls", and how they 

have understood these transgressions. 



5.2 Identity formation 

What processes are involved in forcing us to take that step out of our place in the 

world, to have a sense that it is not in fact immutable, nor is the "natural" sex upon which 

it is supposedly based? As these activim illustrateci in descnbing their process of gening 

involved in anti-violence activism, the path to political identity is not always a well- 

thought out, or dramatic one: 

1 didn't know anything about shelters. 1 had no overall political analysis 
and I would describe the politics 1 had as liberal but 1 hadn't identified the 
oppression that 1 had faced and certainly not the othen that other wornen 
face (activist 1 ). 

1 was always redly interested in women's issues but it was never anything 
that 1 could label, it was just sort of something that 1 was interested in 
(activist 9). 

1 have aiways had an interest in things feminin even way back - 1 don't 
know why (activist 15). 

So I think it's always been there, 1 have always been aware of injustices 
particularly around women (activist 22). 

The experiences of these activias point to the way in which a political identity may begin 

fiom a sense of knowing something's not quite right, but not yet self-consciously and 

intentionally developing a formalized politics. Although there has been a move in feminist 

and lesbian tbearizing away fiom an emphasis on expenence as the basis for identity, this 

activist points to one reason why the concept of expenence should not be dirown out 

altogether: 

I think that if you are a woman you have the consciousness anyway, 1 just 
dont think that you know what it is. You're pissed off because you're 



fùcking taking care of these goddamn kids and he's off fucking dnnking 
with his buddies and I'm stuck cleaning the goddamn house. mat's pretty 
fùcking aware if you ask me (activist 9). 

And other activists were clear that it had been their own experiences of oppression that 

had propelled them into feminist activism: 

1 had a very healthy response to getting raped. 1 didn't blame myself and 
1 was furious so I wanted to do something with that anger and so I put it 
into activism (activist 17). 

1 dways reflect back to my experiences as  a teenager at about age 18, my 
first exposures to ferninism and my real access point was around my own 
addiction and going for help and being told that 1 was the problem and 
being channelled into these twelve-step programs that were incredibly 
blaming and asked me to change myself in order to be better. This was not 
working and they were lying about stuff- Then, in begiming to think about 
my own experiences witb male violence and starting to connect my 
behaviour in terms of my dmg use and what happened to me and then 
listening to other women speaking as well and realising that the same 
connections were there. So, 1 can't remember the writer, but someone has 
described these processes son of like peeling an onion and getîing through 
the outside layers that are a lot of propaganda and lies and then getting 
inside to the tnrth, it has been a process of becoming tnie to myself and 
what happened to me, and understanding myself in the contea of an 
oppressed person, rather than the way 1 was labelled (activist 2). 

In thinking about what role expenence plays in identity formation, we can retain an 

awareness of its importance without also presuming that similar experiences will lead to 

similar identities (for example, not al1 lesbians will have similar politics). Further, various 

activists indicated the importance of particular spaces of resistance for the development 

of political identities, articulating the notion that identities are developed in and through 

space. This activist described the process of developing her 1esbianWeminist identity: 



1 can remember sitting on the floor at OISE [Ontario Institute for Studies 
in Education], at the break, not even at the conference, but at the break 
and al1 these wornen coming round and eating fruit and tofb and al1 that 
crap and yak yak yak, yak, and just sitîing there and feeling like 1 was in 
a little oasis, and being aware that I'd never felt like this in my life. I'd 
never known such contentment I couldn't even figure out what it was, just 
smiling a lot. 1 was so happy, you know. And everywhere 1 turned there 
were new things to Iearn, it was like, holy shit! It's a wonder my brain 
didn't get overloadeà, I mean, I read everything. 1 listened to women's 
music, I'm sure 1 must have driven my fhends nus,  it was al1 1 listened to, 
al1 1 talked about were women's issues ... and then of course, it went fiom 
there to suddenly "they are having a Take Back The Night march, do you 
want to go" and me saying, "what's that"? Imagine saying "what's that"? 
Irnagme not knowing! ! [Iaughing]. So 1 said, "oh that sounds like funW...and 
off we go and it was like wow! This was Toronto, a thouand women on 
the street. There they are, standing up at a microphone, acnially saying 
they're lesbians, and actually saying they're prostitutes and I'm thinking, 
holy shit!..Well then we just kept going to conferences and I don? know 
what happened but 1 just kept listening to ail these things and looking at 
al1 these women and thinking "wow, thank goodness, 1 have finally found 
where 1 belong. This is my place" (activist 23). 

The important spaces in and through which this identity was formed included 

lesbiadfeminist conferences, demonstrations, music, and books. As one activist described 

her feminist politic, "1 caught it like a cold - this had to happen" (aaivist 8). Politics have 

to be around to catch. In communities where there are no sexual assault centres, no 

women's centres, no lesbian organizations or where these spaces have been so thoroughly 

incorporated as to be no different from more traditional social service organizations, there 

are fewer opportunities for the development of counterhegemonic identities (and 

rnovements). Sites in Hamilton, such as the Sexual Assault Centre, Interval House, and 

the Woments Centre, have historically (and at different times, more or less so) played an 



important role in presenting these opporhuiities. ïhese activists pointed to the importance 

of local spaces: 

When 1 came back to Hamilton 1 went around t o m  looking for a women's 
organization ... 1 went everywhere except the Sexual Assault Centre and 
everyone kept telling me to go there, right? "That's where you go", "you 
go talk to -------- -------- ". 1 thought, oh my g o 4  this is like, manimous, 
evevwhere 1 go. So, 1 went (activist 15). 

To me, the only places in Hamilton to be in the women's movement was 
to be at the Sexual Assault Centre, or the Women's Centre ...( activist 13). 

1 slowly decided that 1 wanted to become involved with some more radical 
politics and had heard that the Hamilton rape crisis centre was an 
organization of women who were primarily lesbian radical feminists, and 
1 found that redly appealing. So I made contact with the women in 
Hamilton (activist 1 1 ). 

More nansient spaces of resistance are dso created, outside of these more formaiized 

sites; for example, in the development of Justice For Women, or in demonstrations such 

as Take Back The Night and the Montreal Mernorial', or through the repeated inscription 

of the public space outside the Courthouse (Ontario, general division) during the research 

period. That is, the Courthouse sits at the junction of two major downtown Hamilton 

streets (John and Main); the daily laying of the rose by Justice For Women, the daily vigil 

by Ruth Williams, and the multiple support rallies and demonstrations (including the 

spray-painting), al1 reinscribed that very public space from one of "justice" to one of 

injustice. In explaining why the 1992 Take Back The Night raily was being held in front 

of the Courthouse instead of in its traditional site in front of city hail, cornmittee 

spokeswoman Kim Paquette stated, "This is the place women go for justice, but they don't 



get any" (Todd 1992: BI). The demonstrations which took place at the Courthouse 

exposed diousands of passersby to the issue of men's violence agaiost fernales and, in the 

case of Ruth Williams' daily vigil, to the local lack of justice in the legai treatment of that 

issue. The size and make-up of the many rallies which took place in support of Ruth 

indicated that many women who might not normally think of themselves as anti-violence 

activists becarne involved. 

Local activists also pointed to the importance of their interaction with other 

politicized subjects, for the development of their own identities. For exarnple these wornen 

argued: 

Look at the movement in terrns of the second wave of ferninism and the 
anti-violence against women movement, the establishment of shelters and 
rape crisis centres - there was a lot of consciousness-raising that preceded 
the establishment of those groups and 1 think that a lot of women who 
would identie themselves as political lesbians came out at a time when 
women were deconstnicting the whole notion of sexuality (activist 11). 

If I think of myself personally - in some ways identifying as a lesbian was 
a natural outcome of that work. In some ways if you do that work for a 
long time, 1 don? know how you c m  stay involved with men. So that's 
part of it, 1 diink. You just more and more see the limitations of having 
men be involved in your life in any central way. A number of lesbian 
women arrive at it [that identity] through the work (activist 19). 

These comments point to the fact that it is not only the existence of spaces of resistance 

that is important in the development of counterhegemonic identities, but also who is and 

is not involved in those spaces. The process of identity formation involves Our interaction 

with others, and as Adrienne Rich and other lesbian theorists have illustrated, this point 



is not lost on those who have power. Women are kept frorn knowing that iesbians exia 

or that lesbian existence is in fact a viable alternative to heterosexual existence. 

Activists dso argued that the material conditions of women's lives and their 

locations in and against the heterosexual regme, were important in enabling (or not) 

political activism - actually having the time, the resources, and the freedom to attempt to 

put knowledge into practice. When she ended her vigil outside the Courthouse on June 

14th 1993, Ruth Williams noted that she was forced to do so because of poor health and 

exhaustion, in part as a result of a schedule that included working night-shift and looking 

afier her three grandsons (Davy 1994). Al1 of the activists inteMewed recognized that the 

presence or absence of children and\or a male partner concretely affected the ways in 

which they participated in the movement. For exarnple, these activists commented: 

1 don't have those practical kinds of constraints [children and male partner] 
and I think doing the work has made me vev inclined not to pet those 
kinds of constraints. I have seen, and have some first hand experience too 
in leaming what some of those responsibilities cm do in tenns of 
impacting on your ability to do the work. Not just in a practical sense but 
1 think there is pressure on you not to do certain things (activist 1). 

As a really practical exarnple, if there is an opening on the cnsis line that 
needs to be filled, it's not like 1 have kids that 1 need to think about first 
or a parnier that 1 may have made plans with, so I absolutely have a whole 
bunch more flexibility in tems of doing that kind of nuff (activist 3). 

Child care is absolutely crucial and women cannot do this work if they 
don? have child care. They simply are not going to abandon their kids 
like that and you have to take that into account. And if you don't take that 
into account then you'll never get women involved and a lot of the time 
it's not Our fault - we don't have the resources to take that into account and 
the powers that be make sure we don't.. (activist 5).  



These comments point to the importance of location in reducing Women's capacities for 

collective political action. n i a t  is, the heterosexual regime assigris work such as caring 

for children, housework, looking after men, and biological reproduction to Women and 

mystifies this necessary reproduction of the means of existence as "natural". Activists who 

had transgressed the limits of the category Women argued that different expectations of 

availability for political work were ultimately divisive: 

1 think it also rnakes a difference in tenns of commitment. 1 think the more 
hme you have available, the more pulled in you get and the more 
committed you get. And for me it seemed like there were real differences 
between the women who had husbands and kids and the women who didn't 
in terms of, it felt to me, and this may be judgemental in itself but in terms 
of level of commitment, degree of energy that they were going to put into 
it. 1 think this becomes problematic as well in some respects because there 
does develop a lack of tolerance then. A lack of tolerance for how other 
women live their lives and if you are not putting this many hours in or 
going to this many meetings or aren't this fhed or whatever, then you are 
not as committed. 1 am tom about that because on one hand 1 think that 
is tremendously unfair and judgemental about how other people are living 
their lives and another part of me believes it (activist 18). 

1 do think kids gwe an automatic assumption of not asking women with 
kids to do as much as  women without kids. 1 have a lingering resentment 
zbout that and how it wasn't recognized. It was just never spoken (activist 
19). 

What is beginning to surface here are the kinds of expectations that have been part of 

organizing based on the identity "woman". That is, what has often accompanied this 

seemingly unmarked grouping are the assumptions that, a) gender sirnilarly structures ail 

white women's lives to the extent that there would be enough in common for political 
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action, and b) that there is a relatively uncomplicated connection between gender and 

ways of being (political as well as others). These issues are discussed below. 

5.3 "the problem with Women is ....." 

Geographers Fincher and McQuillen (1 989) have illustrated the effects of gender 

on organizing, arguing that women experience organizing guite differently in mixed 

groups than in same-sex groups. Locd activists confirmed this: 

It is very cornfortable being with a group of women, because when you 
talk about women's experiences, there's freedom to do that and you are 
understood. So there is a real validation to women's experience (activist 3). 

Any time that you are working in an organization that has mixed genders, 
the women will have to spend some of the time either taking care of the 
men or challengmg and educating them. And usuaily the agenda of the 
organization will be the men's agenda (activist 2). 

The ciifference is like the difierence between being heterosexual and 
lesbian. It is much more intense in a women's organization than it is in a 
mixed and you know we have had men working here before and it changes 
incredibly. Even the lunchtirne topics change. We have a commonaiity here 
(activist 14). 

However, activists argued that there were more expectations involved than jua  the basic 

one that working with women will be different than working with men. They argued that 

there can be huge expectations when fim entenng arenas of collective action, and 

correspondingly huge disappointments. For example: 

1 think one of the main differences that sticks out for me between going 
into a female-only organization and a male organization is that you assume 
that you are not, you assume some kind of protection, and you assume a 
non abuse of power, and you assume that it's going to be different, and 



you assume that women aren't going to act and treat women in some of the 
same ways that men do. And you find out that it's not mie and 1 think that 
there's a much more profound experience of betrayal (activia 12). 

Speaking personally I thought that 1 had corne home, 1 thought that this 
was where I belonged and other women felt the same way and that we 
were al1 of us women working together for women and that we would love 
each other. And of course, that was not the case and when it tumed out not 
to be the case it was soul-searing; it is absolutely soul-destroying miff at 
some level iind in talking with other women I think that's their experience 
(activist 1 1 ). 

This points to that component of the heterosexual regime which creates two groups which 

are marked as "different" from each other, but "the sanie" within the group. However, 

mernben of the oppressed group are also divided from each other. As discussed in 

Chapter Three, the powemil ideology of the heterosexual regime works to socialire 

femdes into competition and horizontal hostility, not to understand each other as allies. 

Heterosexuality divides females from females literaily and figuratively , bonding us 

individually with members of the oppressive group. These activists argued: 

Look at the old 50s rnovie when there are two women fighting over a man 
and they will do anything in the world to get that guy. Of course the one 
who gets the guy is always seen to be the lucky girl, right? And that is the 
epitome of how women were taught to respond to each other. And then we 
find feminism and we try to lose that sense of competition and 1 think if 
you've been through a CR [conscioumess-raising] group, that works. But 
1 don't know if you can ever totally get away from socialization around - 
you never trust a woman 'cos they're gossipy, they can't keep a secret, 

women can never be successfd, they can't manage money so how could 
they ever be in a position of authority in an organization, cornpetition 
around men. So with a lesbian it's, al1 she needs is a good lay, because she 
has to cornpete around men, or she's castrating and she hates al1 men. Al1 
of those images we get of women, which are patnarchal socialization, 1 
think carry over into the workplace (activia 14). 



The challenge of it though, particularly being a feminist organization is 
that we are trying to do things differenîly and when your expenence has 
al1 been male-dominateâ, hierarchical, it's really difficult to now just let al1 
that stuff go and work in an environment that's different. What is really 
h a t i n g  about that is that when things get tough you are not really sure 
what process to follow or whatever, you revert back to the oid style. We 
start to do the same things that we have always known to be right. You 
start to internalize sexism. So some of the stuff you do is a result of that, 
you buy into al1 that SM. It takes a lot of time to first of al1 recognize 
younelf in that and then get rid of it, it's tough. 1 couldn't Say right now 
that 1 am not sexia. We probably al1 are to a certain extent (activist 3). 

We bnng al1 of that misogyny with us and our goal is to try to create other 
structures to lessen the power and control, but we do, we intemalize things 
like racism and dominance, we also intemalize the patriarchal ideology so 
it's a constant stniggle to fight against i t  (achvist 4). 

So, white feminists enter (predomuiantly) white feminist organizations with the 

expectations that they will "fit in", and that "difference" is not something that has 

anything to do with them; thus the assumption that there will be similarities in the 

wornen's politics and in the way they work. This is organizing on the basis of the generic 

"woman" who exists unmarked in her whiteness and her heterosexuaiity. However, it 

appears that white feminists who are not heterosexual, also enter this type of organizing 

with similar expectations. The majority of the activists inteMewed stated that there was 

a statistical over-representation of lesbians in white, feminist anti-violence organizing 

(although not an over-representation of their issues). For example, these activists noted: 

Yes, there is a disproportionate number of lesbian women, not al1 of whom 
are advocating for lesbian issues. In or out of the closet they are there 
(activist 1 1 ). 

Yes, it is not true of out iesbians at my shelter but 1 think bat, well, 
actually, a lot of the shelters have become quite conservative over the last 



five years, in my experience, so 1 would expect that it's more mainmeam. 
1 would expect that there are more heterosexual women getting into it than 
there used to be. 1 think that the leadership of the movement, 1 think the 
workers, the women who slog it out and do the work and bust their asses 
and spend many hours of work .... is predominantly lesbian feminist 
(activist 5). 

1 think in cornparison to other areas of work there is a larger percentage 
of lesbians because it is women-focused work, and it's an attempt to 
confiont male patriarchy and male privilege and it's pro women work. So 
1 think because of the nature of the work, there is probably a larger 
percentage of lesbians. They are not visible, 1 mean they are not vocaily 
visible. You know, when you walk into a room in many cases, it's the 
lesbians who are in the room but it is not a vocal issue. You couldn't 
expect the room to stand up and wave their banners for confronting 
hornophobia (activist 9). 

This last quote points to the common occurrence of lesbians emphasizîng that part of their 

identity that is fernznist rather than lesbian, in anti-violence organizing; that is, they are 

not involved in this organizing as lesbian activists but as ferninisr activists. 1 want to 

suggest that one component of essentialist assurnptions about gender and identity has been 

the frequent conflation of the social change airns of "women" and "lesbians", by feminist 

lesbians. Thus (white) lesbians tend to assume that working for "women" involves 

working for themseives. Activists provided various answers as to why lesbians might be 

so involved in this area of activism. First, it was suggested that since lesbians are female- 

focussed and care about what happens to females as a group, they would be drawn to 

political muggles for social change in this area For exarnple: 

1 think that's the case because 1 think that Iesbians are more committed to 
the concems of women, on al1 levels, wherever women's lives touch an 
issue as women, not just the anti-violence movement, 1 think lesbians are 
more concemed about that. They care more about wornen, because they 



care about women in al1 ways and heterosexual women care about men - 
they are taught that that's their first prionty, the men; and so afier al1 of 
the men's needs are taken care of then you can focus on women's needs, 
and support women. You consciously have to be aware that you are 
fighting that (activist 5). 

I think that lesbians - and 1 don't mean to take away fiom heterosexuals - 
they have been the women who nsked and bwnp-started thing in the 
movernent. 1 think they are more willing because it is more consistent with 
their lives, we don't have to do that heterosexual shuffle thing, maybe we 
don't have children, although 1 think that's changing, but 1 am thinking of 
women's energy and if you have a trachional het[erosexual] woman of 
working class who has three kids, what kind of energy does she have? 1 
think first of al1 it's a social thing sornetimes that lesbians often gather to 
do work and it's also social, it's a place to find other women, and 1 don't 
mean as a pickup thing, to find the Company of other women. Maybe they 
feel more comfortable because it's women only (activist 14). 

By far the biggest set of responses, is that of lesbians not being invested in men and 

therefore being fkeer to challenge the system of men's violence and to unsenle the limits 

of the category Woman. For exarnple these activists argued: 

1 also think that there's something there around lesbian women being freed 
up enough to work on their own behalf and on behalf of other women 
because there is not a man in the picture with his boot to îheir throat - 
saying "oh you can't do that". A lot of straight women can't participate 
outside their families in any communiîy-onented way because they've got 
to take care of the man at home. 1 think that lesbian women who are not 
living with men have some freedom to do that (activist 11). 

1 think that the fact that 1 am a lesbian gives me rather a vantage point 
frorn which to view oppression (activist 4). 

1 aiso think that a lot of lesbians are involved with semng up the whole 
anti-violence movement, semng up shelters and rape crisis centres because 
1 think that particularly, well let's cal1 them "out proud dykes", are in a 
much better position to tell the truth about what men do and what men 
want to do to women and kids. And so, because we don't have an 
emotional and financial attachment to men, and because we are on the 



margins, we have particular insights to what it is they are doing, compared 
to if you have to live with them and be emotionally dependent and 
involved with them. 1 think because, when 1 say out and prouci, that means 
that we are dso willing to talk about it. I ùiink that there are women who 
see but are not willing to talk about it. 1 think the most likely fernaies who 
are willing to name it have been lesbians. And that does not mean that 
there have not been many heterosexual feminists who are able to name it, 
but the honesty and the voice with which it gets descnbed by a lesbian is 
different (activist 12). 

1 think that since moa of us don't owe men anything or aren't seeking to 
please men or whatever else, that its much easier to see the power dynamic 
and get pissed off and want to lay them bare, somehow ... And, 1 just think 
we corne to it with more clarity, and so that's why we're there (activist 2 1). 

Finally, it was argued that, that despite heterosexism, anti-violence activism is actually 

a relatively good place for lesbians to be, for example: 

1 think that dong with the anaiysis around violence against women cornes 
the analysis around heterosexisrn as  being part of violence against women. 
So 1 think that whether it is reai or not, many women have felt comfonable 
gravitaihg towards women's seMces and feminist activities, because, again 
rightfully or wrongfully there is a sense that they will be more accepte4 
more able to be themselves. There is an analysis there that allows them to 
have a voice around heterosexism (activist 1 1). 

However, what white lesbians have found in "women's" organizations is that their 

"ciifference" does in fact matter. They have discovered this when they fail to "do gender 

right", that is, when they most clearly contest the boundaries of the genenc Wornan. 

Further, local activists argued that there are many other ways in which women c m  fail 

to be "nice white girls". As illustrated in Chapter Three, Women are manufacnired to 

exhibit behaviours, desires, and actions wtiich fit within the boundaries of a certain 

category. ï h i s  is confirmed in the cornmon sense, day-to-day understanding of what is 



meant by terms such as "unladylike", "unwomanly", and "unferninine". Activists' 

experiences of moving beyond these limits are discussed below. 

5.4 Beyond nice white girls: UnWomanIy acts 

In Canada, a country still dominated by the societal values of a white, male, 

heterosexual, non-disabled, middle-class culture, the contours of the acceptable Woman 

are very different from those which are conmucted in other cultures and groups both 

within and outside of this particular location. 1 want to reiterate that when 1 discuss 

UnWomanly Acts, what the constitutive behaviours andior actions are transgressing, are 

the boundaries of a culturally and othenvise contingent, politicaily and socially 

constmcted category. The dominant one in Canada is that of  "nice white girls". There are 

several ways that aaivists within diis group of "white feminists" have moved beyond the 

limits of that category. First, through a transgressive sexuality; for example these 

(Iesbian) activists describe their experiences: 

They [straight feminists] like you more if you're more like them. Going out 
and doing workshops with women, lesbians who were from a feminist 
lesbian identity - so they wore their [lesbian] sexuality more strongly than 
perhaps I do - women who could not pass for example, and having people 
listen to me more or feel more cornfortable around me and feeling that 
there were conditions put on that, that 1 would be listened to as long as 1 
was like these people but as soon as my voice changed and 1 sounded 
different from them in terms of what 1 was saying or expressing my 
sexuality differently, or as soon as I had diflerent perspectives it was 
rooted in my identity as a lesbian, my ways of being, my ways of dressing. 
1 felt like as long as I stayed looking and acting and speaking like hem, 
they were ready to champion my rights, but as soon as my being a lesbian 



evidenced that 1 was very different from hem, then 1 becarne wrong, 1 was 
the one who needed to change (activist 24). 

And then my experience ... in which 1 had been hired as a lesbian and then 
went out in the comrnunity and was told that as a lesbian 1 was rarnming 
things d o m  people's throats, flaunting it [her sexuality], that 1 was too 
aggressive, that 1 was a bitch, too angry, too much of a man-hater (activist 
2)- 

I also think it is very threatening for a lot of middle class lesbians because 
they are not out, for lesbians to be out, because it reminds them what they 
are not doing. Especially lesbians with privilege, they should be the ones 
who are out ..A also think that it is a responsibility, ethically, of lesbians 
to be out because most [white] lesbians can pas.  1 mean unless you insist 
to tell the world that you are a lesbian, most people even if you look like, 
what 1 wodd say look like a lesbian, people will choose not to 
acknowledge that 'cos they are so uncornfortable witb us. And 1 think that 
to be political fnends, or to be allies with women of colour that we need 
to be and should be out as lesbians (activist 12). 

There are, of course, less obvious ways in which females don? do gender right, since 

gender is aiways and everywhere inscribed with other markers of oppression such as class, 

ability and race. Many of the activists understood their transgressions as having 

something to do with class, which, as a component of identity, was articulated as meaning 

much more than income tevel, profession and\or relation to the means of produmon. As 

these cornments suggest: 

So you're in the awkward position of being at odds with most other people 
with a university education and a h  being at odds with your own 
background. I find it constantly confusing, am 1 middle-class or am I 
working-class? Sometirnes feeling a bit like I'm trying to over-identiQ with 
the oppression by identifying by the oppression; but by identi@ing as 
middle-class, 1 don't really belong there either. So class is a cornplicated 
one, for sure (activist 19). 



1 don? think that class is associated necessarily with money, 1 think that 
it's a whole value system in tenns of the way that you think and 1 think 
that what the misconception around classism is, is that it's fluid, and that 
you can move from being working-class into upper-middle-class and 1 
think that economicaily you maybe could do that ... but 1 think that the 
value base that establishes your class remains there (activist 9). 

The naïvete around class is that certain wornen think that class is only 
about how much money you make or how much money you have and then 
there is this incredible huge pressure to conform which means passing. 
There's this pressure to pretend that you are just like they are, to pretend 
or act like middle-class (activist 12). 

Several activists argued that their experiences within a largely middle-class movement 

included punitive consequences of transgressions which seemed to be class-based; that is, 

they were expenenced when activim were not, or rehsed to be, polite, indirect, non- 

confrontational and nice. As one activist argued: 

Well, 1 think that it's been a problem, there is a problem with being 
working-class in the white, middle-class, heterosexual feminist movement. 
I think it's really an insidious problern. Because 1 have a certain level of  
education that takes me from the working-class 1 can look like I am 
middle-class and 1 can talk like that sometimes - you know, 1 have an 
education that has taught me to use language in a certain way and 1 have 
çtudied the politics of feminism and 1 have had access to literahire and to 
film and theatre and writing and scholarly stuff that you get trained to read 
in university and get information fiom. That has allowed me to look like 
1 am rniddle-clw, but there is always a point at which they "find out" kind 
of thing, that 1 am not like them and then I get punished. The logical 
question is "what's that point"? And 1 think the point is, the point at which 
that happens, is when there is conflict, because then things get more direct 
and the more conflict there is and the more risks you begin to take in 
socting out your positions or in taking a stand or in using certain kinds of 
strategies, the more the layers begn to be peeled away - the layers that 
have been put there by the education and by the language and al1 that kind 
of stuff, and the basic person is revealed, and that basic person is working- 
class ...( activist 5). 



However, other activias questioned what they saw as a somewhat tenuous connection 

between class and certain behaviours, for example: 

But sometimes it's a h ,  like 1 have gotten ont0 this thing where 1 think to 
be more son of direct and honest and loud or something is more working- 
class and 1 don't know, is that tme? 1 am begmning to think that's not 
true .... I am not so sure that direct honesty is a working-class virtue. When 
I look back now at my life - 1 mean my father was a truck driver you 
know, there's no doubt about where anyone is going to put me - there was 
no direct honesty in my family and at one point I shified and started to 
define honesty as a working-class trait or amibute, and the middle-class 
was more, well, slimy is probably a good description for it. But 1 am not 
sure that being honest is working-class, 1 am not sure it is a class issue. 1 
think, 1 think 1 have some major contradictions here [laughing].. .in tenns 
of women with other women, we are just fucking destroying each other, 
and none of it is done in the name of honesty ....y ou see 1 think it's more 
about gender. 1 mean, women 1 donPt thïnk are very good with, we still 
don't know what to do with power and we don? even recognize it, infornial 
power in particular. Forma1 power we do, but not informai. We don't know 
what to do with anger, we don't know what the fuck to do with it so we 
screw up a lot I think. 1 see those things as more gender issues than class 
issues (activist 18). 

1 want to suggest that what is being articulated here is that we are ahvays classed and 

gendered (and raced and so forth) simultaneously. So that part of the processes which 

operate within organized feminism to police female behaviour is about class but never in 

the absence of gender. As one wornan recognized: 

It's hard to work out what privilege a e c t s  what, to break it down, but for 
instance, although 1 always identiQ myself as a radical 1 often find myself 
sfipping towards liberaiism, and 1 am sure that is really influenced by my 
class privilege (activist 6). 

It ir hard to work it out, and in fact it is counter-productive to attempt to break oppression 

into discrete categories. So those women who experience punishment and sanctions based 



on their being loud aggressive, confrontational and\or direct, experienced it as class-based 

but it is al ways based on a gendered chss or a classed gender, that is, based on the rules 

and regdations for acceptable Womanly behaviour in a society whose hegemonic 

ideology is one that is male, white, midde-class, heterosexual and able-bodied. For 

example, these activists note: 

I speak fiom the heart and ofien the way that it gets interpreted is 
anywhere fiom arrogant to abusive (activist 12). 

People have talked about me being loud, aggressive, they use "assertive" 
for themselves when they are angry, they use "aggressive" for me. Loud, 
aggressive, blwit (activist 5). 

My own expenence is that the moment there is a woman who talks too 
loudly or gets too angry or too aggressive or assertive, the other women 
will want to take her down a peg and make sure that she stays within the 
frame of being a "good girl". So 1 see that unless it's a group of wornen 
who are reaily conscious of that and actually celebrate being disruptive, 
aggressive bitches - and for me that is the kind of group of women that I 
want to work with - the kinds of women who get rewards are the kinds of 
women who bow to the images that patnarchy has of women. Women who 
resist that will get punished (activist 2). 

Activists argued that there were ways in which the limits of the category Woman could 

be stayed within, and thar, if necessary, the application of consequences to transgression 

could be mitigated, to a certain extent. For exarnple, these women noted: 

I've also learned the language of speaking appropriateIy, not being too 
hanh in the way 1 present things, in some ways being a "good women", 
not being too aggressive in my Mews so that 1 will be taken senously. 
Which in some ways, rnay mean that 1 am not taken senously (activia 7). 

My experience in the feminist movernent and in the world is that I have 
the privilege of being the dominant, a very physical feeling of being the 
dominant culture, of being safe against these attacks and knowing even 



though there's al1 this lesbian-baiting going on and she [board member] is 
obviously implying that ail of us were lesbians, that it doesn't matter, 
because in the end 1 am not lesbian and she can't prove it. And I in fact 
can Say, " thatfs not mie"; if at any given point 1 want to Save myself I cm. 
And that just makes al1 the difference in the world. So it doesn't matter 
whether 1 Say, "well 1 refuse to tell you what my sexual orientation is", 
that's not the issue, that not the point - the point is that 1 am choosing to 
do that and if it gets hot enough I can aiways Save myself (activist 5). 

I have been called a man-hater. So I'm certainly aware that what 1 Say may 
be discounted because they see me as a man hater or as a feminist, but if 
I was calling myself a lesbian it would be discounted even more. 1 think 
there are a lot more risks that lesbians take when they speak out or that 
what they say gets discounted and gets personalized (activist 22). 

White lesbians experience and\or contest their oppression as white lesbians, never 

as just lesbians; black lesbians experience their oppression as black lesbians, never as just 

lesbians; and white, middle-class, non-disabled, heterosexual women experience their 

oppression and their privilege as white, middle-class, non-disabled, heterosexual women, 

never as an isolated part of that. 

What 1 have illustrated in this chapter then are several ways in which "difference" 

is manifested and experienced within categories, often at the point where females fail to 

"do gender right". Further, I have argued that the potential for the formation of certain 

individuai and collective political identities varies from place to place: the presence or 

absence of particular spaces of political resistance and the political subjects within them, 

are important. ï h e  connections between political identity and being, however, are not 

simple ones; organizing based on the notion of the generic "wornan" has led to 

presumptions about how feminist activists, both lesbian and heterosexual, might behave 
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politically. In the following chapter, I M e r  illustrate the variations between the activists 

in tenns of their analyses and actions on men's violence against females and on the state. 

Chapter Five endnotes 

1. A memonal is held annually in Hamilton (and other towns and cities across the country) to 

remember the fourteen women massacred tn Monueal on Decernber 6th 1989, and to protest 
violence against women. 



CHAPTER SIX. UNWOMANLY PRAXIS: CONTESTING THE HETEROSEXUAL 
REGIME. 

If there is something right in Beauvoir's claim that one is not born but 
rather becomes a woman, it follows that woman itself is a terrn in process, 
a becoming, a constructing that cannot rightfully be said to onginate or to 
end. As an ongoing discursive practice, it is open to intervention and 
resignification. Even when gender seems to congeal ont0 the most reified 
forms, the "congealing" is itself an insistent and insidious practice, 
sustained and regdated by various social means. 

Judith Butler (1 990: 33) 

6.1 Introduction 

As outlined in Chapter Three, 1 am conceptualizing men's violence against fernales 

as one of rnany tools that are used to enforce and reproduce the heterosexual regime. This 

conceptualization is one of many which compete for legitirnacy in concrete stmggles over 

how this violence will be understood and therefore how it will be contested (if at ail). 1 

have suggested that too much commonality of analysis and practice has been presumed 

of the group "white feminists". Below, 1 present the analyses of the 25 activists 

i n t e ~ e w e d  and in doing so highlight particular, specific understandings of political 

processes b a t  produce and maintain this system. 1 also discuss the reaiities and 

practicalities of feminist activism and sexist oppression, within a p d c u l a r  place and time, 

with the aim of providing a more nuanced explanation of why sexist oppression remains 

so pervasive in the face of protracted activism. As this activia wryly noted: "If 1 had to 

wait for the perfect andysis I'd never do anything" (activist 5). 



6.2 Competing analyses - men's violence against females 

As discussed briefly in Chapter One, feminist geography has oniy recently tunied 

its aîtention to the processes of men's violence against females and the importance of 

sexuality in the reproduction of the subordinated position of women (Bell and Valentine 

1995a; Chouinard and Grant 1995; Pain 1991 ; f eake 1993; McDowell and Court 1994; 

Valentine 1993a, 1993b, 1993~) .  However, the cntical importance of this syaem in the 

oppression of women has long been recognised by feminist activists and especially by that 

theoreticai area of feminism historicdly labelled "radical feminism". As far back as 1977, 

Susan Griffin argued that, "the f e u  of rape keeps women off the streets at night. Keeps 

wornen at home. Keeps women passive and modest for fear that they be thought 

provocative". What this early feminist analysis was competing with were various 

conceptualizations which understood men's violence against females as, "an offence 

against property, not as an offence against the person on whom the act was perpetrated" 

(Clark and Lewis 1977: 116). Females were viewed as men's property and this view 

allowed marital rape and other hrms of woman abuse to remain in the sphere of domestic 

occurrences rather than that of criminal and political acts. However, in consciousness 

raising groups across Canada (and elsewhere) the political and systemic nature of these 

acts were being recognized and political mobilizing created speak-outs, safe houses and, 

by the early 1970s, rape crisis centres and shelters for "battered women" (Adamson et al 

1988; Wine and Ristock 1991). Pence et al (1987: 5) noted that: 



The battered women's movement has, since its earliest days, identified 
battering no? as an individual woman's problem, but as a societal problem 
linked to the oppression of ail women in our society. While institutions in 
our communities were engaging in practices that blamed women for being 
beaten, early organizers in the movement challenged mental health centers 
who claimed women were sick, police who charged women were 
provocative, courts that refused to acknowledge that women's bruises were 
the result of criminal behaviour, and churches that implored women to stay 
in violent relationships as part of their Christian duty . We understood fiom 
the earliest days of the movemenî that women were trapped in violent 
relationships not because they had poor self-images or were in some way 
defective, but because of an economic system and a community that over 
and over again reinforced batteren' power over women. 

Men's violence against females quickly became a central issue of the so-called "second 

wave" of organized feminist activism and analpis (e.g. Brownmiller 1975; Clark and 

Lewis 1977; Griffin 1977; Gordon and Reiger 1989; Guberman and Wolfe 1985; Hall 

1985; Hanmer and Maynard 1989; MacLeod 1989; MacKinnon 1989; Russell 1975, 1982; 

Schechter 1982; and Yllô and Bograd 1988). Edwards (1989: 15) suggests that there was 

a major shift in feminist conceptualization of male violence from the 1 970s to the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  

in that it, "moved from separate accounts of specific types of violence to an appreciation 

of male violence overall as being at some level a unitary phenornenon". This 

conceptudization is unlike that of many of the early feminist writers (e.g. Firestone 1971 ; 

Millet 1970; and Mitchell 1971 ) who, in their theones of male dominance, saw violence 

as almost unnecessary to men's power over women which was maintained so well through 

other institutions'. 

Over the last ten to fifteen years, analyses have been developed fiom feminiçt 

theorizing and activism which argue that men's violence against females is used 
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intentionally as  a tool in the reproduction of oppressive gender relations. These 

approaches have become more sophisticated and complex to both broaden the definition 

of violence and tum attention to less obvious inmtutions through which male violence is 

perpetuated, for example, the state and the institution of heterosexuality. For example 

Adneme Rich (1980) in her now classic Compufsov heterosexuaIity and lesbzan 

existence, argued that heterosexuality should be recognized as an institution, and that 

ferninist analyses needed to move fiom seeing it as naturalised and normal, towards a 

recognition of the way it operates to allow men (collectively and individuaily) to control 

women's sexuality, women's labour and women's reproductive freedom. Also, chailenges 

from women of colour, women with disabilities, and poor and working class women have 

combined with this increasing compiexity to broaden feminist conceptualizations of 

violence to recognize the violence done to wornen by systems of racism, ableism, 

classism, and their intercomectedness (Figure 6.1'). 

Further, under relentless pressure from activists, various parts of the state apparatus 

have taken up these issues and in the process M e r  af'fected analyses (see Walker 1990); 

so that the messages we receive in the public domain about men's violence against 

females have become a confusing mix of competing concepts including power and 

control, the cycle of violence, learned behaviours, and dysfimctional families (Y110 and 

Bograd 1988). 



Figure 6.1: Relationship of sexism to other forms of oppression 
(adapted from Pence et al, 1987: 57) 
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Finaily, front-line feminist work has, understandably, been contaminated in places by the 

huge and powemil mental health indu& (discussed in detail in Chapter Seven). It is 

accurate to Say then that there is no one agreed-upon feminist analysis of dl forms of 

men's violence against females and this is reflected in the analyses of the 25 wornen 

interviewed. However, it would also be fair to Say that the most widely artwulated 

feminist activist analysis is one that is informed by the concepts of power and control. 

Ellen Pence et al of the Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project developed the Power 

and Control Wheel (Figure 6.2)', as part of the women's cumiculum In Our Best Interests 

- a handbook and other radical education materials that were distributed to women's 

groups across Canada and the United States. 

All of the activists who artmdated an analysis of men's violence against females 

either alluded to or specifically mentioned "power and control". This phrase has, in many 

ways, become part of the feminist lexicon of the 1990s and as one activist recognized, it 

has become a short hand way to describe an extremely complex and detailed analysis: 

Of course the short answer is power and control but it's really not that 
simplified. 1 wonder if 1 would even have been able to give a better answer 
before 1 learned al1 the jargon 'cos now 1 don't know; 1 mean you almost 
use the jargon without that analysis and then the analysis is dmost implicit 
without being meaningfid (activist 6). 

What emerged from the interviews were several themes within this "complex and detailed 

analysis". First, that men use violence against females because they can (cdturally) and 

because thqr see it as their nght. As these sexual assault workers argued: 



Figure 6.2:  The power and control wheel 

(from Pence et al, 1987: 37) 



Have you heard the joke, why does a dog lick its penis? Because he can. 
So 1 think that men rape women because they cm. Men beat women 
because they can. They can physically and they can socially. Nobody stops 
them and nobody stops them because it's men who own the systems that 
would have the power to stop them. And they don't want to stop them 
because stopping them would mean women would be fkee and we might 
actually achieve sorne kind of equality which 1 don? think men want, 
because they don't feel manly enough if women are equal to them. And 
they don't feel manly enough because social noms state that to be a man 
you have to be better than women so you can't be equal and still be better. 
It's just like this web and everything is so linked It just boils down to 
men's power to be who they are and to be the way they are and their 
desire to stay that way (activist 1 5). 

And my analysis is that men use that power to keep women and children 
in line because they corne to see that power and their nght to dominate 
and demand compliance as the only way (activist 1 1 ). 

Well, first of al1 1 think it exists because it is allowed to exist. It exists 
because men get away with what they do because they are the power 
brokers, they're in charge of the niles and they're in charge of who pays 
so they allow it (activist 16). 

That it happens because it c m  happen because men d e  the world and 
they can do whatever they want to and they are hardly ever held 
accountable except perhaps when they interfere with another man's sense 
of his property. Like if another man's wife and children are threatened and 
especially if it is a white privileged man then a man might be held 
accountable, but it's that ownership and dominance thing (activist 24). 

These activists then, in arguing that violence is used consciously and purposively by men, 

directly challenge those analyses which are more commonly articulated within the public 

domain; that is, those which reduce the obviously systemic nature of men's violence 

against females to the level of the individual.' The latter group attribute men's violence 

to, for example, poor anger management, to women's provocation, to abuse as children, 

to dcohol, and to a bad economy. in the refusal to accept the validity of these analyses, 



the activists contest the reproduction of oppressive ideological processes. Further, in 

highlighting the obvious discrepancy between abusive men's behaviour with their female 

partners, female ex-partners, and female dates, and their behaviour with male CO-workers, 

male bosses, male fnends and male relatives, feminist activists engage in a conceptual 

politics of stmggle exposing the choice that men make when they use violence. For 

exarnple, this shelter worker argued: 

It is totally male responsibility, it is not about women provoking male 
violence, wanting it or deserving it. It is about choice, about men choosing 
to be violent in order to maintain control. It is not about them being sick 
or out of control or drunk or abused as a child - or d l  of those kinds of 
things. It is very difficult when you talk to people about this for them to 
get their heads around some of it. It is very hard when a man does 
something outrageous to convince people that this guy im't sick, and 1 
don't know how to deal with this except to point out that he manages other 
areas of his life just fine (activist 1). 

Further, local activists argue that men use violence in order to maintain their power over 

women on many different levels; the violence is not an end in itself. And, that al1 men 

benefit from this and other types of violence since it upholds and enforces the present 

systern of women's subordination6. Activists argued: 

1 think that male violence is very much a part of keeping the system that 
we live under, which is a white and male supremacist society. 1 think that 
male violence is very puiposeful, and necessary to keeping the syaern 
intact and 1 think that the violence that men perpetrate against females and 
femaleness has been very purposefully escdated in the last few years 
(activist 12). 

Male violence serves a purpose in maintaining the patriarchy and the 
power over women, to keep us procreating for mankind but at the same 
time keeping us in our place and 1 think that's the purpose that male 
violence serves and that's why it is so difficult for us as feminists in the 



anti-violence movernent to tackle that because what we are actuaily 
tackling is the ingrained structure of systems (activist 14). 

These activists are articulating a radical understanding of men's violence as a tool in the 

reproduction of the status quo. That status quo is understood as one in which men's 

violence is minimized and supporteci, both culturally and institutionally. As one activist 

argued: 

Male violence against women is an issue of power and control and 
although individual responsibility has to be taken for the crime, it's also 
part of a larger problem which is Our patiarchal society which condones 
men's violence towards women and children. It's not about sex it's about 
control, it's about power and it's reinforced by our religious institutions, 
our political institutions, and the general ideology that says it's okay to 
beat the fuck out of your wife (activist 4). 

Many of the activists articulated an expanded andysis of "violence against women", 

reflecting broader moves in "the movement" towards a more complex conceptualization; 

that is, one which would reflect the understanding that the set of power relations which 

men's violence against females is used to maintain, is part of, and intercomected with, 

a broader set of oppressive relations which inciudes systems such as racism, ableisrn and 

classism. As this long-term activist noted: 

1 mean we have a much more expanded definition of violence which 
includes al1 oppression of women when you get right d o m  to it. This is 
al1 about power, and the nature of power is that if you are going to get it 
and maintain it, you have to use a lot of different, this is not my original 
thinking, but you have to use a nurnber of different tactics in order to 
establish that particdar power imbalance. You have to have financial 
control, 1 mean you have to use wfiichever methods a culture uses to 
reward and punish people and money is one of hem, economic control is 
one of them. So, you have to control the economy of whoever it is you are 
oppressing, you have to control the children, you have to control the next 



generation of those people, so children are usuaily important in some 
way ... For example, in a racist culture you sociaiize the children to hate 
themselves, or native oppression is a very good example of that where they 
just literally took the children (activist 5) . 

Although al1 of the activists' analyses were informed on some level by "power and 

control", it would be misleading to presurne that this commonality translated into simple 

agreement on political strategies to contest men's violence against fernales. As noted 

above, "power and control" has become a short-hand term, an integral part of the feminist 

lexicon of the 90s; however it tends to suggest a greater collectivity than exists. Since 

conceptuai approaches to the issue inform practical approaches, 1 want to suggest that it 

is in inveshgating the latter that one can get a better sense of variations in the former (in 

Section 6.3 below). First, I want to briefly outline the ways in which the activists argued 

that men's violence is part of those processes which manufacture Women as the unequal 

half of the gender hierarchy 

This activist pointed to the geographical and cultural context wittiin which men's 

violence is used suggesting the importance of ideological processes in the maintenance 

of women's subordination: 

Sometimes 1 get to thinking that what Canadian women are fighting for is 
their psychological and emotional freedoms as opposed to their - well, I'm 
thinking here of women in generai rather than those who are being held 
hostage and beaten on a daily basis - this is maybe the last front and it's 
a difficult front. Enough Canadian women are being kept sufficiently 
cornfortable that maybe there's enough benefit in that situation for them to 
Say, 1 don't need this aggravation, he's a good man, he doesn't beat me 
every day, so 1 am just gonna hang out here. The tool in this country is 
about colonizing women's minds and hearts and spirits and that's how it's 
tough to get at. Ow minds are so colonized (activist 1 1). 



This quote suggests some of the ways in which ideological processes are critical to the 

mystification of the realities of men's violence, in a "democratic" country such as Canada 

These activists argued: 

You have to have a way of controlling emotions and thinking and so, in 
other words you have to be able to use propaganda and conditioning as a 
way of control. You have to have control of that process, and you have to 
use physical violence - physicai sexud violence. That's across the board. 
And you have to use isolation and blaming and minimizing and victim- 
blarning - they rnay be part of the propaganda machine (activist 5). 

1 think the rnost powerfd one [myth] especially with kids, is the ideology 
of the nuclear farnily, you know - "a bad dad is better than no dad at ail"' 
- and that cornes up again and again and again and again, such that often 
wornen don't see the contradictions. Women will Say, "you know it's reafly 
important that they have a d a d  and this guy has never spent more than 
three seconds with those kids for ten years and yet, the ideology and the 
vision is held onto, not the reaiity (activist 18). 

Myths about men's violence then, such as that women lie about it, exaggerate it, provoke 

it, and that men who perpetrate it are sick and abnormal, are very important parts of those 

oppressive discourses which minimize and mystie the systemic nature of the violence. 

Further, local activists argued that women are taught (through the media, through 

dominant public discourse) that men's violence is something that happens to "other" 

women. As this shelter worker argued: 

When that [emotional abuse, threats, murder] happens to one woman, al1 
women feel it because you watch what happens to a woman and you think 
"oh my god, is that going to happen to me"? So you follow the rules that 
they set out and they lie to you and Say, "we're not doing this", they 
objectiQ and demonize that one woman - "she was a slut, well she was 
lary anyway and didn't want to work, and she just stayed at home and 
lived off of me so I had to do that to her." Then they Say that if you 
follow these set of niles - if you look a ceriain way, if you act a certain 



way, if you Say certain things, then this SM won't happen to you (activist 
9)- 

This points to another message integral to that discourse: that women who are raped, 

beaten, lose their children and\or their lives have deserved these things and that these 

"consequences" are usually visited upon "other" women - women of other cultures, 

women of other classes, women of other sexualities, and women in situations other than 

our own. This ideology stands in direct contradiction to even the statistical reaiity (which 

activists argue under-represent the prevalence of men's violence due to the under-reporting 

of these types of crimes). Further, many of the activists, both lesbian and heterosexual, 

argued that compulsory heterosexuality was integrai to the system of men's violence, 

through its organization of society into oppositional and unequal genders. For example: 

Well, 1 think it is through compulsory heterosexuality that men have access 
to women, whether they are actuaily living with women or not. You are 
told that to be a woman in this society there are certain things that you 
have to be and there are certain ways that you have to behave and we have 
a society that tells women b a t  they are women in so far as they are taking 
care of the needs of men, and one of the ways that you take care of the 
needs of men is by being accessible to them sexually so to step out of line 
in that way is just really dangerous for women (activist 11). 

We aim to please. Pleasing men is our survival. It just affects everything 
about us. The way we see, the way we value Our bodies, some women wiIl 
do the slash and bum on their bodies just so that they will fit that male 
defined beautifid white woman, and even black women are trying to be the 
beautiful white woman. It affects our behaviours around hem, tryiog to 
pacie. It's so depressing when you thmk about it (activist 15). 

Compulsory heterosexuality ensures basically that women will be held in 
these relationships so that the power imbalance can be maintained, and it's 
one of those things that also ensures that women can't coalesce, can't unifi, 
with each other, and so it's a tactic of isolation, which of course is 



essential - the people at the bottom of the Riangle have to be set against 
each other in order to maintain the isolation from the oppressor so that the 
oppressor is safe and never touched. Cornpulsory heterosexuality does that 
very nicely, it isolates women from other women and it also maintains that 
relationship with men that ensures that individual men can be the foot 
soldiers of patriarchy, can inflict these powers on an individual basis and 
there is no option because heterosexuaiity is compulsory, there im't any 
alternative, the alternative is demonised by the use of propaganda and 
conditioning, dl those things - d l  different power tactics are used (activist 
5 ) -  

What this activist is also identiQing is that aspect of compulsory heterosexuality which 

tends to isolate individual members of the oppressed group from each other, and the way 

in which the nature of this particular oppression makes it extremely difficult to contest 

(that is since women are encouraged in white western culture to identi@ with their 

menfolk not other women). Several activists also pointed to the fact that this system of 

cornpulsory heterosexuality is not omnipotent, it is not ail-determining, and that women 

cannot always and everywhere be absolved of ail responsibility in its maintenance. This 

long term activist discussed her own corning to terms with ttiat part of the perpetuation 

of men's violence that she had always ignored: 

I used to think, when 1 would hear women - and I heard this often, more 
than once - 1 used to hear women Say in work shops, I have been more 
hurt by women than 1 have by men, and women are their own worst 
enernies - those are the two things - and 1 guess the third message that 1 
heard several times was, an anger and criticism by suMvors of child rape 
of their mothers for not protecting them - and those were the three ways 
women had to express what 1 probably think of as one idea - to express 
the part of how male violence against women and kids is perpetuated that 
1 used to ignore ... 1 had to be shaken to the core of my foundation in order 
to make me see the part that females play in perpetuating misogyny and 
therefore their own, our own oppression ... 1 am willing to now think about 
the rest of the story when a mother does not pay the kind of attention and 



is not a protector to her daughters. In the past I was only willing to look 
at well, what would render those rnothen, and they are the rninority and 
1 stick by that, but what would render them powerless. What would be the 
life expenence of any woman to be in a position that she would cd1 her 
daughter a liar or a siut or Say, well 1 am going to ask your father, the 
father\rapist lies and then she says, how could you Say such a thing about 
your father - the only part of that 1 was willing to look at was how cm we 
help, we need her to be an advocate for her daughter so what kind of 
support cm we give her ..A think that is reaily important and I would 
continue to do it, but what 1 am aiso able to do now but wam't willing to 
do before was to look at in fact sometimes there is a level of choice 
operating where some mothers consciously choose their husbands or their 
sons or their fathers over their daughters. That's had, but it's necessary 
(activist 12). 

This points to the importance of understanding the power of those ideological and 

material structures which insist that for a Woman, the partnership of a Man is critical, at 

This group of activists then, articulated what c m  be termed a "power and control" 

analysis, arguing that material and ideological processes work to minimize men's violence 

and the possibilities for women to contest it. Ln this way, this group of activists articulated 

the basic political analysis of "white feminist anti-violence activists". However, it is when 

we move beyond this basic analysis of men's violence against fernales, that the differences 

in analysis and political strategies within this group begm to emerge. As i argued in 

Chapter Three, it is in investigating particular, concrete examples of political mobilizing 

that we might contribute to the rnove towards less grand, more specific theorizing in such 

areas as "the state", identity formation and collective rnobilization, and spaces of 
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resistance and incorporation. In the following section, 1 introduce and discuss the ways 

in which local activists attempt to put these analyses into action. 

6.3 From anaiysis to action 

Given the ovenvhelming nature of sexist oppression, gwen that men's violence 

against femdes is supported on individual, institutional and cultural levels, and given the 

intimate connection between compulsory heterosexuaiity and male access to females, it 

is difficult to even imagine strategies which would seriously contest the system of men's 

violence. For example, this activin noted: 

1 don't know. The things 1 think wouid prevent it happening, what 1 think 
would work, if 1 lin them 1 get this image of holding something here while 
this happens over here. 1 don't know how to hold ail the pieces together 
(activist 8). 

Holding al1 the pieces together is made difficult by the naturalization of the category of 

sex as a central organizing pnnciple in this society. That is, the majority of the activists 

i n t e ~ e w e d  recognized that compulso~ heterosexuality and the systern of men's violence 

againa females are linked but given that widespread heterosexuality for females is 

naturalized as the only realistic option in our society how does one then translate that 

analysis into a workable strategy?'. Nonetheless, women do of course choose to act 

towards transforming this system even if new wor lb  have not yet been fuily mapped out. 

For example, the connection between economic freedom and freedom from men's violence 



has long been recognized: women's economic dependence on men, either individually or 

collectiveIy, diminishes their choices. As one long term activist articdated: 

1 still believe that those IWO issues [economic independence and anti- 
violence work] are still central to women's liberation. and I meau a broad 
definition of violence at this point. I f  women had money you would have 
a lot less violence against women because they would simply use their 
money to deal with the person who is doing it to them in one way or 
another. .. . . .so the powerlessness cornes from matenal conditions and not 
that they don't know what to do or that they are helpless (aaivia 5). 

AI1 of the analyses outlined above argued that men are responsible for their violence, that 

they make a choice to use it, and that, for the most part, men are not held accountable for 

that violence, with punishments beîng infrequent and lenient. In puttmg this analysis into 

practice, many activists argued for strategies which would directly challenge this situation. 

For exarnple, these activists argued: 

Well 1 think we need to act on our analysis so that when I Say that men 
are responsible then they need to be held responsible, they don't get off the 
hook. mere needs to be a penalty that shows this is unacceptable. 1 think 
men have to be held responsible fiom a very early age, for example, when 
your male child does something sexist. Systems need to be taken on, but 
in terms of changmg them it has to be al2 of those things, ahuoys, raising 
al1 of our children as non-sexist, but that's no? going to happen. So how do 
we ever get there, 1 don't know (activist 1). 

1 said diis back then [1980], what we should be building is detention 
homes for battering men. 1 mean there's a model in corrections for it, you 
make them \ive there, you make hem pay the mortgage or the rent, you 
leave the women and the children in the home, you don't displace them, 
and then you supervise hem, the men. You put them on electronic 
monitoring and until he is what you deem as better - it can't be any worse 
than the system we have now - you keep hem there.You make them pay 
the bills, you keep the kids in their schools, you don't dislocate them, you 
don? have them living under the threat of violence. 1 diink that's a critical 
error. If we could look back, what we did to respond to the problem - 1 



recognize that the shelters are required because we don't have anything 
else, the women have to be safe - that's the pnority, But I thmk the other 
stuff has to be done (activist 14). 

If males saw that there was going to be some kind of consequence for a 
crime that they committed and that this wouid be a consequence that 
would be public and that people would know, and would hurt them in 
some way, 1 think that would be a deterrent, 1 still believe that. I don't 
think it would wipe out violence but 1 do think that these guys wouid think 
twce about doing it, if they knew that they were going to get caught and 
if they knew that there was a cornmunity response to it. If the commuaity 
mobilized around this guy and says this is not okay and there will be a 
consequence (activist 1 7). 

Mostly. however, despite more than two decades of lobbying and action. consequences 

remain too few and too littie. Thus, the majority of activists proposed strategies that might 

be thought of as "~ornbinational"~ in that they combine short-term, long-term, and across- 

the-board strategis. And althou* the analyses discussed above were very sirnilar, here 

we begïn to see a fairly broad political specmm. For exarnple: 

On one end of the spectrum you c m  kind of infiltrate and son of play their 
game and do the challenge from a sofi back door approach, make them 
thînk that you are one of them and then just every now and again you 
come out with one or two things - you ~IY to do some education. On the 
other end of the spectnun you have the sort of bangmg on the door and 
saying "fuck off, stop this"! (activist 3). 

Patriarchy is so encompassing that it requires al1 encompassing work to 
unravel it and 1 am quite liberal in the sense that 1 really do believe that 
we need to do it ail. And it can't be one thing because women have 
different needs within die movement itself and come fiom different places 
and want to do different things and so 1 don't think it should ever be boiled 
d o m  to one thing because it will mean by definition that it is excluding 
some women. So it should be a whole bunch of things (activist 18). 



These are in contrast to strategies that might still be considered "combinational", but 

much more confrontational in a systemic way: 

In a general sense 1 believe that these things have to be confionted 1 think 
that the things in this community that are considered radical action are 
extremely quiet little mousy kind of protests, very conservative strategy 
and protests and 1 waiver between thinking we should start where people 
are and ~IY to move the strategy forward to a place that they are willing to 
start, and just confionting it the way it is, knowing the people will freak 
out but the mith will be told or whatever, and people will corne to grips 
with it in some way and people will move fonvard that way. And I 
suppose that a nice middle of the road point of view would be that we 
have to fight on al1 fronts and that d l  of those things have to be done, and 
1 guess al1 of those things have to be done and 1 have to choose, 1 have 
chosen obviously, that 1 will be one of the people on "the edge" (activist 
5 ) -  

How you do that [drsmantle compdsory heterosexuality] 1 think, is, you 
go afier every institution and you look at every institution like the 
educational institution and the medicai instrtution and the economic and 
religious institutions and we need to be actively dismantling the systems 
of oppression at every single level. So whether that means a text book in 
a school systern gets thrown out because it trashes lesbians and use 
censorship in a responsible way using social justice principles, or whether 
it is saying to the guy who calls himself the pope and thinks he has the 
right to tell people how to use their bodies, that's not appropriate, it's 
violating human rights. So you apply a human rights framework to every 
institution and then following through and making sure that you are doing 
what you Say you are doing. So if I am an educator and 1 Say that 1 am an 
educator who works for human rights then 1 do not teach a course that 
disappears the lives of millions of people in Canada (activist 2). 

Of course there remains the question of whether aaivists actually put any of these 

proposed strategies into action. Many argue that they do, in different ways. For example, 

these activists note: 

1 think that the more conscious that 1 get then the more and more 1 do that 
[put analysis into practice] and 1 think that's why 1 am starîing to get fired 



everywhere 1 go and 1 now know that if 1 am not getting fired then there 
is something wrong (activist 2). 

Definitely .... oh yes, in t ems  of doing radical education with wornen 
(activist 6). 

I absolutely do put it into practice in my work, 1 talk about it al1 the time. 
1 actuaily live it, 1 think about it al1 the time, when I'm watching tv, when 
1 read stuff, 1 do it al1 with my political plasses. 1 can't not see it. 1 sit in 
a restaurant and 1 see it. It's eveqwhere and when 1 am working with 
abused women 1 talk about it al1 the tirne and 1 am aiways making links 
and sometimes what 1'11 do is 1 will start talking about racism first and 1 
never talk about their situation until 1 talk about these other things 
(activist 9). 

However, activkts also argued that there were many barriers, interna1 and extemal to their 

particdar situation, which stopped them from engaging in praxis. These women gave 

examples: 

One tries, it's a struggle al1 the time, because I was raised in this society 
just like everybody else, so for me to get my head around, for example, 
working collectively, when 1 am used to working in a hierarchy, it is very 
ciifficuit (activist 3). 

1 try but I don't always succeed. 1s there anything that stops me? Poverty 
stops me, having been fired, having had my work taken away from me 
stops me, my own role as an oppressor in many situations stops me from 
putting into practice what 1 believe, where 1 will behave in ways that 1 am 
not recognising until someone who is generous enough points it out to me 
(activist 5). 

Self interest kicks in when 1 need to pay my rent. Economic survival is 
really important to al1 of us (activist 2). 

These comments point once more to the importance of the material conditions of women's 

lives. Activists need to pay the rent, need to keep their jobs need to stay dive. Femdes 

who nui away from their class, who transgress the boundaries of the category Woman, 



who challenge Men's right to be and who attempt to contest the power of the regdatory 

fiction of gender are always in the process of doing so. That is, these strategies for social 

change take place within a context of demonization, of counter-strategies, of lack of 

resources, and of multiple systemic and individual contradictions. As this activist 

illustrated: 

Emmm, none of this stuff is simple, there are so many different layen, so 
if 1 were to say ... 1 think that 1 am fairly integrated around some things and 
hopefully there's more integration around the bigger things dian there are 
the little things. It is the little things that take me out right? There are 
probably more inconsistencies around the little things like shaving my legs, 
which 1 have just decided to hell with it, 1 can't get my head around it it 
takes up too much energy and says a lot about what is done to women in 
this society right that those are the things that we worry more about. 1 
mean 1 could stand up in a meeting and condemn a man but if 1 were to 
go out and someone said "ooh god, hairy legs", I'd probably absolutely die 
a thousand deaths right? [laughing] So those are some of the 
contradictions in my life (activist 1 1 ). 

One area in which activists recognize there have been important ramifications of 

contradictions in both analyses and actions is the state. This is explored below. 

6.4 Confusing analyses - the state 

As argued in Chapter Three, there is an abundance of evidence to suggest that the 

state in Canada has historically supported men's political, econornic and social control and 

that men have committed many different forms of wornan abuse with little or no 

sanctions. The state bas also historically controlled women's sexuality by controlling 

access to abortion and to reproductive technologies in addition to legitimating 
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heterosexuality as the only family n o m  (Adamson et al 1988; Walby 1990; Walker 

1990). Given this, it is logicai that feminist activists have extensively lobbied the state for 

changes, such as changes in legislation and in the policies of the police and health 

systems in their treahent of abused women. However, activists have argued that as the 

state has responded to this pressure, especially over the last decade, new barriers to 

radical change have emerged (e-g. see Timmins 1995). That is, activists who historically 

were engaged in proactive direct political action and radical education now spend much 

of their time reactzng to the outcomes of clashes between various feminist and state 

agendas. Many writers have argued that with funding has corne regulation, control and 

depoliticization; in short, institutionalizationg of the anti-violence movement (Barnsley 

1988; Dobash and Dobash 1992; Findlay 1988; Randall 1988; Smart 1989; Wdby 1990; 

and Walker 1990). 

What is obvious fiom discussing these issues with local activists, however, is that 

aithough the terrn "the state" is commonly used it rernains unclear just what these wornen 

mean when they use it an4 whether or not any of us rnean the same thing. In 

understanding the connections between analysis and action, it is important to know 

whether activists are thinking of the state as an "it" (or as a "heu - as one shelter worker 

noted, "sometimes 1 think you can get into a bit of a conspiracy theory trap when you talk 

about the state, like it's this large man in the sky" (activist 6)) ,  as a public fom of 

patriarchy, as a contestable terrain, or as a combination of one or more of these. Several 



activists noted that in fact they had never really given the problematic of the state a great 

deal of analytzcol attention: 

That's a good question, we throw it around and we al1 think we mean 
certain things but it is reaily confused, we dont even know what we think 
about them. It would depend on what 1 was talking about. 1 think it's a 
word that means d l  that big stuff out there that has al1 the power and what 
1 mean by that would depend on the context of what 1 was talking about 
(activist 1 ). 

Oh my god, 1 think 1 did a course on that sometime [laughing]. Oh, 1 
don't know, legislative, education, the police; judiciary 1 wouid put on the 
periphery, it has some autonomy. This is totally unthought you know 
(activist 1 0). 

1 haven't been asked tc define that in a long tirne. It's one of those things 
where you are always around a certain group of people and they al1 know 
what that means but when you are actually asked to define it, it's like oh ... 
(activist 24). 

This last quote illustrates the presumption that exists when we, as "white feminist 

activists" use tems such as "the state"; it is presumed that we al1 mean something similar. 

This obviously rnatters for the development of strategies in relation to the state. Some of 

the activists cast a very wide net in describing what they included in their conceptions of 

the state, for example: 

1 think there is the state as we traditionaily think of it, as this political and 
bureaucratic machine that administers legislabon, laws and policies of the 
land, but then there's al1 the anns and tools of the state which include 
everything fiorn education systems, classrooms, textbooks, curriculum for 
sîudents, religious institutions whose doctrine supports the state, to the 
mass media, god, even the fashion industxy! 1 start to think about 
eveiydiing that in some way controls citizen's lives. So 1 think the state is 
this machine that is fairly centralized but then there are these long m s  of 
the state (activist 2). 



The power brokers in al1 the different institutions whether that be the 
govenunent or, or the head of the IBM, anyone who has the bucks and the 
Say so - any body or any institution that h a  the bucks and the Say so but 
also the power to make the dominant ideology. The academy is part of the 
state, the police system, the health care and education systems, every 
system [laughing] and that al1 filters down, we are al1 afTected by the state. 
So, for instance, the individual therapist that a woman might go to, she's 
part of the state, although she can also be resisting the state, she can't be 
apart from the state - the policies by which she has to operate are part of 
it, and the theories she offers in terms of what she understands therapy to 
be, the state had also defined. It's everywhere (activist 13). 

What these activists are articularing is a conceptualization of the state which encompasses 

dl of those "relations of niling" which order, categorize and maintain society as 

hierarchical. By including big business, religion and the media for example, these activists 

illustrate an approach which first identifies those institutions through which the oppressive 

structures of society are produced and maintained, and then conceptualizes these as part 

and parcel of the state. Obviously this is a very broad conception, one that reaches well 

into the realm of "civil society". The following exchange illustrates that women's 

organizations may then be implicated as part of the state: 

WelI, when 1 think of the state 1 include al1 of the institutions that are 
funded by me - education, medical, so-cailed justice systems, social 
services, housing, ail of them - anything that is funded by public money 
1 consider to be the state. Which is practicdly every institution. 
Does that mean you think of sommhere Iike the Sexual Assault Centre 
here in Hamilton as pan of the state ? 
Ah, interesting, you're such a clever little thing [laughing]. Hhmmmmmm, 
well I guess arms' length they are, aren't they? But 1 would see them as 
more arms' length. 1 would see them as arms' length as  long as they are 
taking a different political line than the state, or put the state in their 
analysis as someone who is not a friend, as someone to confiont even 
though they get public money. 1 guess 1 would see women's organizations 
as being in a situation where they may or may not be part of the state, 



depending on how much they are prepared to comply with the suite's 
agenda (activist 5). 

Several activists were clearer that, by the early 1990s, spaces of political resistance had 

been incorporated. As these two veteran activists argued: 

It [Sexual Assault Centre] is state funded, state controlled, there is no 
autonomy or independence and the ideas and practices that you would find 
in the centre are palatable to the state, to our funding bodies and if they 
weren't we would be shut down. It is redly, really difficult rîght? (activist 
11). 

1 include everything fiom the legislators to the institutions, so 1 guess it's 
the policy and legislation nght down to the operationalization of that so 
that means government bweaucrats, institutions. And 1 like to think that we 
struggle with being part of that as a social service organization but 1 also 
recognize that many of us are part of that state .... We have a lot of 
power. ..in wornen's Iives (activist 14). 

The implication then, that locally, women's organizations, such as the Sexual Assault 

Centre have been incorporated raises the quesiion of how these spaces might be most 

accurately conceptualized. That is, if, within these spaces, a) women who corne for 

service receive service that challenges the system of men's violence against females and 

is different fiom that which they would receive in a more traditional site (that is clearly 

part of the state) and\or b) women who work and volunteer in these spaces are radicalized 

and become UnWomen, then, is it most fniitfid to diink of these as spaces of 

incorporation, or spaces of resistance in and againsi the state? This question, and its 

answer, has implications for whether or not these spaces should be abandoned by activists 

in favour of new spaces of political resistance, or whether they should be maintained. This 

question is addressed further in Section 6.6 below. 
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The greater variety that exists in activists' analyses of the state (as opposed to 

men's violence) is understandable given that, a) the state has not historically been paid the 

anaiytical attention that other areas of women's oppression have, and b) the nate is 

conceptually difficult to grasp. As argued in Chapter Three, the state is not an easily- 

identifiable, unified organization but is constituted through complex processes of 

regdation, bureaucracy and administration where the govemment, as part of the state, is 

that pan which is elected, highly visible and regarded publicly as responsive and 

answerable to "us". However, as a set of relations it also includes the regulatory powers 

of ail of those agencies which many activists identified in their discussions of the state, 

those which we corne into contact widi everyday of our lives: including schools, daycare, 

immigration, welfare, the legal professions, and the health-care system. As suggested in 

Chapter Three, it is in investigating the specific and multiple ways in which the state 

regulates our daily lives in partscular places that the state becomes more knowable. And 

it is in approaching the state in this way that Hamilton activists were much more certain 

and exact in descnbing different areas of these "relations of ruling" which are most 

important in playing a part in men's violence against fernales. Of the 20 aaivists who 

were specific about which parts of the state were most relevant in this issue, nineteen 

named one, or both, of the social senrices systems and the legal\judiciary systems 

(inciuding the police). This activist's comments are typical: 

I think that most abused women have said that the legal system and the 
economic/social support system are the most lethai. That those are the two 
systems that are most brutal. Women can't get money, they can't get 



financial support and housing and the things that go with social senrices, 
and they are victim-blamed and trashed and treated like shit and degraded 
when they have to ask for support from agencies, for housing from social 
assistance. Not only that but when they do get the money it's not enough 
to live on, they are very poor as a result. The other thing is the legal 
system, it takes their children, supporis him, won't deal with his violence, 
is victim-blaming, puts h e m  on trial; it's just a reaily powerful, brutal 
system (acbvin 5). 

When thinking of the different redms of state regulation that matter most in the 

maintenance of men's violence, activists suggested that it is analpcally difficult and not 

necessarily productive to separate them out, since we do not tend to experience them 

discretely . These activists argued: 

Well certainly the legal system, 1 guess, welfare, direct service agencies. 
It's harà to narrow it down because it is al1 so interconnected ....p robably 
the legal system is the biggie but then when 1 Say that 1 imrnediately think 
the welfare system, the education system - so al1 of it? (activist 6). 

Well, I think the funding bodies and the criminal injustice systern and the 
media. They are probably the most important because the media which has 
a great influence on the culture and so the belief system and the values in 
the culture - the communications system, 1 don't just mean the news, but 
al1 of it. And 1 think the criminal injustice system, the mental health 
industry, but then 1 think of university campuses and where do people 
leam about violence against women? Al1 of these professors are now, on 
university campuses, teaching about violence against women. That whole 
educational system, before, and after, hi& school very much plays a major 
part of socialization of people and plays a major role in perpetuating 
certain values that are in the iaterest of maintaining the state. That's what 
States do, they dont put themselves out of business. And they are certainly 
not in the business of protecting women and children (activist 12). 

This has implications for political strategies. That is, it highlights the fact that activists 

can successNly lobby the police for exarnple, to engage in mandatory laying of  charges 

in "domestic assault" incidents, only to see the possible effects of that success reduced, 
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or even blocked by actions of another part of the state, for example in the courts. This is, 

of course, exactly what happened in Hamilton when assistant crown attorney Toni Skarica 

argued "to hell with politics" (see Section 4.5) and cleared a backlog of bail hearings 

which he argued had built up because of the police department's decision to oppose bail 

in cases of "domestic violence". 

Interestingly, dthough activists narned government as part of the state, few 

activists explicitly pointed to the local level of government. This is consistent with 

arguments of writers such as political scientist Caroline Andrew, who contends (1992: 

115) that in Canada, there has been a " d i s j u n c ~ e  between feminist organizing and 

municipal politics" and that it cm be "explained by the role of provinciai and federal 

governrnent in issues of primary concern to feminists. Further, municipal govemment 

appeared not only not to be involved in these issues but also not interested in being 

involved". In the controversy sparked by the "lesbian ad" at the Sexual Assault Centre, 

aithough the regional grant was much srnailer than the provincial grant, it was regional 

politicians who caused so much trouble for the Centre. That is, as outlined in Section 4.5, 

regional counsellon, through comments to the media were able to create a major story 

out of what many activists considered to be a minor incident. The lack of strong 

representation in local govemment - there were no feminist and\or "outt* lesbian and gay 

members of council, nor was there a Safe City Cornmittee" - undoubtedly contibuted to 

the ability of local politicians to make politicai hay out of this issue. 
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Ail of the activists were very clear that the state upholcis the syaem of men's 

violence against females, in one way or another, and that by refusing to intervene, or 

only in the most indefensible situations, the state does allow men to abuse women on a 

scaie that has led to popular usage of the term "sexual terrorism"". These local 

conceptualizations of the state need to be understood in the context of both local and 

"extra-local" experiences of subjection to the state. For exarnple, discussing the case of 

Paul Bemardo, which came to be articulated at a national level" this local activist argued: 

The status quo is that men have the power and they keep that power 
regardless and unless they go so far out - like Bernardo - then they hold 
them up and Say this is a reai bad guy and we are going to puts lots of 
money into catching him and it detracts from any other power issues that 
are ingrained in our society (activist 14). 

Local activists then add these experiences of "justice" to more place-specific ones, for 

example, that of Guy Ellul. As outlined in Chapter Four, Ellul stabbed his emanged wife 

2 1 times with enough force to cut through bone, and lefi her to bleed to death on the floor 

of her house and to be found the following morning by her mother. This was regarded in 

the women's community as an "open and shut case". However, in coun the defence 

portrayed Debra as  a "slut", and as a "bad wife", calling on a local policeman to confirm 

this opinion. Ellui's behaviour prior to the murder was described in court as including 

calling his estranged wife up to ten times a day and driving past her house. In his charge 

to the jury Iudge Walter Stayshyn asked: 

Does it [Ellul's behaviour] show a vindictive man or does it show one 
concemed wiùi his chiidren and wishing to have the wife and mother home 



with the children? It think it is clear that he was a Ioving and concerned 
father (in Davy 1994). 

A jury of twelve believed Guy Ellul's story that Debra had tried to stab him and he had 

killed her in self-defence and acquitted him of al1 charges. This case is cntical in 

understanding locd activists' experiences of the "j justice" system. The message taken from 

this case was that in Hamilton, abusive men were literally getting away with murder" 

Activists further argued that the state upheld the system of men's violence against 

fernales in myriad ways which were less obvious than failing to legally punish abusive 

men. For exarnple, these activists pointed to several ways in which the state, throu* 

maintaining the heterosexual organization of Society, has helped to create an environment 

in which men's violence is acceptable: 

In the moa basic sense it was the state that legislated the idea that men 
could legaily physically assault women and that parents could physically 
assadt children in order to keep h e m  in line. And it was the state that 
denied voting rights to women, and it was the state in police services who 
absolutely refused to intervene in domestic disputes because that was a 
private issue not a public one. And if those things hadn't been in place 
then 1 am not sure that men could have continued doing what they were 
doing for so long, and the myths that surround women wouldn't be so 
engrained, that women are in faa  still men's property and women are still 
economically dependent upon men and that's in large part based on the 
needs of the state. So 1 think that the state plays a predominant role in 
developing the context in which men can violate women (activist 2). 

1 thtnk it [the state] plays a large part in making the choice between 
poverty and violence, women's access to jobs, making enough money to 
support themselves, not providing child care, or women not being paid for 
their work in the home, as not being recogised as doing red work and 
that kind of thing, defining the n o m s  about what's respectable and what's 
not - defining what is family and het [erosexual] couples gemng an income 
break - even welfare in terms of being a single mom if you get mother's 



allowance you get stuff deducted if you have the father of the children 
staying with you - the assumption that you are going to be financially 
supported by him (activist 6). 

There was recognition amongst activists that a relative iack of, and variation in, analyses 

of the state had led to contradictions in political approaches to the state. This activist 

argued: 

We have gotten into some real contradictions ourselves within the 
movement around the state. We demand state funding and demand that the 
state act this way and that way and the other way and it's like, surely we 
know that they are not going to because they are not going to kill 
themselves. It's a patriarchal state, it is a capitaiist state so it is not going 
to dismantle patriarchy or capitalism. We get so pissed off when they 
dont do that and it's like, well what chd we think that they were going to 
do. I think it is a problem when we start believing it (activist 18). 

These analyses, and the contradictions in them, matter for the development of 

political mategies for social change. Below, I discuss these mategies and attempt to 

identiQ some of the more obvious gaps between analysis and action (recognizing the 

relationship between them is not a purely linear process, more a dialectical one). 

6.5 In and against the state 

What emerges moa strongly frorn discussions with local activists about strategies 

towards the state is that although the state is conceptualized as largely operating to uphold 

men's violence against femaies (that is, as public patriarchy) it is also understood as 

contested terrain, and these two approaches are not viewed as necessarily contradictory. 

ïhus, aithough activists argue that they largely experience the aate as reproducing the 



status quo, they d l 1  regard it as an arena of struggle. This suggests ways in which 

feminist praxis towards the state does not have to be either\or, and that in realiîy there 

exists a much less dichotomous approach to the state. For example, these activists argued: 

1 think it is necessary to always stmggle to try to transform everything 
because it is ail part of the culture, the institutions are part of the culture, 
but 1 think that in order to transform them you have to oppose them, you 
have to confiont. Just like, in order to change your mind 1 have to confront 
you with a different idea than your idea So you Say it's thus and so. In 
order for me to change your mind to something else, 1 have to Say it is not 
thus and so, it is this way instead. We have to be in opposition, 1 have to 
confiont you with a different idea, 1 have to present you with something 
eise. 1 have to Say, you are full of shit. 1 can't change your mind by 
agreeing with you. This may be very simplistic because what we are 
talking about is revolutionary change [laughing], it's not as simple as 
saying, well 1 disagree. But it's a nice anaiogy. 1 think that that 
confrontation is not happening, in the women's movernent it is not 
happening. You don? have confrontation, you don't have attempts to 
transform the Gate (activist 5). 

Well, my theoreticai thing would be that it [the state] reinforces male 
dominance biah blah blah. My reality of it is, my experience is that you 
have pockets, because the state is such a broad system 30 1 guess 
individual bureaucrats have some leeway but on the wtiole the state hinders 
more than it helps, but it is not necessarily so. That's why you have to 
contextualire (activist 1 0). 

m e r  activists argued that although in local struggles for sociai change, working in and 

against the state in various ways could not be avoided, radical social change would be 

resisted not promoted from sites clearly within the state. For example: 

1 dont think that's [within the state] where it is going to corne and I never 
have believed that. 1 think people for whom the system has worked, are 
much more likely to believe that. 1 never believed that, 1 don't put much 
faith in the state, which doesn't mean 1 don't have respect for some of the 
people who are working in the state, in a whole variety of institutions on 



a whole variety of different levels to try to make it more accountable or 
to try to make it better for women and for kids (activist 12). 

1 don't think there's a place for the nate [in radical social change] at dl. 
I think that right now they are in direct opposition and 1 don't think that 
they [state institutions] have a veaed interest in change. For example if 
you went to the schools and said "if you do not include this stuff in your 
curriculum - which the Ministry of Education c m  do - we'll cut your 
funding", then they would include it in their curriculum. But I don? think 
that would ever happen (activist 14). 

No, because the whoie thing has to change, it's got to corne dom,  it's got 
to be reconstnicted. You'll get variations on a theme but the theme is going 
to stay the same as long as the systerns that uphold Our culture stay the 
sarne. And our culture remains rooted in the same beliefs, biases and 
prejudices and understandings (activist 24). 

Activists also argued that the issue of possibilities of social change from clearly inside 

the state had been complicated in the early 1990s because of the election to provincial 

office of the (relatively ) left-of-centre New Democratic Party. This activist noted: 

Particularly when the NDP got in, lots of activists just dumped their jobs 
and went to work with the govemment because now it was meant to be the 
govemment of the people and al1 this kind of shit, so just absolutely 
drained all of the social change movements. You'd be calling the goddamn 
government and you'd get people that you knew and you'd be thinking 
what the hell is she doing there? .... Who is going to be on this side of the 
table if everyone is over on their side? (activist 5 ) .  

Other activists argued that the changes that ferninists could make from within the state 

were limited by the context in which they worked for change, that is: 

There is this mind-fucking experience occurring where you go to the 
govemment and they tell you how to do your radical work except that they 
are going to fund you in a certain way and their expectahons of you are 
in a certain way so that you are now relating to a sister-feminist who 
works for government and on the surface what you would think would 
happen is that she would open up a window of opportmity for you to do 



the work that you shouid be doing in your centre except someone's got a 
boot to her neck and she will pull in the reins as they pull in her reins 
(activist 1 1). 

1 have seen a couple of women with good politics go into institutions and 
it's killed them. Or it's eaten thern up and they look like and sound like 
everyone else. If you look at women who go work in these places, go 
work for the man, how comected are they with g r a s  roots women 
services? What are they doing to feed them information, what are they 
doing to make sure they are accountable to the women outside. And 
women go in and get paid really good money and hey are kept very busy 
and it's very hard to have political lives and also 1 think women get caught 
up in thinking they are being disloyal to whoever is feeding them. And 
thinkîng that if they are aiigned on the outside, 1 think there is a lot of 
pressure not to be politically active and not to be comected with the g r a s  
roots. .... 1 think it would be natural to have expectations that things are 
going to be different somehow when you get one of your own in there. But 
if it's only one or two of your own and you understand how big that 
monster is, then 1 don? think you hold out too much hope. And 1 think it 
makes it harder actually to be critical. Because not only are you critical of 
The Man, but of your sister and that is really hard. So it definitely has an 
effect (activist 12). 

If activists remained somewhat mixed on how best to approach the state as a site of 

transformation, they were much clearer on the issue of increasing levels of state 

intervention and the implications for organized activism. Many activists argued that with 

state funding, for example, has come clear control over the type of activism in place: 

I think that anytime groups of women in communities begm to pet 
organized one of the tendencies we have is to then ask for money because 
we believe that money will heip us get organized and one of the easiest 
ways to get money is from the state, but along with that cornes power and 
the more money there bas been the more the state has intervened, and 
along with the money have come dl kinds of condrtions. And in those 
conditions are things that effectively immobilize any kind of political 
activity. By funding counselling seMces but not funding legal advocacy 
services, by funding support groups but not funding political action groups 
(activist 2). 



At first we were arnazed, oh my god, d l  this money, we can do al1 these 
things, we can hire another counsellor and we can hire a public educator - 
wow - it's like giving a ksd candy - well, we got fûcked, that's what we 

got [laughing] (activist 15). 

1 think if the money cornes from the state that you're fucked. Either earlier 
or later they'll get you. They give you the money and not only do they 
think, but in some ways they have, the right to tell you what to do. And 
they will, one way or another (activist 8). 

And this did happen in Hamilton, as discussed in Section 4.5. For example, when there 

were questions raised about the "political philosophy" and seMces of the Sexud Assault 

Centre, continued state funding (from the Region and from the Ministry of the Solicitor 

General) was dependent upon the implernentation of the recommendationsl' of the 

organizational review. 

Further, it was argued that the type of control associated with state (and other) 

funding is not necessarily manifested in direct intervention. There is often a process of 

self-censorship whereby organizations will move to tq to protect what funding they have. 

As these activists illustrated: 

1 think that women have become less radical in order to get money. It's 
like sitting in a meeting and saying okay we won't say that because they 
won? give us the money but we're not gonna take out any more of those 
words, and the next time you take out one more, and the next time you 
take one more out and 1 think that is what has happened and we have 
become less strident. It may be just my chronological age because when 
I was younger I didn't give a shit and 1 just said stuff but 1 find rnyself 
holding back more and it may be the position 1 have too in the agency but 
that's the effect. You get these jobs and you think you're doing al1 this 
wonderful radical work and dien you look at what you've done over the 
last year and it's son of really wishy washy and it's not really saying a Lot 
of anything. So 1 think that's what it is. And you have women's 



organizations who are trying to survive so they'll go anywhere (activist 
14). 

It's like journalists - it's not somebody saying "you can't pnnt that", it's 
journalists saying to themselves, "1 better not write this because they won? 
print that". So you self-censor. So 1 have seen this going on at the 
shelter .... we do not know what the limits of the state are. 1 really believe, 
but again this is a theoretical belief, that the state has its limits, that there 
is a bottom line but we do not know what that is because we stop 
ourselves (activist 1 8). 

Of course locally, many women's organizations do know what the limits of the state are 

in relation to the control that is exerted over feminist activism, and have experienced this 

more direct type of intervention (for example in the disputes over "lesbian ads" at Halton 

Women's Place and Hamilton Sexual Assault Centre). Women's groups lobbied hard for 

state recognition of violence as a societal issue and activists pointed out that funcimg for 

services was necessary. However, in the process of getting these funds, subjection to state 

nile is impossible to avoid: 

Violence againa women is trendy. It is ironic. 1 mean 1 look back to the 
lobby where sexuai assault centres lobbied the govemment. And we got 
that money because of that lobby. 
do you think it was a rnistake? 
1 am not sure. 1 am not sure because we do need money to do this work 
and we could not do it on the money that we were given, but we can't do 
it now either (activist 4). 

1 don't know how you go around it [state control]. And even if you resist 
involvement so you are funded by independently weaithy radical lesbians, 
how do you then resist state involvement if what you want to do is end 
violence against women and to do that, one thing is you need to get men 
jailed and you need the state to do that. So you have to involve them one 
way or another (activist 6). 



This points to the lack of alternative funding sources for anti-violence activists. Funding 

is a "necessary evil" for the provision of services and "pure" funding without strings 

attached is most likely a fantasy. This activist is worth quoting at length, since she points 

to the wider context within which the issues of state funding need to be considered: 

During al1 of these conversations, we have had these conversations about 
funding, we shouldn't be tied into this shit, we're buying into this shit and 
people have had the argument about autonomy and how we don't want 100 
per cent funding because then we won't have autonomy and 1 think, you're 
70 or 80 per cent funded and you think you're autonomous because you 
raise 20 per cent of your funding? That's just basicaily you are fooling 
yourself. You think you are going to keep going if they take away your 80 
per cent funding? So where do you get autonomy? At 50 per cent, at 30 
per cent, at zero? Okay, then you go and you fund raise. ïhen  you go and 
you put your lesbian ad in the paper and you lose 500,000 bucks just like 
that [refemng to Hdton Women's Place]. And so when are you 
autonomous. You are not autonomous because economic power imbaiances 
are tactics of power and control, and it doesn't matter where they are. So 
in a way this focus on state funding, I have this suspicion that this is 
absolutely irrelevant in a way, because I think everyone is focussing on the 
fundmg is the problem, and the funding is not the problem. Economic 
power imbalance, economic control is the problem. It's j ust that the money 
cornes frorn the state right now, so where they see the economic tactic of 
control being used is through the state, because the state is disseminating 
the values of heterosexism and racism and gender power imbalance and 
they are using economic control as a way of maintaining that power. That 
is how power is rnaintained. So we focus on this as though it was state 
money that controls, but it's al1 people who have economic power who 
control. So if you move over to the Rotary Club funding your agency, or 
the United Way, you think that down at the United Way, we are talking 
about the same people ... And you don't think you have to grovel to the 
United Way? It's worse than going to govemment, you should see their 
fucking budget process. You go in there and they line up their goddamn 
commitîee and ask you for your 10 year plan - "1 think your planning 
process is a little hapharard don't you think*?, so you're running around 
trying to come up with 5 year plans and 10 year plans, when we al1 know 
that 5 and 10 year plans are ineievant because you do what you can get 



money for.. . ..The only funding that would be clean is funding that political 
women control ...... (activist 5 ) .  

This points to a dilemma with regards to funding. If part of the goal of the anti-violence 

"movement" has been to provide safe and supportive senices for women then funding is 

necessary. Would fundmg from sources other than the state be any less problematic, in 

that would any kind of funding be given without specification as to how it may be used? 

Local activists argued no, there is not really some ideal, different kind of relationship that 

women's organizations could have with the state if they got a chance to do it al1 over 

again knowing what they know now. The money was necessary, the services were needed. 

If we consider the approaches of some of the early anti-violence activists to the problem 

of men's violence against females - that if only we speak out, bring violence out in the 

open, ihen it will stop - it is understandable that local activists would think that their state 

would be interested in contesting men's violence against females. In an ideal world, 

activists argued that the state would fund organizations and devolve conml to the local 

women's community. For example: 

Idealistically speaking I think it should be that they receive public money 
to do the work without the mings attached and the accountability should 
be to the local women's community, and the local women's community 
should have control over standards. So that is what it should look like but 
that's not going to happen (activist 2). 

This comment is echoed in other activists' recognition that although ideally women's 

organizations would not take state funding, there was Iittle alternative: 

1 can't diink of an ideai situation because ideally they'd just give us a big 
wad of money and fuck off. That might be ideal but you'd get the next 



govenunent in and the whole thing could change so it's much too volatile. 
So rather than set that up, I would not be looking for an ideal situation 
with the state even though 1 think it is possible, just because it would 
change too much from one situation to another - so I would be looking to 
diversi@ as much as possible the funding sources so that no one agency 
could pull it dl. Like 1 wouldn't want to be in the situation of Halton 
Women's Place where the Rotary Club threatens to cut funding and you 
apologize for offencûng them. Neither would I want to rely solely on the 
state saying you can't do this and you can't do that. So 1 would diversifi, 
obviously private interests, wedthy women, fimeral homes - 1 don't know 
(activist 1 O). 

1 think the anti-violence movement should teli the state to go fuck 
themselves is what 1 think. 1 don't think you can take their money and tell 
them to go fuck themselves, 1 think that's absolutely impossible to do. I 
think that money is power and when we start taking it we create, that 
informs how we develop ourselves, so that you use the money in ways that 
then you have to sustain so more of your resources are directed towards 
ensuring the continuation of the money and it dries up your resources. I 
think, and again this may be an illusion, that organisations such as  Rape 
Relief in Vancouver do promote fundraising and they at least expenmented 
with the notion of "men of conscience" contributhg in some way, 
financially, although there are reai problems with that. ... but trying to 
develop ways to maintain financial independence from the state so that you 
can do your work and the right kind of work without the threat of having 
ail your money taken away from you - which 1 âhink is a near impossible 
thing to happen in Canadian society because there is âhis right wing, 
pendulum swinging, so even if you did fundraising you would begin doing 
it fkom people whose political positions are fairly right wing and non- 
radical and that is the nature of Canadian society - enough of us have 
bought into the system that we are cornplacent and don't want to see 
drarnatic change, or have some benefit or gain from the state and don't 
want to lose it (activist 11). 

We shouldn't take any money from thern, 'cos if we do, we compromise 
ourselves and we can't Say some of the things we want to say..women 
would have to earn a living somewhere else and maybe there are alço 
people who would support it financiaily who are not the state, who don't 
comprise legitimized power. I think that TRCC [Toronto Rape Cnsis 
Centre] gets some financial support from individuais, but that means that 
women have to support this. We don? have much money but if everybody 



could earn a living. But then that's twisted too 'cos there aren't jobs for 
women. But at least be able to feed yourself and your kids and whatever 
and then do this work on the side (activist 1 5 ) .  

What is evident from these discussions of the state is that variations in activists' analyses 

of different aspects of the state are reflected in variations in approaches to the nate as a 

site of transformation. What is also evident is that funding is recognired as having been 

a "necessary evil" for anri-violence organizations which wanted to offer women an 

alternative to traditional social seMce agencies. However, activists argue ba t  in the 

process, state funclmg has resulted in a certain level of control over what type of activism 

might exist in and through those formalized spaces of political resistance. 

The variation in activists' analyses both of men's violence against females and the 

state, the variation in pracîices towards contesting men's violence against femaies and the 

state, and the suggestions that organized anti-violence activism has been regulated by 

various foms of state intervention, raises the question of whether or not there remains 

something that could fairly be cailed a "feminist anti-violence movement". This question 

is addressed below. 

6.6 A movement? 

In discussing the question of whether or not there was d l  something that codd 

be called a "movementt', the majonty of activists suggested that there may have been 

more of a movement in the earlier yean than there is today dthough it was also 



recognized that there is a tendency towards rornanticization of a 'heyday' that may not 

have existed. The following response is typical: 

1 think that there has been a movement both historically and presently, and 
I think it will continue into the future and 1 can Say that by taking myself 
up and Looking at a really huge group of women that share some common 
principles and that are moving in a direction that has some commonalities 
on a global scale. 1 mean every where in the world there are women who 
are working, or trying to work to create a situation where women can 
make wages or women don? have to live in fear or women don't have to 
live with being physically assaulted. So we have these common ideas that 
the world shouid be "just" for women. Now where 1 start to get more 
fuPy is when 1 think of how fragrnented that movement is and how al1 the 
different fragmentations seem to be going about it quite differently. So you 
have women who are using radical approaches, women who are using 
liberal approaches and then you have quite conservative women who will 
Say al1 the things that need to happen but their strategies and means are 
quite different. So there's not a coalition that's happening, it is not a 
movement that is cohesive and is sharing the means but certainly 1 would 
say a movement that shares goals (activist 2). 

It is in attempting to identiQ those goals that the logic of a question about whether or not 

there was\is a movement becomes apparent. In discussing parts of anti-violence activism 

in the United States and the United Kingdom, Dobash and Dobash argue that the goals 

were initially three-fold: "assisting victims, challengmg male violence and changing 

women's position in society" (1992: 29). Activists in Hamilton identified the major goal 

as being to stop, or eliminate men's violence against females, with the associated 

immediate goal of providing safe and supportive services for women. For example this 

activist argues: 

1 think that they were twofold, one was to end male violence and 1 think 
that they [early activists] thought diey could do it. Because they thought 
if we tell them what it is, then they'll stop. The other one was to protect 



wornen so that they weren't killed or bmtaiized as much. What happened 
is that when it was institutiooalized, we Ion the endkg male violence m i f f  
and we ended up jus caring for the women. Al1 our energy was spent in 
building these buildings where we cared for the women and children, 
because of course, you want to, right? (ativin 14). 

This last comment points to the dilemma common to any social change movement with 

short and long term goals. The challenge is to hold ont0 the latter during the process of 

meeting the former. So in the case of anti-violence activism there is the challenge of 

maintaining the long rem goal of eliminating men's violence against females while 

providuig safe and suppomve services for women. Local activins argued that the goals 

had changed over time and that the main goal of ending men's violence againn females 

had been lost, or at lean overshadowed by the associated goal of keeping women safe and 

providing better services. As h s  activist commented: 

Somehow we went wrong with it so that it became, something happened 
to this movemeot ri&? Because we are not tailung about, well, if we take 
my analysis around why there is male violence againn women and that 
what you have to do is fight it on an economic front, and on a physicai 
and ernotional and psychologtcal fiont, how we have to attack every 
institution in society and change it so that it is not male dominateci, we 
don't seem to be concentrating on a lot of uimhitions. We seem to have 
moved our agenda into intimate relationships alone, so we spend a lot of 
time taiking about families and how they are stnicnired and the role of 
men in families and the role of women in families and the role of chitdren 
in families without really taking die anti-violence againn wornen 
movement to the plant floor where women are making 60 cents to the male 
dollar, although there are Iittie pieces of that work being done. A lot of 
ferninists seemed to have focused their energies on intimate violence 
against women, not spreading out and confronting al1 the various 
institutions wiîh this issue (activist 1 1 ). 



Funher activists argued that what that goal - to end male violence against women - meant 

varied between women once you investigated what that goal actuaily looked like to them. 

ï ha t  is, al1 ferninia anti-violence activim may name that as their goal but as discussed 

in Chapter Five, up until recently that goal did not explicitly involve fighting other 

systems of oppression such as racism and ableisrn. As this activist continued: 

1 think a lot of people talk about stopping male violence against women 
so that men and women can live together happily in their nice little nuclear 
families and other people would have a more radical vision of a world in 
which farnilies don't exist in the way that we presently think of them 
(activist 1 1). 

This points to what has already been illustrated in the preceding sections: a simple 

comection between gender and politics cannot be presumed. The politics of women 

involved in anti-violence activism vary enomously. As this activist explained: 

And it's been really clear for at least my time at the centre that women are 
in different Rages of what they see as being a problem, and they always 
stay in a particular place as to where they see the problem and that defines 
how they approach the solution. So some women think that violence will 
end if we are just reaily nice to men' nice to police, nice to doctors, nice 
to al1 those people who aren't nice to us, and they'll realize how nice they 
really are and they'll stop hurting us (activist 1 5). 

What was instructive was critically thinlung about whether these identified goals (which 

may or may not have some common meaning) were being pursued through those 

institutions which had been considered the traditional sites of organized collective 

activism, such as sheiters and rape cnsis centres. Activists were asked if these goals were 

being punued through local organizations. The majority, on reflection, argued that no, 



these goals were not being pursued in any rneaningful way, although as activists we 

certainly do like to thmk they are. For example: 

1 think that we are told that shelters are doing that and that sexual assault 
centres are doing that but then when we get in closer 1 don't think that is 
true, or it may be true on some really superficial kinds of 
ways.. .... . Someone said to me once that the existence of shelters decreases 
the number of men that get killed by their fernale partners because it 
creates another option for women that is less violent and that in fact if we 
didn't have shelters then more women would make the choice to kill their 
partners - 1 had to reaily think about that [laughing]. 1 have wondered 
about labour movements and women's organizations that focus on 
economic resources for wornen. Part of me thinks that maybe that's 
fighting male violence against women more than the shelters (activist 2). 

1 think we like to believe that we have been. But we have been extremely 
limited by the hand that feeds us. So, there are some kinds of subversive 
things that we get in there without them really redizing it that 1 think have 
sparked some consciousness, and that's part of it, part of it is sparking 
consciousness for women. You can't fight a fight if you are not aware of 
what the hell the fight is. And forget about men fighting this fight with 
and for us, it's got to be wornen who know about it and women who 
decide they want to do something about it. But then 1 have al1 this 
hesitation about this anyway because 1 think we're just lambs to the 
slaughter anyway. Little things are getting done but we are having to sort 
of mask everything, sunound it in the guise of direct service and public 
education and al1 these socially acceptable sorts of thing, but revolution 
isn't happening. We can't talk about revolution, we'd just be tossed out, we 
would never be called back to the sckools, no-one would corne back for 
service. So you might be saying revolution but you won't use the words. 
It's kind of like having an a m  and a leg tied together trying to do al1 this 
stuff that we're ûying to do (activist 15). 

Several activists also argued that bis action may in fact be taking place in spaces of 

resistance located outside of these fonnalized sites, for example througb groups such as 

the Justice For Wornen Coalition. Funher based on a broader definition of what 'ending 



male violence' may entail, several activists argued that this kind of work was perhaps still 

present in pockets inside shelters and rape crisis centres. As this activist argued: 

Well, they [shelters and rape crisis centres] do less on that, they do less on 
prevention. For a whole bunch of reasons you end up patching up the 
damage and, but they are doing some preventative work. 1 mean, what do 
you define as preventative work? Again we need to be careful about 
making too sharp distinctions. If a woman gets out of an abusive 
relationship, that's preventative work, particuiarly if she has kids. We know 
that, that's not some hokey psychologicai stufT, that's true - that's the 
reality. So that is preventative work although it's not how we ofien think 
of politically as  preventative, we just see that as patch work and again 1 
think that's an artificial distinction we are making. But in terms of the 
more commonly understood son of preventative work which would be 
more around public education and lobbying and that, they are d l  doing 
that work. As funding decreases there is less of it because there is so much 
of a focus on just keeping afloat so 1 think that what often goes is that 
kind of work. Because that's not the kind of work, for the most part that 
gets funded so then that's the f i ra  that goes (activist 18). 

This 1 s t  comment points to one of the ways in which requirements of the state affect the 

kinds of political action that occurs in these spaces. 

1 raised the question above of whether these spaces should be conceptuaiized as 

ones of resistance or of incorporation. An important part of answering that question 

involves the latter part of the two-fold goal, that of providmg safe space and supportive 

ferninia services for women. Activists were asked if they thought that women who went 

to, for example, a shelter or a rape crisis centre for seMce in the 1990s couid still expect 

something different from more traditional social seMce organizations that were more 

clearly part of the local state, such as Family SeMce agencies. Does the service provision 



at l e s t  offer the possibility that women who corne there may be racûcalized? Local 

activists were divided on this question. For example, these women argued: 

Absolutely [women can expect something different]. I think again because 
we use this analysis of power and control and an example rnight be that 
when 1 work with a survivor, she is the expert, at the social services 
agency, they are the experts, the social workers are the experts - thatts a 
huge difference. Another way that it differs is that a mainstream social 
sewice agency will label women, particulary with mental health stuff, 
whereas we would try to help her see it as a coping mechanism - huge 
difference ...... Also there's a huge difference when we do do political action, 
because other agencies do not do that (activist 3). 

1 think they do, 1 think they c m .  How different is the question. It has 
changed over tirne, well, yes, it has. It's this bizarre spiral where you get 
al1 these women who become aware of what's happened to them and they 
need support so they corne to us and so we are going like crazy to tq and 
give these women support, so what's different with what they get from us 
is that we don't try to figure out what they had to do with what happened 
to them. They go to psychiatrists and they get this other st& - "rnaybe if 
you hadn't blah blah blah, this wouldn't have happened to you", or worse 
yet if you go to a freudian psychologist - "maybe you wanted your father 
to do this". We don? give them that kind of shit, or that shit about "if only 
you felt better about yourself, this wouldn't happen". That's the difference 
1 think. That's what probably distinguishes us fiom a lot of other places 
although 1 think a lot of other places are starting to toe that line too. 
Telling wornen what they can expect from police and the courts has gotten 
us into a lot of trouble: telling the truth got our centre really discredited 
(activist 15). 

However, other activias disagreed. For exarnple, this woman argued: 

No, there is no difference that 1 can see at the local level. There is no 
difference between what is going on at Intervai House for instance and 
what is going on at the Family Violence Treatment Program over at the 
Family Service Agency. in fact some of the interactions over there are 
probably more appropriate than those going on at Interval H o w  with 
abused women and their children. And that's not because of the agency 
thatts because of the people. niat's what it's al1 about -individuals....I think 
that these organizations [ferninia orgaaizations]don't examine their own, 



they don't examine what they are doing on a day to day nitty gitty level 
to what is going on in rnainstrearn agencies so they d l 1  operate on this 
illusion that they are different and that the mainsîream is still far behind 
them (activist 5).  

This disagreement suggests, to a certain extent, that the seMces women are receiving 

locally are no longer dependent upon the ostensible feminism of the organization, but on 

the individuals within i t  Other activists were unsure as to whether one could Say 

definitively that there were or were not d l 1  differences. They pointed out that seMces 

differed frorn organization to organization, and that they might depend on the politics of 

the individual providers. As these activists explained: 

Well it's when 1 think of not so much sexual assault centres in general but 
the Hamilton Sexuai Assault Centre and some of the Hamilton shelters that 
some of the àiings 1 Say don't make sense. 1 mean 1 don't think that at the 
Hamilton Sexual Assault Centre a wornan would be told that her problem 
is self-esteem, but 1 know that in general rape crisis centres, a lot of 
women do use that stuff and a lot of shelters use that stuff. If an 
organization has as its goal stopping male violence against women and 
then chooses to do therapy goups as  a way of providing support to victims 
of male violence then there's something wrong - and that is what gets 
done in Hamilton and at shelters - to Say this is a problem and then using 
this strategy is nuts. The reason we do it is that that is what we get money 
to do and women sure tell us that this feels good - but does it address the 
problem, I don't think so. If we were really senous about ending male 
violence then we would not just be providing that kind of support to 
women. I guess there's a part of me that thinks that women will get 
something different (activist 2). 

So it's hard right, because it depends on whether those are feminists in a 
mainstream agency and it does make a difference just like there are some 
women who 1 would not cd1 feminists who are working in shelters these 
days. But 1 won? get into that right now. 1 don't think, like 1 will compare: 
if a woman cornes to Family SeMces or if she goes to the shelter that 
individual wornan is not going to get anything any different which is not 
what we intended when we first started out. What does that mean? Does 



that mean that we have lost Our politics in the shelters, or does that mean 
that the mainstrearn agencies have shifted? Part of it is, of course, that 
probably the shelters have lost some of their politics, some of the politics 
of the past anyway. But 1 think also that mainstrearn agencies have done 
some changing. So it's not an eitherlor thing (activist 18). 

[big pause] 1 don't want to just Say no because, but part of me thinks no, 
but 1 don't want to shit on rny work and a bunch of other women's work 
right, but if in order to stop male violence against women we have to work 
on two fronts, attitudes and behaviours or ideas and structures, that if a 
woman cornes into a rape crisis centre she may go away knowing that she 
didn't cause what happened, she's not to blame for what happene4 and 
that's good and that's really, really important. 1 think though that there are 
mainstream organizations who are doing the same thing and probably 
doing it better, because if there has been a change, the feminist movement 
has at least sent out a reaily clear message that women are not to blame 
for rape. In Family Services, the woman may get a more convoluted 
message where she is not to blame but if she'd had higher self-esteem it 
wodd  not have happened, she woddn't have been in that bar, so it gets a 
little bit more distorted. But that woman rnay walk out of Family SeMces 
and the rape cnsis centre feeling better about herself, having developed 
some ways of coping with what happened to her and then she will fit back 
into her family, her workplace, her environment. So in any red concrete 
sense, what have we done that is more long lasting and works towards 
stopping male violence against women? Have we done anything more than 
the Family Senrice agency has and 1 think not. 1 don't think we have, other 
than women who leave this centre may feel better about taking up a banner 
at the Take Back The Night march or may in fact write a letter, but 1 don't 
know that in the long term that is something that she will continue doing 
(activist 11). 

These comments allude to the processes through which spaces of resistance such as rape 

crisis centres and shelters have been incorporated, and to the experiences of those spaces 

which are sufficiently contradictory that activists do not agree on whether they are any 

different fiom other social service agencies. In the following chapter 1 discuss the main 

trends which activists identie as having led to this current situation. 



Chapter Six endnotes 

For example, Kate Millet ( 1970: 25) argued that "the milita-, industry , technology, universities, 
science, political office, and finance - in short, eve- avenue of power within socieq, inchdine 
the coercive force of the police, is entirely in male hands". 

Pence et al (1987: 56) use this chart as an exercise with groups to highlight the connections 
between various forms of oppression - women are asked to fi11 in the blanks. The original chan 
includes old people and children, and jewish people. It could lx expanded, for example to include 
people with disabilities. 

For esample, Pence et al (1987: 5) note that: 

Over the p s t  ten years the nature of women's poups offered by shelters and 
battered women's programs have evolved from a cultural and social analysis of 
violence to a much more personal p~chological approach ... The tuming from a 
political to a psychological understanding of battenng is the result of the 
increasing influence on the battered women's movement, and on the women's 
movement in general, of tradtional mental health therapeutic models. We rnust 
constantly be aware of the tremendous pressures to view women's oppression as 
a sickness rather than as a political, social and cultural condition. 

The authors esplain that, "It was developed after we i n t e ~ e w e d  man). women, asking them to 
identi- the most common tactics their abusers used to control them. At the hub of the wheel, the 
center, is the intention of al1 the tactics - to establish power and control. Each spoke of the wheel 
represents a particular tactic (economic abuse, emotional abuse, isolation, and so Forth). The rim 
of the wheel, whch gives it strength and holds it together, is physical abuse" (page 12). 

For example, Barbara Hart ( 198%: 16) argues that, *a feminist analy sis of woman-battering rejects 
theories that attribute the cause of violence to family dysfunction, inadequate communication 
shlls, women's provocation, stress, chemical dependencg, lack of spiritual relationship to a deity, 
economic bardship, class practices, racial\ethnic tolerance, or other factors These issues may be 
associated with battering of women but do not cause it. Removing these factors will not end men's 
violence against women". 

As Barbara Hart (1988: 18) notes: "there is no man who has not enjoyed the male privilege 
resulting from male domination remforced by the use of physical violence. For example, the man 
who is adrmred because he is gentle and non-violent benefits from the violence of batterers 
because it makes him 'special"'. 

The extent to which this ideology can be taken is illustrated in Guy Ellul's comments to Good 
Housekee~inq about the "injustice" of his losing custody of, and king denied visitation rights 
with, his sons:"Why shoddn't my boys be with me? Because 1 iulled their mother? 1s that fair?" 
(in Davy 1994). 



8. Of course this is also about the theoretical distinction between ses and gender in mainsueam 
feminism; it allows feminists to thrnk that one c m  change Women and Men but still retain these 
categories, that is the heterosexual organization of society . 

9. Here, institutionalization is uuderstood to be "a "short-hand" t e m  for what happens to women's 
issues when the women's movement succeeds in getting the state and its various institutions to 
respond ... and for the process whereby the state takes on women's issues, redefmes them and 
comproxnises them often beyond recognition" (Barnsley 1988: 18). 

10. Caroline Andrew argues (1 992: 1 1 5): 

There are some indications that this [disjuncture] is beginning to change and that 
feminist issues are emerging on the municipal agenda. Certain municipal 
concerns, such as housing and public transportation, are increasingly being 
reco-ed as ferninist issues. New concems, such as safety, are being thmst on 
the municipal agenda and articuiated in a way clearly relevant to feminists. 
indeed, initiatives are emerging across the country that Li& women's safety and 
municipal responsibility - METRAC and the Safe City Committee in Toronto, 
the Women's Safety Bureau in Ottawa-Carleton, the Task Force on Violence 
Agauist Women in Damouth, the "Femmes et Villes" Committee in Montreal 
and the Urban S a f e ~  for Women and Children Project in Winnipeg...". 

Hamilton remains one of the few large urban centres in Canada without a cornmittee of this sort. 

11. For example, as Jill Radford (1989: 43) argues, what the state does is, "define the limits of 
violence appropriate for the control of women. The purpose is to discriminate between the violence 
which is 'acceptable' and that which is 'excessive' and the legtimacy or otherwise of the targets". 

12. Bemardo is k n o w  to have abducted, tortured and murdered at least two young women, in and 
around the Hamilton C M . ,  and to be respnsible for at least 53 sexual assaults around the 
Toronto CMA. 

13. As part of the Justice For Debra campaigu, Justice For Women wrote to several current affairs 
proprams across Canada suggesting a storyline for their propams: "Abusive men are literally 
getting away with murder". 

14- The final report contained 72 recommendations, obviously too many to list here (please see 
Avebury Research and Consulting (1993) for a detailed account of these); however, below are 
excerpts from several of the most relevant recommendations in terrns of "rnainstreaming" the 
organization: 

"The Centres should provide a more balanced approach to mforming women 
about their rights and options in the following areas: the hospital process and use 
of the Sexual Assault Kit, reporting to police, and preparing for court" 
(Recommendations re Police and Courts, Recornmendation 1, page 4 1). 

"The management committee and the director should designate one or two staff 
members to initiate and attend monthly meetings with the police and Crown 
Attorney's office. The immediate purpose of meetings is to share concerns and 



develop an improved working relationshlp" (Recommendations re Police and 
Courts, Recommendation 3, page 4 1). 

"The management comminee should examine the Centre's community image 
carefully and develop a poiicy and process to ensure that the Centre is 
represented appropriately in the media" (Recommendations re Organizational 
Skills, Recommendation 12, page 45). 



CHAPTER SEVEN. REGULATING RESISTANCE: REPRODUCING TEE 
KETEROSEXUAL REGIME. 

It is a tiresorne mith of women's experience that our anger is generally not 
well received. Men (and sometimes women) ignore it, see it as our being 
"upset" or "hystencal" or see it as a craziness. Attention is tumed not to 
what we are angry about but to the project of calming us down and to the 
topic of our "mental stability". 

Marilyn Frye (1  983: 84) 

7.1 Introduction 

Interviews with local activists, in combination with events in Hamilton during the 

early 1990s suggest several processes which have operated to change organized anti- 

violence activism from spaces of political resistance to spaces of incorporation. in this 

chapter. 1 outline and discuss these processes, with the hope of providing a more nuanced, 

specific understanding of the multiple and complex processes involved in what has been 

terrned the "institutionalization" of organized anti-violence activism. The processes 

discussed are: deradiculitntion, in which the more radtcal analyses and activism in "the 

movernent" (for example that men's violence is used to maintain women's subordination 

and that only radical structural change in the way that society is organized will alter this) 

have become less cornmon in spaces of resistance such as women's organizations; 

domestication, in which interactions between anti-violence organizations and the state 

have helped to move organizations from "hotbeds" of radicalism to service agencies; 

cornpetition, in which the issue of men's violence against females has been taken up by 
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more traditional social services and health services and redefined to fit within the 

framework of these institutions (for exarnple treating abuse as a medical problern). In the 

process, women's organizations have been forced to compete with these organizations for 

legtimacy and at the same time have been infiltrated by their approaches; and 

fragmentation, in which more radical voices in organizations have been rnarginalized, and 

organizations have had difficulties in nying to address the questions of "difference" These 

processes are discussed in detail below. 

7.2 Deradicalizalion: demonizing transgressive fernales and UnWomanly Acts 

Both activists and local events in Hamilton suggest that the spectre of "the lesbian 

threat" (that any women who transgress the boundaries of Woman are iesbians and that 

lesbians are unnaturai, abnormal, ugly, unhappy, perverted unsatisfied man-haters) has 

been used locaily to regulate feminist anh-violence activism. These activists argued: 

In many people's eyes, 1 am a lesbian, or any feminist is a lesbian and as 
far as the media are concerned they cm assassinate a whole bunch of 
women, lesbian or not, by just calling them that and 1 think that's what the 
nedia are into right now in a big way ...y ou are a threat to the patriarchy, 
off with your head sort of thmg (activia 1 5 ) .  

1 made a sort of quip to someone the other day which was also very 
serious. We were talkmg about what's going on in the community around 
lesbianism and lesbians, and not being able to get jobs and being fired and 
al1 that and 1 said, "you know, our movement is seriously off track here" 
(and 1 wouldn't just say this is the movement) "as a lesbian 1 am safer, like 
a lot safer, in a mainmeam fucking agency than 1 would be in any of the 
women's organirations\feminist agencies or organizations in this city" 
(activist 18). 



1 think right now that politicai action has gone into hiding again, and part 
of that is the result of the recent backlash which is lesbian backlash and 
feminist backlash, and thatts one of die dangers of a backlash - it silences 
you, ifs very effective (activist 3) .  

If 1 think about what's gone on in my life over the last little while in terms 
of being identified as anti-cop, anti-male, pro-lesbian..there is no way that 
1 c m  sit down at a cornmittee any more and have any legitimacy because 
you get labelled and people will be in a position of saying "oh well, that's 
her", and for women who may agree with me, diey will have been 
frightened enough into line, that they would no? aiign or side with me 
(activist 11). 

This 1st comment points to the fact that "lesbian" as  a regulatory term, signifies much 

more than a sexud identity. What these activists are articulating is the way in which 

"lesbian" is often used as a code word for a host of other terms which operate to reduce 

the legitimacy of the person at whom it is directed; the most comrnon of which are "anti- 

male", or "manhating". That is, it is not women having sex with other women in and of 

itself that is regarded as a threat to the heterosexual regime, but the independence of 

females fiom men; this independence illustrates materially that the organization of society 

into Women and Men is neither "natural" nor "immutabie". Since the term "lesbian" is 

often conflated with the term "feminist" (as we saw in the discussion of anti-feminist 

events at Canadian universities) feminists are often required to illustrate that they are not 

lesbians. This requirement is, however, not so much a requirement to illustrate that you 

are not having sex with women, but that you are not those other rhings thot lesbions are, 

for example, more or less independent from men, directing energy towards women, not 

seMcing men, and\or making men irrelevant (which, as 1 argued in Chapter Three, 



combine to constitute a cardinal transgression of the heterosexual regime). These activists 

argued that although the term "lesbian" when used in a regdatory manner is often 

comected to "manhater", it is more the refusal to be a Wornan, that is to be in the service 

of Men, that incurs this term: 

The other thing is you know, they think that lesbians trash men, and 1 
don't, but 1 hear sbaight women trash them al1 the time. Because 1 am not 
invested in their life, they are not in my home, they are not major people 
in my life, they are certainly not my life partners, 1 have brothers that 1 
love a lot but they are not a major part of my life ... 1 like them for Sunday 
dinner and then 1 like them to go away (activist 16). 

The myth about lesbians is that we hate men, 1 just don? see that many 
lesbians putting energy into hating men, 1 just think they are so irrelevant 
to our lives, and we don't take them that seriously and it's heterosexual 
women who have to live with them and put up widi hem, that put a lot 
more energy into hem, part of which is having to put up with thern 
(activist 12). 

As outlined in Chapter Four, the "lesbian threat" (and its associated accusations of "anti- 

male"), was front and centre in several of the public controversies involving anti-violence 

activisrn in and around Hamilton in the early 1990s. To recap: in an ad for a relief and 

child care worker, Halton Women's Place stated that "In keeping with Our employment 

equity goals, applications particularly encouraged from lesbians, racial rninorities, 

aboriginal and francophone women" (Tait 1992). Halton Rotary Clubs reacted to the 

inclusion of the category "lesbian" by threatening to withdraw their pledge of $500,000 

for a new 20-bed shelter. Further, The Soectator reported that a local councillor, "raised 

concems about a perceived 'hidden agenda' among shelter administrators because of the 

use of the word 'lesbian' and [has] said public fùnding should be reconsidered" (Sumi 
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1992). This particular controversy was resolved when the executive director of the agency 

apologized to present and potential funders, admitting an error had been made and 

promising that future ads would simply indicate that Halton Women's Place was "an equal 

opportunity employer". This veiy public incident, which involved representatives of the 

local state, illustrated to other women, and women's organizaîions that "lesbian" was an 

inappropriate term to be linked to women's services. The apology from Halton Women's 

Place sent out the message that they agreed. Less than two months later, the Sexual 

Assault Centre in Hamilton reacted quite differently to an almost identical situation. That 

is, their ad for a volunteer CO-ordmator stated, "women who are culturally\racially diverse, 

aboriginal, lesbian and\or disabled are strongly encouraged to apply" (Peters 1993a). A 

local councillor immediately suggested that a $1 7,000 grant from the region of Hamilton- 

Wentworth (the srnailest of the centre's three main funders) was in jeopardy. Under the 

guise of the argument that this constituted a case of reverse discrimination (despite the 

fact that they did not apply this argument to the other designated categories, such as 

aboriginal), many other local councillors became involved in this controversy through 

statements to the media. ln contrast to the actions of the women of Hahm Women's 

Place, women at the Sexual Assault Centre refused to apologize. The subsequent 

escalation of the controversy over the following months (as outlined in Section 4.5) was, 

in part, a response to the Centre's refusal to step back into line; that is, there were 

processes of discipline and punishment which eventually culminated in a Ml-scale review 

by the centre's three main funden. Although this review was ostensibly initiated as a 
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response to lack of public confidence in the Centre, its origins can in fact be traced back 

to the "lesbian ad" and the Centre's consistent refusal to back down (that is, from the 

moment the Centre did not apologize for the inclusion of the category "lesbian", there 

were questions raised about its mandate. Very soon "lesbian" was conflated with "anti- 

male" as several ex senrice users cornplained to the local councillors and local reporters 

who had been involved in the debate over the "lesbian ad"). This is not to suggest that 

women's complaints about seMce at the Centre were not justified, or that services at the 

Centre were not lacking. However, gwen that, a) these complaints were only a handful 

out of more than three thousand wornen served annually by the centre1, and b) presumably 

al1 organizations receive complaints, a full scale, publicly discussed review appears to 

have been excessive. There is evidence in the final report of the review done by Avebury 

Research and Consulting (1993) (hereinafter know as SAC Review), that the "lesbian- 

b i s "  of the Centre was investigated extensively through the research process. That is the 

question of "lesbian-bias" was investigated in focus groups with Centre staff, volunteers 

and management committee, in telephone i n t e ~ e w s  with former staff, volunteers, and 

members of the management committee, and in i n t e ~ e w s  with community groups and 

police services (Avebury Research and Consulting 1993 : Appendix A). However, there 

is linle discussion in the final report of the "lesbian-bias"; it remains unclear as to whether 

or not this accusation was substantiated in the widely thrown net of consultation. 

However, activists argue that what this "demonization" of feminists and feminist 

orgrnirations (as lesbian and anti-male) does do, in part, is reguiate the kinds of activities 



which take place in and through these spaces of resistance. The accusations and\or 

cnticisms of particular local feminists and\or organizations being anti-men, anti-police and 

having a "lesbian bis" reached a wide audience through being played out in the media. 

The concrete consequences of UnWomanly Acts, such as organizational reviews, 

threatened loss of funding, loss of employrnent, and public vilification (for exarnple, of 

Justice For Women in Peters 1993j, and of the Sexual Assault Centre throughout the 

controversy) al1 send a message to other women's organizations in the same way that 

incidents of men's violence against females send a clear waming message to d l  women 

(as discussed in Chapter Six). These activists discussed consequences of local events: 

Women are running scared right now, and it is frightening. And 1 think 1 
have a lot to lose too, we al1 have a lot to lose. The big one for me was 
[the finng of the two foundmg members of Interval House]. When 1 read 
that in the paper I thought, "well none of us are safe". 1 think that -----O---- 

is a very intelligent wornan and what scared me was 1 thought, 1 rnean al1 
of us are never safe however, I thought ------------ would know. So her 
going out and doinp her acrivism, her reputation province wide at least, 
maybe across Canada, 1 thought she knew that she was safe. I dont know 
if it came as much as a surprise to her as it did to the rest of us but 1 
thought that she would have known and would Save herself. That's what 
1 say about myself, I'm well known in the ---------- community, I'm known 
in the women's community, I've been here for al1 these years, they'd never 
do that. Even if I made the biggest faux pas in the world. But now 1 know 
better (activist 14). 

1 don't think there's room any more for radical voices in rape crisis centres. 
1 think that some of us who have attempted to work politically outside the 
centre and politically inside the centre will find that we can't do that, 
anymore (activist 1 1). 

What actually constitutes the political when accusations of being " too poli tical" are levied 

at women's organizations and\or "political" action is not funded by the state and other 



funding bodies? One complaint lodged against the women of the Sexual Assault Centre 

was that their s e ~ c e  provision was inherently "political". In the findmgs of the SAC 

Review it was noted that: 

Nine women complained that the political views of Centre rnembers had 
a negative impact on the counselling they received at the Centre. The 
example cited rnost often was disclosure of the counsellor/group 
facilitator's sexual orientation, an issue which several clients found 
irrelevant to their needs or which they said distracted hem from their own 
concems. This complaint was made by both straight and lesbian women 
(Avebury Research and Consulting 1993: 8-9). 

It is unclear here whether the sexuality disclosed was lesbian or heterosexual. Gwen that 

heterosexual hegemony ensures the presumption of heterosexuaiity, it is fair to assume 

that the disclosure is of lesbian sexuality. Given this, it is further unclear whether the 

suggestion is that sexual assault workers who are lesbian should not disclose their 

sexuality, that is, should attempt to "pass" as heterosexuals (given that "not disclosing" 

and "passing" are ynonymous in a culture that where women are presurned heterosexuai 

until proven otherwise), or that lesbianism was simply interpreted as political. It is 

unlikely that cornplaints about counsellorst disclosure of their class, ability, race and\or 

hererosexualizy (through for exarnple, appearance, accents, dialect, and wearing wedding 

bands) would be given space in a review of this nature in a section titled The Intnrsion 

of Political Views. Further the reviewers do not follow up on how this action by workers 

distracted these women from their needs. In fact, aithough many things "lesbian" are 

mentioned in the review, the reviewers consistently fail to provide any discussion of what 

impact these had on the quality of seMce provided by Hamilton's Sexual Assault Centre. 
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The Centre was dso heavily criticized by local councillors (e.g. Hughes 1993b) 

and in the SAC Review, for "anti-male" and "anti-police" attitudes. Workers had 

explained (Hughes 1993a) that informing women about other women's experiences with 

the police, is part of providing safe and supportive senices. This activist described her 

experiences of the police in Hamilton: 

Women have been thrown into squad cars and arrested instead of their 
partners. Sorry I am sounding anti-police - that is the reality. The reason 
that people are anti-police is that the police have done something to make 
them anti-police. It's like saying "why are you anti-men"? "Oh, I don't 
know, 1 just thought it was a good idea"! (activist 5). 

The point being made here then is diat given that the police, for example, have been part 

of that system which has been identified by local activists as perpetuating men's violence 

against females, there is a logic to those activists providing women with a realistic picture 

of what they msght expenence if they report to the police and go through the legal 

system. The processes operating here to discipline activists for being "anti-police" and\or 

"anti-male" (also read: lesbian) are similar to those which operate to disallow women's 

very justifiable (and totdly logical) anger about men's violence against females (for 

example, those arguments which suggest women lie about men's violence and\or 

exaggerate it). These discursive and political processes are part of the prescription to do 

gender right; which in this case is that Women must be nice, cooperative and conciliatory, 

in alrnost any context. 

The recommendations contained in the SAC Review conceming the centre's 

relationship with the police, the crown attorney's office and other local service 
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organizations are in essence about being more "balanced" and "CO-ordinating", and that 

contact with the public should be "presented in such a way that the audience can 'hear' 

it" (Avebury Research and Consulting 1993: 40). Just like a well-behaved Woman. In 

particular the reviewers concl ude that : 

The Centre's political activism has resuited in an increase in the 
community's knowledge about sexual violence against women and in some 
positive attitudinal change.. . .Unfortunately this activism (although not 
always conducted as a Centre activity) has also strained the Centre's 
relationships with the police and the Crown's Attorney's office and has 
served to isolate the Centre from the justice system (ibid: 40 & 41). 

By positing that the proper mandate of the centre ought to include "getting dong with" 

state institutions (rather than confionting hem) the findings of the review, in part, reduce 

this space of political resistance from one that is in and againsr the state, to one that is 

mon clearly simply in the state. Since continued funding was dependent upon the 

implementation of recommendations such as improving relations with the police and the 

crown attorney's office, die oppomuiity for action which would clearly confont  these 

institutions is reduced. The prescription that the Sexual Assault Centre get dong better 

with state institutions in the community constitutes, in part, the institutional level of the 

regdatory fiction of gender. 

This very concreteiy illustrates one of the ways in which the state operates to 

institutionalire counterhegemonic movements. Activists argued that interactions between 

the state and the anti-violence movement have unavoidably led to changes in shelters and 
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sexual assault centres. These changes, and the processes through which they have 

occurred, are discussed in the following section. 

7.3 Domestication: from " hotbed to service agency 

htercomected to the processes outlined above are those which have served to 

"legitimate" the movement, processes which are not unique to feminist activism since any 

counterhegemonic social movement has to offer an alternative to the status quo. Activists 

lobbied for funding for formaiized spaces of politicai resistance such as shelters and 

sexual assault centres* and won that fundmg. These activists argue that with funding 

cornes control over the way that the organization operates: 

There are conditions on the money now 1 believe that were not there 
before. Just as an example - they can control our structure by the money 
because as a non-profit organization we must have a president, a secretary 
and a treasurer. So there are certain things that you have to do in order to 
get the rnoney and now that we are getting more money they are saying 
that there are more things that we have to do to get the money. Now I 
dont know what would happen if we said "fuck you puys we are not going 
to do it", but do we want to risk that? (activist 3). 

Well, I think that the more rnoney you [the state] give, the more 
accountable you will assure that centre is .... so I think there's more control 
over the agency, or a centre. What happens is that your orignal purpose 
gets lost (activist 4). 

Activists argued that although state funding has led to ~ c t u r d  and political changes in 

feminist organizations, some of these changes have been unavoiduble rather than 

intentional on the part of state agencies. These activists discuss the process: 



You see 1 don't think that, in the sense of the conspiracy theory, 1 don? see 
them [the state] working, conspiring to do this d7 it's just so much a 
part of the way that power works that they don't have to conspire. That's 
just the way that institutions function, they function to maintain power, 
that's their role, that's why they are there, and so they don? have to 
conspire. They work, they are doing what they are supposed to be doing. 
They are fulfilling their role in the culture which is to disseminate and 
maintain and reinforce these values, to institutionalite the values of the 
culture. So they don? have to conspire to "give organirations a little bit of 
rnoney so that they'lI think that we are doing some work to end violence 
against women but meanwhile we'll just keep them al1 busy". 1 don't think 
that's the way it works. 1 don? think there1s somebody simng in a room 
somewhere planning it like that. But when they sit in rooms to plan, in fact 
that's what they do. That's their role, that is what their function is (activist 
5 ) .  

And it begins to sound like it is this calculated plan and that it is this 
conspiracy that this bunch of bureaucrats dream up. And 1 don? think it is 
that concrete but when I begin looking at application forms for fundmg for 
instance it becomes really really clear that you have to be a certain way 
(activist 2). 

One of the "certain ways" organizations have to be in the 1990s is "professional". That 

is, histoncaliy, shelters and rape cnsis centres relied on women's expenence and political 

analyses as the important credentials for involvement in the struggie againa men's 

violence against femaies. However, this activist argues that there has been pressure to 

change that: 

The work isn't about organizing in the community anymore so we are 
seeing a professionalizaâion where you have professionai administraton 
and those of us who c m o t  be turned into professionai administraton are 
being ouaed. Some of us will have enough skills to undergo that 
transformation, those of us who don't will not be here any more. So what 
you have is a woman whose job is to be executive director, and then this 
other woman's job is to be office receptionist, and this woman's job is to 
be the clinical person and that's happening so that you get this 
specialization. So women will become more professionalised and more 



specialized so d l  women will not be doing counselling and al1 women will 
not be doing activism and there will be the "them" and the "us". So you 
wiil have the counsellor who has power by virtue of her expertise, which 
is real, and the survivor who is the client (activist 11). 

There are several ramifications of these changes. First, as there is a division of labour 

within these spaces of resistance, some women are removed from front-line work and in 

the process, fiom each other. This reduces the opportmities for development of individual 

and collective radtcal identities in place. Second, since there has been an increase in 

funding of sexual assault centres, salaries have increased to respectable levels (that is, 

respectable within the poorly paid women's movement) so that it is no longer simply 

dedication to social change which attracts women to this type of employment. Thirà, as 

shelters and sexual assault centres have become more "le~timate" social service agencies, 

employment at these places c m  be important career "experience" for social workers and 

therapists, for exarnple. As this activist noted, "now we corne to the table, some of us 

talking radical feminist politics, some of us talking social work SM, some of us talking 

crystals and healing, using alternative methods - it's a hodge podge" (activist 1 1). 

Although there is resistance to the trend of professionalization, activists argue that it is 

likely to continue. For example: 

They [SAC] are still going for expenence and actual skills that you have 
learned from work in the world, but if Sol-Gen [Ministry of the Solicitor 
General] gets more involved I am sure that's [professional quaiifications] 
what they will go for and ask for, which 1 am sure is a rnistake (activist 
13). 



The state is obviously not omnipotent and has and will continue to be contested. However 

these concrete examples illustrate some of the ways in which change through interaction 

with the state (and other funding bodies) is aimon unavoidable. Activists argued that part 

of becoming "legitimate" has been the requirement to illustrate that you are a qualified 

operation, d e s e ~ n g  of the public money and not sirnply a bunch of radical wornen 

m i n g  around himing clients into lesbians. This was illustrated in the suggestions by 

members of municipal govemment and Rotary Clubs in Halton when they demanded that 

the executive direcior explain why they were encouragmg applications fiom lesbians. By 

arguing that they had made an honest rnistake, Halton Women's Place illustrated that they 

were a "legitimate" organization. Activists argue that in the process of becoming and 

maintainhg this "legitimacy" and\or funding, women "police" odier women within 

organizations, in particular, those women who are regarded as threatening to the stability 

of the organization: 

It [the illusion that we have gained something] has been divisive because 
it pits the people who want to protect their gains fiom the people who are 
feeling that you should escaiate confrontation and nsk those gains in the 
hope that you will make more change. This whole issue about the funding, 
the state funding meaning nate agendas get introduced, and then you get 
threatened and al1 these compromises have to be made in order to maintain 
and then you become established and pretty soon youfve got an institution 
to protect and you begin to behave in the same way as al1 the other 
institutions that are trying to protect their asses, and it's ail about protecting 
shelters rather than abused women, so that the interests are different frum 
those of abused women cight. Which is amazing, but in fact that is now 
tme. That in many respects the interests of rape crisis centres and shelters 
are to protect rape cnsis centres and shelters not to protect rape s u ~ v o r s  
and abused women (activist 5). 



When you have the money coming in and lesbians who are basically 
lesbian identified and are going to open up their mouths and challenge the 
whole system of male violence against women and kids, and male 
supremacy and then you have the people womed about the funding, and 
they are going to lose their funding if you continue to stand up and speak. 
Well, in terms of who has power and authority in those systems, the 
comection with the affirmative action piece is are we really like hiring 
women who understand ai1 those pieces and how they fit together. 1 don't 
think that's where things are at. How many lesbian directors are there? 
How many lesbian presidents of boards are there? Who are out there as 
lesbians? 1 am not talking about heterosexual lesbians, and god knows 
there are enough of them aromd. Al1 these pieces are part of a p d e  that 
fit together for me. And there's hardly any of us left. Who are the radicals? 
Who are the radical lesbians or the radical feminists, we are getting wiped 
out and the thing is where do you draw your men& fiorn? There are not 
very many of us (activist 17). 

An obvious implication of the marginalization of those females who most clearly contest 

the boundaries of the category Woman is the reduction in the potential of these spaces of 

resistance to be "hotbeds" for the continued development of radical political identities and 

practices. A less obvious implication is that in allowing rather than resisting the power 

of the term "lesbian" and\or the term "Wornan" to regulate what will be accepted as 

legitimate action within shelters and rape crisis centres, anti-violence activists help to 

reproduce raîher than contest the political regirne of heterosexuality. That is, in not 

challenging the regdatory power of the fiction of gender, they/we allow these terms to 

continue to be able to be used against females (and organizations) who transgress the 

limits of Woman's place(s) in society. 

As these spaces of resistance have been drawn into the sphere of legitimacy (as 

simply one of several types of senice agencies), and as traditional social and bealth 
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seMces have taken up the issue of men's violence against females, competition (for 

legitimacy, for provision of services) has become an issue. This is discussed below. 

7.4 Cornpetition: "other" professionals and seMce agencies 

As men's violence against females has corne to be viewed as an issue that needs 

to be addressed by social seMces and mental heaith professionals, these professionals 

have begun to see feminist organizations as competition, and as stepping into their area 

of expertise. A locd exampte of this is provided in the final report of the review of the 

Sexual Assault Centre. That is, the reviewers noted: 

The issue which generated the most concem from the community of 
therapists and seMce providers (except for the length of the waiting list) 
was the uneven nature and quaiity of counselling provided by Centre 
staffkontract workers (Avebury Research and Consulting 1993 : 1 2). 

and go on to explain that: 

The type of counselling provided in sexual assault centres was developed 
when "rape crisis centres" were first established in Ontario. The woman-to- 
woman gras-roots counselling provided to women who had been sexually 
assadted was, in fact, developed to counter the non-respectful and 
sometimes abusive approaches found in traditionai therapy (zbzd: 12). 

They continue to explain that this counselling is in fact no longer adequate since most of 

the clients are "presenting" childhood abuse traumas and that special skills are needed; 

not only speciai training, but clinical supervision, and perhaps even therapy for the 

counsellors themselves. However, in an apparent contradiction to this, the reviewers found 

that in fact child sexual abuse swivors  were more likely to be satisfied with Centre 
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services than were recently assaulted women and go on to explain this "anomdy" with 

the following leap in logic: 

The Toronto therapists consulted for îhis report and the regional seMce 
providers who were interviewed said that this [anomaly] could be 
explained by the fact that sunivors of child sexual abuse were grateful for 
the opportunity to talk about their experience and that they found some 
rneasure of relief from doing s a  However, this does not mean that the help 
they received was appropriate or that it enabled them to "move on" in their 
recovery process (ibid: 1 3 ) . 

Over and above the patronizing nature of this conclusion - that is, that these women are 

so desperate that they will accept anything as "senice" and will not be able to discern 

whether in fact it "helps" them or not - a more logcal conclusion from these findmgs 

would be that this type of group\peer support involving a political\contextual analysis does 

in fact "work". What happens in this instance is that in asserting their "rights" as experts 

to define appropriate help, members of the mental health industry argue that this 

" unprofessional " approach simply could not be working. 

There are several important ramifications of men's violence against femaies being 

Mewed as an appropriate area for treatment by these professionals. First, by reducing 

organizations such as the Sexual Assault Centre to simply one of many professional 

organizations (as cari be seen throughout the SAC Review) which could be treating this 

"problem", they are presented as ostensibly cornpeting on a level playing field to offer 

certain services. However, in a society which embraces a hierarchical definition of 

knowledge and skills, it is not wornen's organizations which will be viewed as most able. 

As this activist illustrated: 



The experts have al1 these pieces of paper hanging on the wall so if you're 
JO Blo public, and you were asked, "well if your mother needed this 
service would you rather have her getting it from this person down in this 
basement gningy office, or in a nice white, ciean crisp institutionai setting 
with d l  these degrees and fresh cut flowers"? Of course they will chose 
tradi tionai services (activist 1 4). 

These white, clean, cnsp settings are already in place. De-funding of feminist 

organizations does not necessarily become an issue as long as men's violence against 

fernales can be effectively reduced from a politicai issue to an individual and treatable 

one; that is, there is then seen to be a duplication of services in the community. 

Describing locai manifestations of this process, this activist continued: 

We see that a regional sexual assault treatment centre has been opened up 
at McMaster and that they're starting. And their budget is five times what 
SAC'S is, you can count on it. So discredit the SAC, discredit, discredit, 
chscredit, and close her down and now she goes into MUMC [Mcmaster 
University Medicai Centre] (activist 14). 

This discrediting process was quite clear in the public controversy over the "lesbian ad" 

and the services that were being provided at the Centre. It is also apparent in the S-4C 

Review; that is, the reviewers state: 

It should be noted that complaints from the relevant professional 
community (Le. therapists and other s e ~ c e  providers) also mentioned the 
Centre's anti-male or anti-police bias fiequently (Avebury Research and 
Consuiting 1993 : 9). [my emphasis] 

Again we see that the relevant cornmunity indicates that the issue is being dealt with as 

a treatable one rather than as a political one; that is, if the issue was conceptualized as 

the latter, then therapists wouid not be the mon relevant. Thefrequency of the complaints 

about the Centre's attitude again points to the pressures for the Centre to conform, to be 
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nice, to be conciliatory and CO-operative, instead of being the "bad girls" in the 

community. Although other groups, when dtscussing systems of oppression, would also 

be pressured to present these miths in a way that "the public could hear", women, when 

talking about systems of male supremacy, are especially expected to be these things (that 

is nice, conciliatory and cooperative). 

A second important ramification of men's violence against females being seen as 

an appropriate issue for treatment by professionai mental health and social service 

providers is that a political issue is reduced to a mental health one. Local activists argued 

that this has had an affect on how anti-violence organizations provide service. For 

example, this activist argued: 

My feeling is that over the years 1 have been in the movement is that the 
movement has busted its ass trying to get more therapeutic, trying to get 
crechbility in the mainstream, trying to l e m  how to label women, running 
off to al1 these goddamn workshops, so that they c m  throw al1 this 
language around and talk about case management and clients (activist 5). 

She is worth quoting further; here she illustrates some of the complex ways in which 

therapeutic ideology - which removes women (and men) from the context in which they 

live and reduces them to individual and abstract cases in which al1 of the problems they 

encounter (and the solutions) are located in the self - has polluted local feminist 

approaches to men's violence: 

It's [the movement] become contaminated by therapeutic ideology, 
absolutely contarninated. And in the mainstream therapeutic community, 
where people have been trying to take over these issues as they have 
grown in consciousness and as they have corne into the mainstrearn 
conscioumess, then agencies that traditionally rejected women and didn't 



want to hear what they had to Say are now trying to get grants and al1 that 
kind of shit to do prograrns, to deal with incest and ail this which they 
couidn't be bothered with until the feminist movement got mad and started 
semng up their own stuff in order to get some son of suppo ri... so there has 
been son of a crossover. It's because of, because of power imbaiances, 
because power works this way that the mainstream community which has 
power, have taken the language and some of the ideas and the prograrns, 
nor the guts of the anaiysis, but the expression of the anaiysis and service 
and some of the language - they talk about empowerment constantly now, 
empowering the women and ail this kind of shit, it's d l  internat personal 
shit it's got nothing to do with changing the world or changing the material 
conditions for women. 1 mean you can't counsel somebody out of poverty 
right, that's a stupid idea, and you can't counsel somebody out of 
oppression, it just cannot be done. But what they are doing is counselling 
and there isn't any action attached to this at dl ,  and they have taken the 
language, they have ripped off al1 of the best ideas and they now have 
refrarned them into al1 this therapeutic shit so in a way some feminists are 
operating under the illusion that they have in fact affected the therapeutic 
community and not the other way around. They [some feminists] think 
they're making inroads into the mainstream because the mainstream keeps 
talking back at them in this language that they created. Because there's a 
power irnbalance, that's thefi and redefinition, it's not change. What is 
changing is the feminist organizations, they in fact are being changed and 
not for the best. So they in fact are being contarninated in the other 
direction with al1 these ideas and al1 this therapy and empowering women 
to get in touch with their feelings and express their rage by beating 
pillows, gemng rid of their rage - al1 this kind of shit, geîîing in touch with 
the child within and comforting the child within or whatever the fuck 
(activist 5). 

Other activists concur: 

1 think that the feminist rnovement got caught up in therapy and co- 
dependence and heaiing and very individudistic psychologising kind of 
way and that's become an integral part of the movement in a way that I 
think sort of helps us to buy into thing we shouldn't be buying into. 1 
think we, the first writings were to expose, for instance that women were 
sexual abuse survivors, rape survivors, but that wasn't done in a therapy 
kind of a way, it was like, "okay let's name diis, let's bring it out in the 
open", but it's become a therapy kind of a thing and we've begun to put a 



lot of energy towards doing that - counsellingy group therapy, 1 mean, there 
so much self-help kinds of writing now, written by feminists (activist 13). 

I think that we have made a critical error and...that is that we have not 
only professionalised but we have over-therapized women and the 
movement has become a healing movement rather than a political 
movement. So we did what we said they were doing to us. We became a 
self-help movement. We started saying to each other we really need to 
heal, we need to heal those wounds and that's our work right now so we 
get together and we heal and we don't go out there and Say "lookit, this is 
not right!" (activist 14). 

In part, the seMces that are provided at shelters and sexual assault centres depend 

on what women want. The issue of contamination of feminist seMces by therapeutic 

ideology is complicated by the fact that therapeutic ideas have so permeated the culture 

that many women are asking for this kind of service. This activist noted: 

Although 1 don't use those approaches personally, if someone talks about 
her imer chilci, 1 am not about to tell her that there is nothing in there ... 
1 mean it's a multi-million dollar industry now you know, incest, child 
sexual assault work. It is so exploitive. They take your pain and they sel1 
it back to you (activist 4). 

The therapeutic industry has always concentrated more on women than on men but with 

the construction of "the abused woman" came the associated construction of "the abusive 

man"'. ui the 1980s and into the 1990s, therapeutic approaches to the issue of violent 

men blossomed and this was seen in Hamilton with the development and subsequent 

controversy over counselling groups for abusive men in the city (see 4.5). This activist 

argued: 

What happened around the men's stun was therapeutic ideology. It became 
more treatment focused and it shified from being a value to an illness. 
And so it isn't a value base that men violate women from, it's an illness 



base. It was redefining men's experiences - they can't help themselves cos 
they were abused as children, and they feel bad. We got into the whole 
therapeutic ideology and 1 think that we got bogged down with the 
individual pain of individuals as opposed to the world view. We felt bad 
cos these men cried. But how does that stop women getting their ribs 
broken? That was not acceptable to say that. Because we want so hard to 
beiieve that men don? want to be violent (activist 9). 

Critics argued that, like similar approaches to women, therapeutic approaches removed 

men frorn the political\econornic\social context in which they chose to use violence and 

instead proposed explanations such as those based on poor impulse controi, poor anger 

management, dmg and alcohol abuse and men's own experiences and\or witnessing of 

violence as children. The subsequent evolution of pro-feminist men's groups as both a 

challenge to these approaches and a response to the feminist argument that men have to 

work on stopping men's violence, promised much to the anti-violence movernent whilst 

presenting it with many dilemmas. The programmes promised much in that they aimed 

to hold men directly accountable for their violence. Of course the various dilemmas lay 

in the fact that these groups developed unevenly across space and some held men more 

accountable than others. 

Further, activists argued that therapeutic ideology has not only afTected feminist 

service provision but also the behaviours of anti-violence activists themselves. That is, it 

has operated to limit UnWomanly Acts and transgressive fernales. For example activists 

argued that feminist notions of "safety" and "abuse" have been expanded to the point 

where they no longer have any specific meaning. For example: 



Language is one of the tactics of violence that they have used against us 
and 1 think that women have bought it as welI - "1 feel unsafe", "1 feel 
like you are being abusive to me" - 1 think that the language has gotten 
away fkom us and I think that the patrïarchy has taken it away and is now 
using it as a tool of violence. What is the worst thing that you could be 
called in the violence movement? - abusive, because we know what that 
means (activist 9). 

1 think the word abusive pets used in a way that's very problernatic, so that 
it's become this c a t c h 4  that differentiates nothing. Accusations would fl y 
that "I'm feeling abused" and "you're abusive" and shit like that. And the 
result is instant paralysis without having any anaiysis or moving anything 
forward (activist 2 1 ). 

What both of these comments point to is the power of accusations of "abuse" to regulate 

the behaviour of anti-violence activists. Historically, "unsafe" has been used by feminists 

to describe a situation, for exarnple, where a woman's life is in danger; "abusive" has been 

used to descnbe men who punch, kick, rape and kill women. When anti-violence activists 

are confrontational, rude, challenging, and angry, should these actions be equated with the 

actions of men (which have also been culturally and institutionally supponed)? Avebury 

Research and Consulting (1 993) found that: 

Although the Centre is strongly convinced that it prornotes the creation of 
violence-free structures, some Centre workers, some clients and some 
wornen who work in related areas describe their interactions with the 
Centre in the following ways: "unsafe", "afraid of staff'; "ripped me to 
shreds"; "emotionally violent"; and "don't know who to trust" (p.25). 

and that: 

According to some interviewees whose ferninia "credentials" cannot be 
easily questioned, the Centre has become "arrogant" in its belief that its 
way is the only, nght way and that this attitude has resulted in some 
Centre workers becoming "abusive" in interactions with others (p.25). 
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Whilst 1 am not denying that the centre may have become "arrogant", or that it may be 

a difficult and disheartening place to work, or that there are violent females in the world, 

it is important to consider whether or not women are being "abusive" and creating 

" unsafe" situations when they transgress the boundaries of manufactured acceptable 

behaviour. As this activist points out: 

Sornething has gone wrong with the women's movement where we were 
struggling to end violence against women and the violence was a fin in the 
face and now we are spending so much time talking about ourselves, not 
the women that we are sewing and the violence looks Iike someone being 
rude, in controt or aggressive (activist 11). 

Are wornen being abusive when they transgress the boundaries of manufactured 

acceptable fernale behaviour? No, however, one result of the use of this language to 

discipline activists' behaviour is that, since activists who have worked in the movement 

for years know what abusive means, they begin to "second guess" themselves, in the sanie 

way that women have been taught to do with respect to men's violence; for example, 

"maybe I did bnng that on myself', "maybe 1 did lead him on", "maybe 1 shouldn't have 

wom that skirt". As femaies continue to step out of place and other females try to push 

them back in, we think "maybe 1 am being insensitive", "maybe 1 should be nicer", and 

"maybe 1 a m  too assertive". These processes are one more component of the regulatory 

prescription to do gender right. As the activist quoted above continues: 

So as an advocate, I don? think I should have the right to sit at a table and 
Say "well you just h m  my feelings". We spend so much time procesing 
our hurts. And maybe that's about being working class, 1 don't have a 
strong tolerance for that kind of stuff. I can do it to a certain extent then 
1 think, "enough of bis, let's deal with the woman who just got raped" ..so 



I move from saying let's change the material conditions that are really 
dramatic and then, because 1 am also in an area where you want to take 
care of women 1 get reaily confused because some days 1 Say no, this is 
reaily important work, the fact that a woman feels intimidated in a meeting 
and feels scared is important, that's valid, let's focus on that and then some 
days 1 want to throw my hands up in the air and Say "fuck it, take it 
somewhere else, that's your issue, get yourself a support group, corne to 
work healthy, ready to work, and if 1 step on your toes, excuse me but in 
the scheme of things does it really matter"? Who knows, maybe that's just 
about a strong privileged wornan not wanting to take care of other women. 
1 don? know anyrnore. Al1 1 reaily know is that if we keep taiking about 
what's going on with us, who's gonna be telling the police to stop doing 
what they are doing? (activist 1 1 ). 

Gwen that activists have argued that the goal of ending men's violence against 

females is, on the whole, not being pursued through political action in rraditional sites 

of political resistance, then it matters to the second goal - identified as provicûng safe and 

supportive services for women - what kind of service provision is going on. The hope 

would be that, despite the infiltration of therapeutic ideology, there is still some seMce 

provision which is to a certain extent "political". That is, 1 do not want to create a 

simplistic dichotomy of seMce provision and political action. Activias argue that 

although there has been more of a move towards seMce provision in feminist 

organizations, this does not mean that this is necessarily not political action. As this 

activist argued: 

There has been more of a swing towards seMce because more women 
have been asking for more service. So, on the one hand 1 have a problem 
with that but on the other hand 1 don't - because if we see every woman 
as a potential member of this revolution, she's more likely to be able to be 
a pan of it if she's feeling in one piece, so part of what we do is to help 
her feel like a human being again - so patch up that soldier eh, send h e m  
back out there into the field [laughing]. So I think it's a necessas. part of 



the work to help women mend themselves and feel like, "well, fuck you, 
1 don't own this, this im't mine" (activin 15). 

1 have argued that what goes on in spaces of political resistance matters for the 

development of politicai identities. Maintaining some kind of political voice in rape cnsis 

centres and shelters is cntical if there is to be a continuai development of radical political 

subjects. What actually consaitutes political action and seMce provision is contestable (as 

discussed briefly in Section 6.6). For example, if seMce provision takes the fonn of 

radical education then that could be more clearly classified as political action than it could 

be if it took the fonn of self-esteem classes. As one activist noted: 

In some ways, seMce provision can be political action depending on what 
you are doing. So it's not that 1 see service provision as never being 
political action, that taiking to a woman about her human rights and about 
her right to be free, one to one so called counselling and service provision 
can free women and materiaily change their lives. Women Say this - it 
saved my life, it changed my life forever and so on and so you can't Say 
that's irrelevant. And every activist and advocate who is politically active, 
at some point something made them change from going dong with things 
to saying "1 have had it". (activist 5) 

The constitution of political action aiso varies both historicdly and spatially. In the 

context of men's violence against femaies being hidden, seMce provision (such as 

providmg safe houses and cnsis Iines) was radical political action. Radical political action 

takes very different forms in a country like Canada than what it would in a counw like 

Chile. This activist, discussing the construction of Justice For Women as "man-hating 

militants and bullies" (Peters 1 993j .) notes: 



It's frightening, the thought that laying roses on a statue and painting a 
sidewalk, or saying that men don? necessarily have a right to counselling 
that doesn't work to stop violence against women, is "the edge". It's 
incredible, it's incredible. And the reaction to that is so intensely hostile 
(activist 5). 

What should be clear at this point is that local organized anri-violence activism has 

ahvays been fragmented. This is illustrated for exarnple, by: the division of women by 

the syaem of gender which encourages horizontal hostility and cornpetition; the variety 

of analyses of and approaches to men's violence against females and the state; and by the 

variation in political action and service provision, from individual to individual and frorn 

organization to organization. This fragmentation has been accentuated in recent years by 

the processes giving rise to the trends discussed above - deradicalizaiion, domestication 

and cornpetition. In the 1990s it has often been previously marginalized women who have 

been accused of fragmenting "the movement", either intentionally, or by bringing issues 

of diversity to the table. 1 explore this issue below. 

7.5 Fragmentation: concrete and rnanufactured barriers. 

Given that the majority of the local activists intervieweci identified fragmentation 

as the biggest chdlenge facing "the movement" it is important to investigate how "white 

feminists" have been dealing with the question of "difference". These activists described 

some of their very concrete expenences of privilege: 



There are reaily concrete things that happen, 1 mean if I'm at a meeting, 
sitting around a table with a group of women, 1 have some skills in terms 
of making my voice heard and articulating things in a certain way, things 
will be articulated in a way that is "socially appropriate", and 1 have 
learned lots of those tools in school, and in other work experiences to be 
able to command attention, even in t e m s  of how 1 use rny oratory, my 
body language etc and 1 watch other women round the table whom 1 know 
are working class and I know that they haven't had access to those skills 
and will always have that over them and there will always be a power 
imbalance because they haven't leamed how to do that and they don't have 
access to those styles. I'm really really conscious of the differences 
(activist 2). 

In my farnily is where I learned to be racist and that was of course 
reinforced by the culture. I try to be aware of it now but it's just like 
heterosexuality, a lot of it feels normal to me and 1 have to keep reminding 
myself of the pnvileges that 1 have because a lot of it feels .... feels normal 
to be in a room where people speak the sarne language and use the same 
language and look like me and share the same experiences and may have 
gone to see the sarne concerts or listen to the same music - it al1 sounds 
perfectly normal to be talking about this stuff as though everyone has those 
expetiences and not to be thinking at al1 that this is only one experience 
of the world, and it is very different from the experiences of most of the 
population of the planet. You are just one small group of people, and in 
fact a minority in the planet and the experiences of most people are not 
like yours (activist 5). 

These activists discussed the situation of recognizing that "women" had only meant 

certain types of women: 

I think that white women and straight women have realized, "oh my god. 
we haven't even noticed that these women weren't here", and 1 think there's 
a tremendous amount of "boy. were we bad", al1 this guilt shit going on. 
So what we are doing is, we are doing anyihzng to make up for that and 
we are fucking things up al1 over the place (activist 1 5). 

1 have seen changes primarily in the Iast couple of years. 1 think there has 
been a lot of recognition of who we are al1 of a sudden - we're al1 white, 
we're al1 able-bodied, we're ail heterosexual, and so on and 1 think that 
even being aware of that and accepting it and not becoming defensive, cos 



that's what happens ... l think that women get into this movement for a 
whole bunch of reasons. But being in the movement there's a hi& level of 
cornmitment, a hi& level of dedication and there's a reai, well because you 
are always challengmg so much of the status quo of the patnarchy and 
structures out there that you are reaily protective about what you are doing. 
So initially 1 think there was this kind of defensiveness - "1 have put a lot 
of myself into this, how dare you criticize me". Which 1 think is the initial 
reaction ... so then what you have to do is not persondize it or not take it 
personally. You have to really be able to take a hard look, intellectually, 
in your head rather than in your heart. That continues to be a stniggle. 1 
mean some women have gotten their heads around that more than others ... 1 
mean, who wants to Say, "yes, I'm racist"? Of course you don? want to Say 
that. Who wants to Say they are homophobic. Of course you don't want to 
do that stufT so there's this initial defensiveness. We are starting to get by 
that 1 think and we are starting to do some education (activist 3). 

However, activists argued that in attempting to move beyond that defensiveness, there has 

been a tendency to think about different oppressions (and therefore different groups) as 

being discrete and not overlapping; for exarnple that there are lesbians and there are 

women of colour - the markers of culture are absent from the former, and those of 

sexuality from the latter. This approach to diversity in collective action (the conflation of 

presence of individuals with accessibility and representation) has been prevalent in trying 

to corne to terms with the recognition of the particular contours of western feminism's 

subject. These activists' experiences are fairly typical of some of the mistakes which have 

been made: 

Then ùiere was the whole assumption if we started as white women hiring 
black women and native women to work in white services then we were 
not racist (activist 16). 

Having sat on a Take Back The Night Cornmittee in Hamilton and using 
language that is very exclusive, you know, talking about the speakers, like 
" we've covered black women and we have covered lesbians and we have 



covered women in conflict with the law" etc, and seeing al1 of those 
women as outsiders - we have irnported them d l  into our project. And 
being challenged again with the black women saying, "well fuck you", of 
course (activist 7). 

What has happened is that women have not been able to corne together. 
Women have been prevented from talking together and coalition building, 
so that you have "a group of black women". The thing is that you need to 
break down the dominant culture groups, so you have "white groups", 
white straight english speaking able bodied - right? What's happening is 
that people are not pumng those privileges on a continuum, on a line so 
that if black women are straight - they have that privilege. It's like not 
looking at your own privilege and 1 think that what's happening is that 
there is no anaiysis going on. So people are looking at situations and not 
looking at analysis (activist 9). 

1 have seen bodies. I have seen lesbian bodies, 1 have seen black women's 
bodies, but 1 haven't really seen, well, I...think things are in the process but 
I don't think there have been any substantiai changes (activist 4). 

What essentialist assumptions about the connections between experience and politics result 

in then, are mistaken beliefs that any women of colour, any woman with cûsabilities, any 

lesbian, any poor woman will do; that is, that on the basis of their oppression they will 

necessanly actively contest it. Further activists argued that by treating oppressions as 

discrete rather than interlocking, and responding to challenges about diversity frorn places 

of "white guilt" and tokenistic liberdism, rather than from a location where an analysis 

of ail systems of oppression, and their interconnectedness is used, a "hierarchy of 

oppression" approach has emerged. For example these activists comment: 

Now what we are running into 1 think, is, there is a tendency now to put 
a hierarchy on oppressions, so racism for example, is sornewhat visible, 
certainly more visible than say, heterosexism. So because it is more visible 
it somehow is more serious so 1 think many of us are still trying to get Our 
heads around that. Now we can't do that, that's a really dangerous thing, 



to start identifjing which is worse in some way. We are ninning into that 
kind of stuff now (activist 3). 

It was really interesting to watch what has happened at OAITH [Ontario 
Association of Interval and Transition houses] over the past year 
especially. There was a conference last year on "bridgmg the gap" and they 
were looking at al1 types of oppressions but there were no links made 
between thern, and there was al1 kinds of racism going on at the 
conference and black women united and read a women of colour statement 
and then there was an attempt to - a group of wornen got together to try 
to do some anti-oppression work, there was anti-semitism going on and the 
Jewish women spoke out about it. There was heterosexism going on and 
the lesbians didn't speak out about it, and 1 thought it's more pemasive 
than everything else 'cos they can't even speak out about it. We forrned a 
cornmittee to do anti-oppression work and it quickly moved to doing ant- 
racism work and people were saying but that's the context and 1 was 
thinking but you are still working from a situational perspective, you're 
doing situational ethics here. Thinking that in doing anti-racisrn work that 
everything else will fa11 into place. It's the hierarchy of oppressions again 
(activist 9). 

I do not want to suggest that if only white, non-disabled, middle-class, 

heterosexual females could find a way to move beyond an essentiahsr and discrete 

approach to difference and find a way to share and\or give up some of their power and 

privilege that they would al1 willingly do so. One of the processes involved in dealing 

with the question of "difference" has been resinance, both in terms of recognizing the 

problem, and doing something about it. 

In Chapter Three I argued bat unnaturalizing the heterosexual regime and 

assessing the importance of locations and spaces of resistance in and against it could add 

to current analyses of the persistence of the system of men's violence against females in 

the face of over two decades of ferninist activism. In this chapter 1 have illustrated several 
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processes which have operated in the regulation and containment of this activism, locally. 

This Unwomanly praxis has been pahally dornesticated and deradicafized by intemal and 

extemal forces: radical activists, those who most clearly unsettle the limits of Women's 

place(s) in this society, and\or their practices and ideas have been rnarginalized in 

particular spaces of resistance as "the rnovement" has sought to (and been forced to) 

become "legitimate". "Lesbian" and "anti-men*', which 1 suggested in Chapter Three were 

locations beyond the acceptable limits of the category Woman, were illustrated in this 

chapter to have been used as effective regulatory ternis in the demonization of anti- 

violence activists. How the combination of these various processes and their effects on 

local anti-violence organizing rnight be understood in light of the  arguments presented in 

Chapter Three is discussed in greater detail the following chapter. 

Chapter Seven endnotes 

1. The Centre was informed of, but never shown, eleven anonyrnous complaints which had been 
made to Councillor Dorninic Agostino, The Spectator and CHCH Television. 

2. The objectives of the review, as outlined in the final report by A v e b q  Research and Consulting 
(1993: Executive Summary) were as follows: 

1. To determine the extent to which the senices and practices of the Sesual 
Assault Centre (Hamilton and Area) meet the stated mandate of the centre in the 
following areas: provision of non-directed, accessible, client oriented senrices: 
provision of accessible semices to the diverse communities; establishment and 
maintenance of relationships m1t.h other corn muni^ agencies, including the 
police; and assurance of appropriate conduct between counsellors istaff and 
vohnteers) and clients. 

2. To detennine the extent to which the Centre's internai dynamics (i.e. 
relationships among staff, volunteers and the management committee) impact on 
senke delivexy. 



3 .  To provide recommendations to the comrnunity h o u &  the agency's Funders 
to ensure quality senice now and in the future. 

4. To develop an implementation plan, in collaboration with the Sexual Assault 
Centre and in co-ordination with the Centre's organizational review, which will 
improve the Centre's accountabili~ to its clients and the community. 



CHAPTER EIGHT. CONCLUSIONS: NEW LOCATIONS, NEW MAPS - 
(RE)NEGOTIATTNG, (RE)TRANSGRESSlNG THE BOUNDARIES 

It is not only iesbian students who should be calling for a recognition of 
their histos, and presence in the world; it is al! women who want a more 
accurate map of the way social relations have been and are, as they tqr to 
imagine what that might be. 

Adnenne Rich (1986: 201) 

8.1 Introduction 

Structurai change of the type irnagined by early anti-violence activists has not been 

achieved. Local activists argued that although legal, policing, education, health, and social 

seMces systems have been put under enormous pressure to recognize and ded with issues 

of men's violence against females more approprîately, they are still for the most part 

expenenced by women as oppressive, and as resisting rather than being part of structurai 

change. What change has been effected is that which fails most clearly within the second 

goai of "the movement" which activists in Hamilton identified as being to provide saf'er 

and more supportive seMces for women. These activists descnbed being demoraiized, 

discouraged and exhausted by the muggle. 

In conclusion 1 want to offer a specifically lesbian (in the Wittigian sense') and 

geographicd analysis of these local geographies of oppression and resistance, suggesting 

explanations as to why certain strategies for social change have been more successful than 

othen and proposing ways in which the boundaries of the politicai regime of 

heterosexuality and its associated prescription to "do gender right" might be re-negotiated 
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and re-transgressed on the way to mapping out new possibilities fiom various 

counterhegernonic locations of political alliance. The implications of these conclusions for 

feminist and lesbian geographies, for consideration of the development of political 

identities in place, and for local anti-violence activism are outlined. 

8.2 The heterosexual regime: regulatîng UnWomanly Acts 

1 have illumated several trends which activists suggested have been part of the 

"institutionaiization" of organized anti-violence activism in Hamilton: deradicalization, 

domestication, competition and fragmentation. These trends both built upon and 

accentuated inherent weaknesses in "the movement" which 1 argued were in part due to 

variations in activists' analyses and actions on men's violence against females and the 

state, and to organizing which had been done on the basis of essentialin notions of 

identity including the belief in simple connections between being and politics. Both these 

processes and weaknesses can be better understood in light of the arguments I have 

presented concerning the reproduction of the political regime of heterosexuality. 

That is, the processes which have worked to contain anti-violence activisrn can be 

understood as being, in part, the punitive consequences of activists not "doing gender 

right", individually, collectively, and\or institutionally. 1 argued in Chapter Three that any 

movement towards ending oppression must include an interruption of the reproduction of 

the heterosexud regime if the material and ideological subordination of females by males 

is to be seriously contested. Individuaily, collectively, and institutionally, differently 
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located activists have attempted to do this by transgressing (and dtimately dimirbing) the 

limits of the categoy Woman; individualiy by becoming UnWomen, collectively through 

UnWomanly Acts, and institutionaily through organizations such as Hamilton's Sexual 

Assault Centre and Justice For Women. During the early 1990s, radical activists, 

especially those involved in Justice For Women, kept both the issue of men's violence 

against femaies and the part that state institutions play in upholding this system very 

much in the public eye. 1 have argued that anti-violence activism can be thought of as 

UnWomanly Acts since by contestkg the system of men's violence it clearly challenges 

Men's right to be, vis-a-vis Women. During this period then, these activists continuously 

and insistently contened the s t a tu  quo through for exarnple 1 ) repeated confrontations 

with the police system - the case of Larry Fodor, his Chiefs cornrnents, the spray-painting 

incident, the subsequent protest rallies and the highlighting of the disparity between the 

punishment of feminist activists and abusive men; and 2) repeated confrontations with the 

legal system - the case of Guy Ellui, the laying of the rose, multiple protest rallies and 

petitions, and the case of Toni Skarica and his removal from "domestic violence" cases. 

That Justice For Women was a space of resistance ourside of formalized sites such as the 

Sexual Assault Centre and Interval House allowed it to resist the effects of reguiation 

longer than those sites. However, individual members of Justice For Women were not 

beyond the reaches of regulation since many of them were punished through these more 

fomalized spaces in which they dso acted. 
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"Lesbian", "man-hating" and "anti-police" were the mon comrnon regdatory terms 

used to contain this actwism. However, instead of building on the clarity and potential 

afforded by those subjects radically located in and agaznsr the heterosexual regme, 

organized anti-violence activism has marpaiized it, silenced it, and in fact tried to 

distance itself fiom those particulas locations. Halton Women's Place apoloptzed for the 

"lesbian ad", the Sexual Assault Centre and Justice For Women were cnticized by other 

feminists for being mti-male. anti-police and having a lesbian-bias. By accepting that 

individual activists and\or organizations should not be "lesbian", "ana-male" and "anti- 

police", "the movement" mengthened rather than weakened the boundaries of the category 

Woman. The power that the ficaon of gender has to regulate the lives of femaies 

individually , coilectively , and institutionally was shored up. 

I want to re-iterate here that the power of gender does not only exia at lingustîc 

or discursive levels but operates in a very materialia sense; it is integral to our domestic 

labour being unpaid, to our designatioo as appropnate caregvers in the home, the 

cornmunity, and the workplace, to our designation as appropriate targets of men's 

violence, and to the "naturalness" of being slotted into low-paying, low-benefits 

employment. It is through the heterosexual regme and its discrete genders that men 

individually and collectively exploit al1 forms of women's labour. As long as the fiction 

of gender has the power to enforce what Women are - including economicaily, sexually, 

and politically - then those sauctures wtlich keep us subordinated will remain in place. 
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As the concept of "good girls" and dl of its manifestations is reproduced rather 

than conteste4 certain strategies for change are less punished than othen. That is, 

activists argued that the second goai of "the movement" had been achieved: strateges for 

providing safe and supportive senrices for women had been successful. 1 want to suggest 

that these strategies encounter less cultural and insûtutional opposition since they are most 

clearly within Women's mandate - listening, helping, caring, and servicing. In this way 

then, activists are in fact "doing gender right". 

This is not at al1 to argue that these strategies are not important. The creation of 

safe and supportive services for women in Hamilton has saved women's lives, and has 

changed the lives of thousands of others. 1 argued that if the type of seMce provision that 

was being offered was in some way political, then perhaps organizations like sexual 

assault centres and shelters should be conceptualized as spaces of resistance rather than 

clearly spaces of incorporation. Which types of spaces they are will of course Vary fiom 

place to place. This point is addressed below. 

8.3 Location and spaces of political resistance 

1 have argued throughout this thesis that radicalization matters; that is, through 

interactions with and experiences of transgressive fernales, other women might develop 

a radical political identity and in this process, add to the possibilities for collective 

material and ideological challenges to the power of the fiction of gender and to the 

reproduction of the heterosexud regime. Since radicalization is a critical process, it is 
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important to consider what kinds of subjects are produced by the processes (both intemal 

and extemal) of regdation, discipline, and punishment of aansgressive fernales. Organized 

anti-violence activism has made an important e m r  in not sufficiently challengmg the 

regulatory fiction of gender. The movement has tended to purge andior rnarginalize 

lesbians and\other transgressive females and\or dieir issues in the process of trying to 

become more acceptable and more legitimate (intemal policing has of course been 

paraileled by the requirements of the state and other regulatory bodies). In marginalizing 

UnWomanly praxis to illustrate that we are not threatening, we not only become just that 

- un-threatening - but we also remove those ideas and practices from the developrnent of 

political idenhties in certain spaces of resistance. In this way the potential of these spaces 

to be "hotbeds" for the radicdization of females is effectively lost. This politicization to 

challenge the regulatory power of the fiction of gender is necessary for the intemiprion 

of the reproduction of the heterosexual regime. In Hamilton during a relatively short 

penod, collective and institutional transgression of the boundaries of the category Wornan 

were multiple, frequent, and public, and more females were radicalized in the process. 

The subsequent discipline and punishment (and the lack of sustained, organized resistance 

of any depth) partially depoliticized the community and this has reduced the possibilities 

for political development in place. The hope is that other spaces of resistance are 

developed outside of these more formaiized sites, as did happen with the Courthouse as  

a site of protest and with the creation of Justice For Women, for exarnple. Justice For 
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Women was able, for a short time, to engage in very effective UnWomaaly actïvism. Like 

many other radical direct action groups however, its lifespan was relatively short. 

The implications of this research for feminist and lesbian geographies are 

discussed below. 

8.4 Making the connections: feminist and lesbian geographies 

One of the main aims of this thesis was to build on the emergmg work in feminist 

and lesbian and gay geographies on the institution of heterosexuality as regulatory and to 

forge some much needed concrete links beîween feminist and lesbian geographies. Critical 

lesbian interventions in geography which illustrate the substantive challenge that multiple 

lesbian lives might pose to the reproduction of the system of gender, offer much for the 

geographical invesrigation of specific processes of oppression, resistance, and identity 

formation in parricular places. This  thesis reveals concretely how the transformative 

potential of local feminist activism continues to be defused, in part, not only by the term 

lesbian but by the term Wornaa. %y consmicting and punishing certain types of 

UnWomanIy Acts, regulatory bodies use discipline to force the proper doing of gender - 
thus stabilizing the fiction whilst ssmultaneously reducing the potential for these acts to 

reduce its regulatory power. This work adds voice to recent cals for an end to the 

"ongoing non-examination" of cornpulsory heterosexuality in geography and suggests the 

importance of a more widespread recognition in the discipline that the political regime of 
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heterosexuality is as central to the construction of women's oppression as is racism, 

colonialism, classisrn, ableism, and sexisrn. 

Further, much contemporary social theory has been criticized for being 

theoreticdiy dense and practically obtuse, in its use of eIite and coded language and in 

its general inaccessibility. Here 1 have offered very concrete exarnples of the ways in 

which some of this theos, (for example Judith Butler's work on the fiction of gender) cm 

add to our understandmg of the processes which create Woman as Heterosexual. As there 

is a move towards more self-consciously situated, embedded, and concrete feminist andior 

radical geographies, what will be done with the theoretical and practicai insight that the 

refusal to do gender right is ultimately the refusai to be a Woman (or a Man)? By 

illustrating some of the ways in which the deployment of categories works to regulate 

feminist challenges to the status quo, ths  thesis suggests the importance of investigating 

the purpose of the use of categories, of dualisms and of the notion of "difference". 

Further, with regards to the process of identity formation in place, dus research illustrates 

several important points. First, local social relations matter for the development of urban 

politics. That is, several factors contributed to the panicular ccntours of the stmggles in 

Hamilton, including: the f aa  that at the time the city was one of the few large urban 

centres without either a Safe City Cornmittee (or sornethmg similar) or a Lesbian and Gay 

Pride day\march\week (the mayor was subsequently forced by the Ontario Human Rights 

Commission to declare one); the lack of a large, sophisticateâ, and varied feminist 

"mmmunity" of depth (of the sort that might be found in cities such as Toronto and 
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Vancouver); the absence of feminist and\or "out" lesbian and gay representation on local 

council; and the lack of any substantial cornpetition to the city's tradibonally conservative 

major media (especially The Swctator). Second, political identities develop in and through 

place. Locai activists' identities were, in part, constiîuted through their experiences of 

local justice; for example, in the Ellul case with its message that abusive men were 

literally gemng away with murder, and in the spray -painting incident with its message that 

local legal systems considered women's civil disobedience a more serious breach of law 

than the averase "domestic". Third, particular spaces of resistance are critical for the 

development, negotiation, and regdation of politicai identities. Many of the local activists 

illustrated the importance of these spaces in the constitution of their identities. These 

identities were in tum regulated in these spaces through the deployment of regdatory 

ternis such as "lesbian" "anti-police" and "anti-male" (for example throughout the 

controversy over the phtlosophy and mandate of the Sexual Assault Centre). 

Another aim of this thesis was to investigate the difference found within categones 

such as Woman, and what role these, and gender and sexuality played in local organizing. 

1 illustrated throughout the thesi s that fragmentation existed within the often 

unproblematized group "white feminists". Although categorization by gender works to 

suggest that the two groups (Women and Men) are very different from each other and 

very similar within each group, it simultaneously works to divlde women fiom each other 

by, in white western culture, creating cornpetitive, horizontally hostile subjects through 
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the heterosexual imperative (getthg and having a man is more imporîant than anything 

else). 

Thus, when "white feminists" organize on the basis of gender they not only bring 

this mythology about women (being cornpetitive and untnistworthy and not allies) to their 

organizing, they also bnng contradictory expectations of "sameness", based on essentidia 

notions of identity formation. These notions have led to expectations that gender 

structures dl white women's lives in a sufficiently similar way as to be a ba i s  for 

politics. White feminists, entering (largely) white ferninist organizations do so with 

understandably huge expeaations of each other. These include presurnptions that there 

would be similar understandings of political action and appropriate stratepies for 

challenging men's violence against fernales. The eventual vilification of Justice For 

Women, the struggles over the merits of counselling groups for abusive men, and the 

criticism of the spray-painting incident al1 illustrated that these presurnptions were 

mistaken. Activists argued that they experience "difference" within this supposedly 

relativefy homogeneous group when they moved, in various ways, beyond the limits of 

"nice white girls". By suggesting that these transgressions and subsequent punishments 

had "something to do with" class and\or sexuality and\or anger, they illustrated that 

gender is ahvays classed, sexe4 raced and so forth. However, essentialist notions of the 

connections between being and politics aiso led local white feminism to deal with "other* 

differences in an unsatisfactory way. That is, activists argued b a t  different oppressions 

(and therefore different groups) had been dealt with discretely rather than as interlocking. 
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1 want to point out here that in critically assessing these notions of identity 

formation and the role of gender, sexuality and "difference" in local organizing, 1 do not 

mean to place rnyself apart from these processes. That is, my own joumey of political 

identity formation over the last decade mirron that of many of the activists interviewed. 

1 have travelled fiom the excitement of first getting involved in women's stniggles and 

feeling that 1 had "corne home", to becoming disillusioned and a marginaiized "odier" in 

these stniggles, to engagmg in a more clearly separatist form of identity politics, dl the 

way to moving towards a politics of location in which 1 have recogmzed at least the 

possibilities of a more coalitional type of struggle for social change. This leads me to the 

finai two important areas for discussion: a) what does this research offer in terms of a 

cntical assessment of possibilities for ways fonvard, and b) what are the implications of 

employing a politically engaged research methodoiogy? These are addressed below. 

8.5 Implications for anti-violence activism 

1 argued at the begiming of this thesis that a central aim of the research was to 

be part of political smiggles for social change. So what does this analysis offer, in a 

concrete sense, to local organized anti-violence acîivism? It obviously does not offer a 

practical blueprint for "how to" but it does offer several important insights which might 

be added to the ways activists think about men's violence agaùist females and stniggles 

to contest it. 
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First, many activists argued that they felt overwhelmed by the chailenge of 

imagining how to translate structural analyses into action and that der ail these years of 

stmggling, "big" change seemed like a fantasy, like a rnap they couid not quite hold 

together in their heads. 1 am suggesting that pan of this difficulty stems fiom the mapping 

of this new world to include widespread heterosexuality as die only option for fernales, 

and frorn this premise, being forced to think around and around in circles: well, if there 

is still widespread heterosexuality, then there is still gender bkary, and if there is still 

gender binary, then there will of course d l 1  be men's violence against females (since they 

have argued that men's violence against females is intirnately linked with compulsory 

heterosexuaiity). Thus, the continued naturalizing of female heterosexuaiity and its 

acceptance by mainstream feminism as the only realistic widespread option for females 

blocks "the movement" fiom even imugining certain politicai praxis. 1 am not suggesting 

that activists employ a new strategy of telling women to choose lesbianism but b a t  

gender as  a regdatory fiction must be continuaily challenged and ultimately robbed of its 

power, if "big" change is to be effected. The power of the category Woman to regdate 

what femdes can be - including economicaliy, poiitically and sexually - is centrai to the 

reproduction of the status quo. With this insight, it is clear that rnarginalizing 

transgressive females weakens rather than mengthens the transfomative possibilities of 

feminist activisrn. 

Further, activists illustrated ways in which interaction with the state unavoidably 

changed feminist organizations. However, it was also pointed out that although these 
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interactions had reduced the possibilities of these spaces to be the "hotbeds" of radicalism 

diey once were, funding had been a "necessary eMI" in the move to fulfil one of the goals 

of the movement - to provide sde and supportive services for women. I illustrated that 

these spaces may well be better conceptualized as still spaces of political resistance (albeit 

altered ones) rather than spaces of incorporation provided that the type of seMces offered 

in these spaces still constituted an alternative praxis with respect to men's violence against 

females. New spaces then, might be more suitable for the developrnent of radical political 

activism, spaces which are located relatively beyond processes of regdation which are the 

unavoidable result of, for example state funding. These new spaces however, need to be 

built on a politics of location rather than on identity politics which are based on 

unexamineci categories such as lesbian and women of colour. Justice For Wornen realized . 

ths at a certain point wtien they changed their membership criteria from gender to politics 

- that is to the agreement with a set of pditical principles. 

The suggestion then is that activists use their own location to map and create 

different realities, to contest the power of oppressive dualisms\categories and to organize 

on the basis of politics rather than on identity. This process of unnaturalizing "chfference" 

is both a material and idwlogical one: the regdatory forces of the fiction of gender need 

to be contested at every point they occur, individually, collectively and institutionally. 

This needs to be done whether it is through coalitions to: fight for greater reproductive 

fkeedom; fight agallist laws that continue to make females appropriate targets of men's 

violence; fight taxation laws, immigration laws, spouse-in-the-house regulations, and so 
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fordi, which create heterosexual and ultimately gendered subjects; in essence to stniggle 

against those relations which combine to in& that in order for females to try to survive, 

economicdly, politically, and sexually, they have no option but to be Women. 

Finaily, through employing a politically engaged research methodology my aim 

was to clearly locate myself, as an academic researcher, in the realm of the political and, 

as a lesbian researdier, to challenge the reproduction of the political regime of 

heterosexuality in academia and the associated invisibility of lesbians in that environment. 

This is discussed beiow. 

8.6 Disruptive practices: politically engaged research 

By being politically engaged in this research, 1 gained an important insight about 

the significaoce of location in the development of political identities. Both my experiences 

in and through particular spaces of resistance and of transgressive females in those spaces, 

and my experiences of regulation of these, rodicalized me. My expenences (and 

interpretations of these) as a radical lesbiau boîh inside and outside academia, illuminated 

various processes which worked to regdate identities (and bodies) in certain spaces. By 

being 'out' as a geographer in the community, 1 hope to have played a small part in 

making activists think M e r  about space and place and the importance of these in local 

processes of oppression and resistance. By beiag 'out' as a lesbian in geography (both 

through my visible self and my clearly situated work) 1 hope to have played a srnail pan 

in disrupting those processes which a) continue to maintain heterosexuality as normative 
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and regulatory whila mymfying its systemic and political nature, and b) c o n ~ u e  to deny 

fernales choices in how they live their lives in, against and beyond this system. As there 

has been a move towards self-consciously situated, embodied geographies and an 

explosion in work on identities, transgression, oppression, and resistance, there has been 

an associated emergence of mangely migratory, disernbodied, queer geographies. It is 

quite dificult to fmd "out" lesbians in the discipline. In insisting on a presence for lesbian 

geographersGes I have hoped not only to encourage a consideration of lesbian existence 

as a viable option, but aiso a consideration of some of the ways that a normative and 

regulatory heterosexuaiity has çtnictured our lives and of the role of categories and 

dualisms in creating a world which is built on the oppression and exploitation of 

manufactured "others" . 

Chapter Eight endnotes 

1. That is, from a place beyond the category of sex, as a runaway fiom the class Women. 



APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDELINES. 

A - HISTORY - personal\politicd 

how and why did you get to where you are today, pan involvement in community 
organizations, political organizing and so on and name them 

curent involvement in community organizations\political organizing and so on and 
name them 

reasons for your involvemenr in the mti-violence movementcuwenf organization or 
group? 

if not covered above 

describe yoursel/ re: paver und p Bvzlege 

For example, 1 am a white, non-disabled, lesbian who grew up in a working class 
family, aithough m y  experience of class has changed with a lot of 
fonai\postsecondary education and so fonh. This al1 affects how I am in the 
world and the local women's movement - class, sexuality, white skin pnvilege and 
so forth. 

what kind of family did you grow up in - class background - changes over tirne 
in thinking about\expenencing class; indicaton - education, incorne, access V the 
culture of class - classism in local women's movement 

sexuality - privilege and access; oppression, out? - heterosexism in Iocai women's 
movement; lesbians in anti-violence work? 



gender relan'ons household 

household rnakeup - changing parentalWamily responsibiiities 

household circumstances - that affect negatively or positively ability to engage 
in this kind of work\political organizing?; either reconciling heterosexuality with 
radical feminist anti-violence work or [and] time\energy\coconflictmg demands 

anoi'yszs of male Molence ogainst women 

e-g. causes, how does it operate, how is it perpetuated, what's the affect on 
women's lives at most generai level, and what has to be done to end it - both short 
term and long term 

power and control tactics, synemic, therapeutic, dysfùnctional families, vimm- 
bIarning 

linking syaerns of oppression; compdsory heterosexuality 

put these ideas into practice in );ow work political organzang? 

y a  - how?; no - why not\processes workmg againn 

e.g. long tarm: if you think wmpulsory heterosemality must be dismantled, how 
are you workmg to achieve that end, short term: the state m m  respond in ways 
that increase conviaion rates, how are you working to acheve that end; etc. 

do p u  think there zs. or has ever been. somethzng t h r  could be cuffed a feminist anri- 
violence movement? 

be clear that this is that "movement" dominated by white, middle-clas, non- 
disabled heterosemials. 



a "movement" in that a basic\common objective couid be identified 

what were\are its goals\objectives\have l e s e  changed significantly over tirneüiow 

do they Vary between organizations\places\why? 

are there any organizations pursuing the goal - as identified and in what ways\ 
in what ways not 

do these organizations differ fiom [what we understand as] more traditionai social 
seMce agencies \ can women still expecr something different from "feminist" 
organizations? in what ways? 

C - THE STATE: ~STITUTIONALIZATIONVNCOWOMnON 

when p u  think of the stofe. what do you inclde 

e.g.government, institutions, sets of relations, or what? - as well as injustice 
system, police, govemment does it also include social services, education, health 
profession etc.? and on what levels?, local, provincial, federal etc? 

what sfate ogencies do you see as most important invelevant to male violence against 
women? lin what ways are you m a r e  of stute intervention in your dqy fo &y stnrggles 
against male Molence against women? 

do you think that the state upholds and\or perpetuates men's violence 
if so, in what ways? 

do you think that the state fights men's violence in any ways? 
if so, in what ways? 

how do you think of the state in terms of its ability to be part of the struggle for 
[radical\significant?] social change in the area of men's violence\can it be\in what 
ways\why not 

some personal e.g.s would be usefui here and explore the contradictions if they 
arise 

how do you thnk the responses of the state (to men's violence) have changed over 
the Iast few ysars 



the state has becorne more involved in the issue through hinduig, directives to 
police, family violence programs, public senrice announcements, etc. In what ways 
do you diuik this has this affected the anti violence movement. 

have you experienced state intervention as divisive?\does it treat different 
organizations differently\how'? 

have you had to change tactics\practices because of increasing state intervention? 

what have been some of your reactions to increasing state intervention - have you 
fought it\welcomed it#ow? 

what do you think of men's counselling groups? 

SPECIFIC: how do you see the relationship between the srate and SPECIFIC 
ORGANIZA TION developing? 

GENE=: how do you see the relationship between the anti-violence movement and the 
state developing ? 

I D m L Y :  what do you rhink it should be. e.g. withdrawol; CO-operutive; in and agoinsk- 
strictly adversunul etc. ? and why 
again explore the contradiction 

D. W3"E FEMINISM: QUESTIONS OF DEPOLInCIZATION AND 
PROFESSIONALIZATION. 

do you think rhat wonking in al1 wonren (or almost al0 organizations is signiftcantly 
diflerent fiom workïng in mzxed groups - di~erencesisimilu~ries; positive und negative 

how do you think that being women in a patriarchal\misogynist culture affects the 
ways that we organize together as womedon the basis of gender 

how do you think the white ferninisr onti-violence movement has been deuling with issues 
of racism iheterosexism idassism iableisnt etc? and now the backIash 

how do you see this developing? 

have îhere been changes in the kind of activities thot are taking place, e.g. c o m m m z ~  
outreah, politicaI organizing? 



will action ri se\go underground? 

changes in the kinds of services being offered to women in the cornmrmity? 

changes in the kind of qualifications that one needs to be working in e.g. 
sheltershpe crisis centres? 

do you think rhot there is anything speajîc iunique about the HAMILTON situation or is 
zt merely refective of what is happening across the provincei.both -for example in tems  
of state intervention. organizations and or activists' responses to this etc? 

E. WAYS FORWARD\STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE. 

SPECIFIC: where do you see SPECIFIC O R G A N I .  TION going fiom here? 

G E N E W :  where do you see the anti-violence movement goingfrom here? 

DO you reniain committed to the kind of work you have been doing [poiiticitl 
action iadvocacy icounselling ietc] or do you plm to use your energies in other ways in rite 
firture? 

can you single out what you rhznk is the biggest challenges facing the anti-violence 
movement to&y 

how much iwhat do you think rhefeminist anti-violence movement has accompIished in the 
stmggie to end men's violence (do you think it has accomplished anything?) 

what factors have been most important in these accomplishments? 

what factors have constituted the most serious obstacles? 

is rhere anything more you would like to add? 
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